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Abstract

This volume is a collection of the unclassified papers presented at the Third

Symposium c._: the Plasma Sheath - Plasma Electromagnetics of Hypersonic Flight.

This symposium consisted of the review of progress in reentry communication

studies during the three year period since the prior meeting. The program of this
sympoiium on plasma electromagnetics of hypersonic flight involves a-wide range

of scientific disciplines, including electromagnetics, aerodynamics, aerothermo-
- - chemistry, plasira dynaimics, electronics, arnd high-temperature phenomena. TheI

papers were selected to explore as many of these facets of research, including th6
US results of laboratory, flight, and systemn tests, as time permitted.
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LI. AALYSIS OF PIASVA GENRATCIRS FOR
7EPING REEIITW CcMjICATI~i SYSTM

C.D. Joerger and M.A. Glatt

Space and M~issle Engineering Division
McDonnell Aircraft Corporation

St. Iouis, Missouri

ABSTRACT

This paper surveys existing plasma-generaors to determine their

usefulness in providing realistic environmentz simulating re-entry plas - -

for testing communications systems. From typical re-entry plasmas,- vi Uls- --

tion requirements are derived. Ten plasm generators are then-descrIbed --

relating their characteristics to simulation requflrements. gt is-shown-

that no one facility can meet aL simulation requircrants, bIut- f~jeny - I
specific type of test a facility :is available.I

The plasm sheath surrounding a re-entry vehicle la gecnerat4E4d by a~--

immnse conversion of vehicle kinetie efi;~gy to-random kinetic energy. Be-

cause it is difficult both to obtain a comparable level of r.*eiW- in- the

laboratory and to produce the release of this- ergy-as it occurs duxring

re-entry, plasmr simulation facilities are limited in their ability to

reproduce precise re-entry conditions.* The purpose --of this -,Aper is-t

enumerate the characteristics of vari-us plasm generators in-smulAtingI

re-entry plaums and to indicate their useful.ness for the- tasting .af-

comunication systems or components. -

This paper is chiefly drevn fr-jm work uupported by USAF; UPAP, ftTD - -I

contract Nio. AF33(&5-li164.
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The selection of a plasma gent.-stor for performsing a specific test

should not be made without knovledge of the operation and lim-itations of

these devices.* The facilities normatlly considered for electroma~gnetic

tra~nmission tests incltde: radio frequency (R.F.) plasmas, giwv dis charge

tubes, lov pressure flames, alkali plasnss, Tree flight ranges, diaphragm.

shock tubes, electromgnetic shock tubes, shock tunnels, hypervelocity

-2= impulse tunnels, arc jets, and are heated tunnels. Because many of these

facilities were -developed for cunpietely different purposes, modification

or abnormal operation is required for accomplishing comunication tests.

RE-ErY PAS4AS

MS ~The plasm sheath around a re-entry vehi<de Is characterized by

four flow, regions - stagnation, intermediate, aft body, and wake 1. (Fig. 1)

The stagnation region consists of highly compressed, high -temperatureEM

gases separated from the body of -the vehicle by a-thin-boundary layer and

- - nclosed by a near-normal. shock.- Gas temperatures and pressures in the

boundary layer are -lowered by convection -to the vehicle skin and byEm

__ ablation product3. For orbital re-entry velocities (24~,00D ft/sec.), the

maxzum deceleration for a blunt vehicle occurs at an altitude of about

2C0,000 feet. For these conditions the plasma frequency that Is reached

in the stagnation region is approxintely 5 x 101-0 cps with a corresponding

collision frequency of 1010 encounters per secondl. The inximxs deceleration

for a pointed vehicle occurs at an altitude of about 100,000 feet. For this

shape of vehicle the stagnation region is -nh smller, wit h a peek plasm

frequency of about 1012 cps and a corresponding frequency of l011 encounters

per second. These plasm frequencies do not include tVLe ionization introduced
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SM byf low ioration poten .al ablation materia2l., that usually exist in the

bounary layer. The plasma frequency in a function of both velocity and

al-titude; the collis!on frequency is primarily a fanction of altitude. The

depth of the plasma at high velocities can be as much as 30 p-ercent of the

vehicle diamter.

The intermediate rcg!on is characterized by rapid e'tension of the

stagnation gases as these flow toward the aft body. He-re the coposition and

the ionization depart appreciably from equilibrium comdit~onz. Thin inter-

Smediate region contains the most severe plasma conditions aft of the

___ stagnation region, and is most often the principal cause of re-entry eo=_uni-

cation blackout. If the vehicle maintains an angle of attack, this f2w

may pass -er the top of the vehicle, not affecting rear-mounted antennas.

Values of plasms frequency in this region can -e ectinnted by assuming the

zame percentage of ionized gas az existing in the stagnation. reion but

at the local gas density For the Ge--ini re-entry conditi=,, 4 peak _plasm

frequency of C 0 cps ys calculated in -this manaer and vas qualitatively

ver-ified by flight data.

The aft body ionization Is created by gmses ii.ch wss across - oblique

shock. For pointed vehicles at low Angles of attack, the mx-Ls ionization

occurs in the thin boundary layer next to the skin of the vehicle. At nur-

face deflection angles greater than thirty degrees, the ionization In the

inviscid flov region approaches -rhe concentration In the -oundary layer- The

plasma frequency distributions as a function of position fro the vehicle,

for vedgez and cones both blunt ad sharp, are shown In -Pigurez 2 and 3.

The coaputation of the plas- profile becomes etremely cp for other

th n si ple body shipes.

Ell
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The wake region trails behind the vehicle. It consists of a cool outer

layer and a warmer inner region. The peak local pressures correspond to

isentropic compression, and the peak enthalpy is rarely greater than on.

third to one half of the stagnation enthalpy. The cool outer layer causes

iorization to lecay r.t a relAtively rapid rate. Frequenc-.s of C-band or

higher are usually not affected by the wake ionization unless excessive

contaminants are present.

ULSATION REQUIREMEITS

Antennas are not usually moun-d at the stagnation region because of

the high plasma frequencies and severe materiaA problems. The antennas

are normally locaked near the rear of the vehicle, taking advantage of the

lower temperatures in this region. Plasma simulation for re-entry comuni-

cation studies therefore requires duplication of only the conditions for

aft antenna locations.

The following is a list of desirable conditions for simulated re-entry

commimication tests.

(a) The facility should be able to simulate a wide range of plasma

parameters with good repeatability. A maximum electron con-

12
centration of 5 x 102 electrons per cc (fp = 2 x i0 I O cps) and a .i

maximum electron collision frequency of 1010 encounters per

second would include all normal orbital re-entry conditions at

aft antenna locations.

(b) The size of the plasma and the distribution of the plasz- para-

meter. of a re-entry vehicle flow field at the antenna location

should be duplicated, avoiding any scaling of wavelength. The

area must be sufficiently large su that refractions and stray

radiations do not appear as traveling through the plasma.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __,__ _ _ _
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(c) The )lasma should be in thermal equilibrium having equal ambient
II

temperatures of electrons, ions, and neutral particles, or in

realistic non-equilibrium. A maximum temperature of about 4,OOO°K

is sufficient for temperature studies. A cool plasma may be

used for most propagation experiments, since only electron

concentration, collision frequency, and profile simulation are F

important.

(d) A facility capable of continuous operation is most desirable;

however, useful measurements can be made In brief periods with

proper inscrumentation.

(e) The facility should allow plasma conditions to be determined easily

efficiently, and accurately.
F (f) If the chemistry of the flow is important for the test, the plasma

should be free from facility-induced contamination. For most

tests, however, plasma parameters alone will be important.

(g) The cost of using a specific plasma generator should be commensurate

to the value of a test.

(h) It is desirable that the facility have been in use for several

years so that its characteristics are vell understood and

documented.

PLASMA GEIERATORS

RADIO FREQUENCY GENERATED PLASMA

The radio frequency plasma generator produces a plasma by induction

heating of the test gas. A field is impressed on a test gas by passing

it through a coiled wire. The ambient electrons contained within the coils

V
gain energy from the RF field, collide with gas atoms, and produce additional

ifi
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electrons through inelastic collisions. The electron concentration builds

up in this manner until breakdown occurs. A gas flow moves the plasma H
away from the coils and into the test area.

A radio frequency generator is presently being operated at McDonnell

(Figure 4). The generator consists of an 8000 volt full-wave rectifier, and

a high-power 24 kw oscillator, resonant at 1 mc when driving a load coil.

The load coil is several turns of ater-cool4d copper tubing carrying a

maximum of 288 amperes. The plasma is contained in a one inch water-cooled

quartz tube. By Larrowing or widening the gas outlet, the mass flow rate

may be increased or decreased. Testing is done downstream of the heating

coils. Other RF generators are discussed in the literature.2,3, 4 , 5

For small diameter gas columns, the plasma nearly fills the entire tube.

IFor large diameter ga; columns, the RF energy penetrates only the surface

of the gas column, leaving the inner core ;naffected and un-ionized. Lowering

the excitation frequency increases the depth of RF energy penetration.

Efficient coupling of energy is obtained when the inner core is evenly

heated.

For a loy pressure RF plasma source (pressures less than 75 mm of Hg), I

A -e plasma usually exists under extreme nonequilibrium conditions, having

electron temperatu-es hundreds of times higher than the gas temperature,

because very little momentum Is transferred to the atoms or molecules by

the elevtrons. At Mc~Donnell, a high temperature gas has been measured at
low pressures when a good match between the exciting coils and the plasma

i M was obtained,. This heating can be explained by inelastic collision between

the electrons and the neutrals followed by a rapid relaxation which gives off

Skinetic eergy to the gad. At the MDonell facility, electron concentrations

ot 1013 par cc and gas temperatures near lO,OO00 0 K were measured in the testI

V _ __ :
_ _ _ _ _ _

F-A
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M-7= section, four inches below the coil region. The gas pressure was less than

1 mm of Hg. For a generator operated near one atmosphere, the plasma Is

almy3 a high density thermal type with high Joule heating.

The RP generator has been used for diffusion snd seeding experiments.

These experiments are important as they provide basic physical data at condi-

tions near those experienced during re-entry.

The RP generator has the advantages of a simple, well-understood design,

Hcontinuous contaminate-free operation over a wide renge of conditions, and

Mat times high neutral gas temperatures. Its major disadvantages are mall

test volumes and high R? noise levels.

GWW DISHAME

The glow discharge Is a vel known phencmeia of gaseous electronics

which appears at a low pressure (typicaly 10 mm of Ng or less) with current

densities between .001 and .5 ameres per cm2. The appearance of the dis-

charge is quite c plicated, with a number of light and dark regions occurring

along the axis. The ionization near the cathode Is caused by positive ion

bombardment of the cathode; the ionization in the positive colun is caused by

electron bombardmont of the neutral gas. The positive column is a long

luminous region extending almost to the anode, and is the most important

_---- regic for plasm testa.

Bsically a glow discharge facility is made from some convenient

dielectric material such as Pyrex tubing capped at each end by an electrode,

and sealed to insure a good vacuum.. To obtain a high current density with-

out the glow discharge breaking down into an arc discharge, cathod# lesigps
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such asuar hglow dcae ae eined' the slte oe as eishri-

I butlon in the boundary layer of a re-entry vehicle. This facility (Figure 5
mesue 18" long, 12" _iigh, and 1" thick, aamon many application4 has

been used to investigate pulse degradation over varied plasm conditions *9,l0

HU ) -n (Authors discuss the characteristics of the positive colm of the

-glow dica ,23.in the range of Pressures from 0.1 to 10 m of Hg,

j the loss-of electrons -van ions from the positive colum to the walls is

prlmar~ly due to ambipolar diffusion. The distribution of electrons across

-- a cylip~di; al tube inBs s a function, and the distribution acrs aa

rectanglartube is a sine function. The electron concev'ration along the

axis is-roportional to theurnrent. est n inversely proportional to

I the electron drift velocmt. With a hollow cathode, electron concentratiocns

-Of 1012 electrons per cc can be generated before the glow

-discharge-degnneratei to an arc discharge. Since the glow discharge operates

-at law pressures,_ theiviodynomic equilibrium between the gas aomponents does

I - - uft exist. -The electron temperature is on the order of 30,0000 K, while the
ga n o teweaue are slightly higher than room temperature.

-~ -Ahigh power glow discharge is capable of generating plasmas of various

shripes and of relatively 3arge volumes, is continuous in operation, aar, is

_2controllable over a wide range of cozn$tions. The plasm conditions are vell

- established, and the facility is inexpensive to buildt and operate. The test

~7 -~ gs does not providle real gas temperatures and contains a small DO electric



field. Striations at some conditions introduce some rapid fluctuations

.. in the plasma, and a sma'. amount of sputtering at the cathode introduces

contamination; ne'ertheless, this facility provides probably the best

plasma environment for '.tatic electromagnetic studies.

IZ

The ionization induced by the hiah t mperatures in various flames

both at atmospheric and reduced pressures has been used to simul te

re-entry plasma conditions. Since the ionization potentials are very high

for all the ordinary equilibrium flame gases, 02, N2 , 42, R2O, CO, C02,

OH, 0, and H, the amount of ionization from these ingredients is quite

small. Only NO, whose equilibrium concentration is usually below one

percent, has a low Ionization potential which leads to ionization levels

of about 3 x l010 electrons per cc at flame temperatures. The Addition of

one part in 106 of Ca., or one part in 108 of 1C. or Na. gives-higher

ionizations than that due to NO. In organic fles, high values of

Ionization are generated through a chemi-ionization process. Here the

evmrgy of an elementary exothermic chemical reaction lefves one of the

products in an ionized state.

Huber and Gooderum1 4 produced a potassim-seeded cyanogen oMyaen flme.

Vaporized potassium vas introduced into the flame whose gases were then ex-

paned thrcugh a 3 inch diameter subsonic free jet. The temperature of the

flame vas about 4,2000K. The resulting plasma vas probed with transmitted

frequencies up to 20 Kmc. At SRI 1 5, 1 6 a low pressure etbylene-oxygen

I flame vas used to study the effect of plasma in the near-zone field of-an

antenna and on antenna breakdown. An I&ngZ~ey1 7 , rocket exhausts were

E

i-E
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blown across models in an altitude chamber to simulate a re-entry plasm

sheath. The rockets produced a thrust of about 100 pounds for 10 to 20 1
seconis and a gas Hach nminber near ten. Signal attenuations of the order

of 40 db at 244.3 Mc were recorded.
O

The low, pressure flae gives a continuous high temperature plasma vhen

seded vith alkali metals. The gradients of plasm conditions are severe and

not very controllable. Some of the constituents of the flame may also be

toxic. This facility, however, provides a good enviromsent for antenna

breakdowdn tests.

AIZL PIAM.S

The vapors of the alkali metals are particularly attractive as the

test gas for plasm generators because of their lou ionization potentials.

Both photon and contact ionization are used to excite the neutral molecules.

WE Photon-ionization is supplied by ultraviolet, radiation in the wavelength

range from 2000 to 3180 angstroms; the lover limit is determined by the

availability of window material. Contact, or rcno.ant, ionization is obtained

at the hot-surface of an emitter. The condition for ionization is that the

work functiou cf the emitter at t - emitter temperature exceeds the ionization
potential of the gas This condition is met in a cesiun vapor on refractory

metal emitters (W, No, Ta) at high temperatures (greater than 20000K). The

test chamber must be heated to a high temperature in order to have an

appreciable vapor pressure of the r"'%l. At low test chamber pressures,

a magnetic field is applied to reduce recombination at the wlls.

A typical ultraviolet generator of this type is about three feet long,

four inches in diameter, and constructed of materials such as quartz1 8 or

.. . ._ _ = . . . . .. _. .. .. .. . .. . . . _.- - .... ;. ........ .... . .............. ........................ . ., .......... U_
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stainless steel 19 , carefully bonded and sealed to resist the highly corrosive

nature of the alkali metals. By controlling the temperature of the container

walls, the pressure in the tube is controlled. The ultraviolet radiation is

generated by any one of a nmnber of commercial source* such as a B-H6. ,igh

F pressure capillary tube. The radiated power enters the tube through quartz

windows. The use of a heated refractory metal as the ionizing source is

very similar, as demonstrated in the construction of microwave plasma I
amplifiers, thermionic converters, and ion engines.

Preliminary data at McDonnell has indicated that in a magnetic field of

600 gauss a concentration of 10 electrons per cc can be obtained with 160

watts of ultraviolet radiation. This represents an ionization of about 1.0

percent. Wade and Knechtli 2 0 , using a contact ionizing source, have

reported similar concentration with a 90 percent ionization at magnetic

field strengths of 1500 gauss. For this casethe electron temperature V
I was about the same as the emitter temperature, about 21000K.

The alkali plasmas have been used as an ion source for space engines21

as the plasma for microwave amplifiers, in thenionic converters22 , e.A1 in
plusm wave studies. 18

The advantages of the alkali metal plasma are its high percentage of

ionization, freedom from extraneous electric fields, and its continuous
operation. Its disadvantsges are the usual presence of a vagnetic field,

low electron collision frequencies, and the limitations of a test gas to I
only alkali metals, which are very difficult to handle because of their -

highly .. osive nature. With generators of the present designs, re-entry

commmuiction testing cannot be practically performed in alkali metal plasmas.
I

S
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-D7'APMAGM SHO~C "TM

The shock tube, in its simplest form, is a tube divided by a thinj diaphragm into two chambers, the driver (high pressLre) section and the

driven (low pressure) section. Upon bursting or the diaphragm, a family

-~ of compression waves originates at the pressure Interface, and travels

into the low prescure sectionrapidly formimg into a shock waave. Behirid

____the shock there is a region of steady flow, which is the norml region for

testing. Testing is also accomplished in the gases t!hat are stagnated by

the shock wave reflecting off the end of the tube. 23

Th9- details of operation my be characterized by the shock Mich number

relative to the unshocked gas.* The Mich numiber and the initial conditions

are sufficient to calculate the gas conditions immediately behind the shock.

The optium conditions for producing strong shcks are a low molecular weight

and--alow,mrtio, of specific heats for-the driver gas; and a high molecular

weight for the driven-gas. With helium at room tesperature driving air, the
maxium -theoretical Ma.ch number is only 10.6; with hydrogen into argon, the

theoreticai- maximum is 26.8.

The simplest method to create a plasm is to increase the strengths of

shocks by heating the driver gas. One of the most coma procedures is to

use a uilti-diphragm shock tube. The first diaphragm is burst, creating a shock

__ which beats the gas in a second compartment, which in turn is used as the driver

gas for generating the test shock. A combustible mixture, such as oxygen and

and hydrogen, my also be used to heat the driver gas. A third method to

obtain strong shock velocities is to reduce the croas-section of the flow.

:WzThe strongst shocks have been achieved by combining several of these methods.

-ffilf

RMS
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Diaphragm shock tubes have diameters generally greater than one inch

in order to avoid undue attenuation or the shock from boundary layer drug

on the walls. The test section is located at least 8 to 10 tube diameters

from the diaphragm in order for a plane, well-defined shock to have a

sufficient distance to form. The driver sect.on must be sufficiently long

to allow the experiment to be eompleted before the rarefaction wave is

reflected from the back of the driver section.

The shock "tube at AVC024 consists of a 50 foot long, 24 inch diameter,

low pressure section, and, a 6 foot long, 5 inch diameter high pressure

Esection, connected by a 4 foot long transition section. The driver gas consiss

of the combustion products of a hydrogen, oxygen, and nitrogen ignited

by four exploding wires. Normally copper diaphragms are used; these ourst

open after the pressure builds up to 140 atmospheres. For a high performnce

shock-tube as used at AVCO, the maximum shock ich number reported in air

is 23. At an initial- ressure In the test section of 20 microns of Hg

___ this Hach numaber would generate a dansity rise of 17 and a temperture of

550001K, vhich is en electron-concentration of 4 x 1012 per cc and an elec-

tron collision frequency of 1010 enicounters-per second. These conditions

will remain relatively constant for the duration of the test period,

__ approximately 30 microseconds for this example.L The diaphragm shock tube produces a flov that .s well understood, that

is relatively free of foreign mterial, and that is- in thexma. equilibrium
between electrons, ions, and neutral species. The disadnntages are related[L to its short test time.

-!

-N
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1 -The electrognetic shock tube vas originally developed to surmount
h t lirits of the cowentional diaphrag -type shock tubes. The b-ssic

principle of -the EH4 shock tube is the rapid discharge or o4citor stored

Aionizes, and accelerates the gas out of the Ischarge region into the

reions of cold gas. The acceleration. takes place by the cobination of

preoure of thermal orithn dap magnetic currenta. In soge cases e t
Sner are preeded-by a shock in the coal gazes dovnetreen of the discharge

_ refflon. n~l £ce -only rog calculations of the gas candtto cnb
ri -be t h ag b

made, as the processes i nltved are n .notu20,000o

d n exee entg review article on electro e ic shock tubes We s been

vr)tten by Thornton.2 5 The construction of an-electroetic shock tube

eies i9lr tothat of the diaphragm types, except that stronr shocks may

be pr.oducvd= ithout=+-the mechanical problems associated vth the high

_pressure-driver section and diaphragm. Typical tubes are 2 to 6 inuches

inL diameter-sand: any feet long. Figure 6 shows such a tube at YkDonnell..

A typi-olA system oight consist ar a lowin&u-tance 51& Cd, 20,000 volt

" cap acitor; a 20,000 volt supply; and a trigee spark gap switch f or

dischargin the capacitor through the electrode system. Whnen used vith

- a tube of the general type described above, such a capacitor wil produce

=Y I j of techaracteristics of teelectoantic shc ueare logica

exezoso he o the diphog-tpetube. Ylx mrprtdvlcte

i

-_
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are on the order of 200 Ig/sec for air and I000 he/sec for hydrogen, both

at pressures belov 100 microns ITS. The gas conditions behind the shock

£ cannot be determined from the shock velocity alone, since the theoryI

I of operation of electromagnetic tubes is not as well understood as the

diaphragm type. Wezure=ents of electron concentrations behind shocks
-traveling at 10 km/sec indicate greater than 1l"a3 electrons per cc for

a period of 100 to 200 microm econds.

Electromgnetic tul. are being used in magneto-aer yamic and

reaction kinetic studcie-l, for injection of hot plasm into fusion type

mchines28 Y29 and for plasm comication studies.

The electrcagnetic iaock tube is in a relatively early stage of

development. r, can produce high electron concentrations and high gas

temperatures vith moderate poer levels. The flo is quite complicated,
with ionization existing in =re than the shock- procesed air. The flow

is as yet not theoretically unlerstood; therefore, the conditions nust

be measured experimentally, and, if adequate instrumntation is employed,

it provides the most easily obtainable high electron concentration :L the

laboratory for very low cost.

SH=C '1IIEL

The sh.k tunnel, in its early development, involved the addition of a

diverging nozzle to the end of a conventional -hock tube. By expending

these hot gases through a nozzle, the gas temperature vould drop, and the

gas velocity vould rise, resulting in a high Mach m:ber si-l'ltion for

models suspended in the flow. Accurate si-ulatiousof re-entry Inch and
!I

Reynolds =. 'bers me the priary object of this facility.

MI

!

I
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The shock tube portion of this facility consists of a driver section, -

diaphragm and throat. Connected to the throat is the nozzle section. This

-consists of a two-stage bilateral expansion, first in the horizontal plane,

and then in the vertical plane. The opening of the second nozzle may be

utilized >s the test section, or expended and joined with a constant..

diameter test section.

large hypersonic chock tunnel is operated by Cornell Aeronautical

Luoratory3 I . The tunnel has a driver tube 40 feet long, 20 feet of which

can be heated, and a driven secti-. 50 feet long. The test section utilizes

a 24 inch diameter, 10.5 degree half angle conical nozzle.

This facility has been L-omplemented by a wave superheater hypersonic

tunnel.Y This tunnel operates as a Gatling gun, with a large number of

:- shock tubes firing in sequence and timed to gJ,%e a conti, us flow of high

temperature gas. Test times have been increased to 15 secondi in this

facility.

The test sectio electron densit r varies only slightly for a wide range

of tunnel operating regimes and stagnation conditions. 33 From the attenuation

of e - -omagnetic signals, a typical value for electron concentration in un-

seeded flows ib 1010 electrons/c= 3 . Care must be taken in cleaning

the valls of the facility to eliminate Peeding the rlow with contaminates,

which usually in-.easc the ionization in the plasma sheath around the model.

A survey of shock tunnel performance has been made by Vicente and FoY34 , and

Ifertzberg3 I . Stagnation temperatures of about 6000"K, st Mach numbers of

about 25, are the typical ma.imum conditions obtained. For these conditions,

electron concentrations and collision frequencies of 101 electrons per cc

and 1010 encounters per second can be expected. The test sections range

M MW

r
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M from 3 inches to 100 inches in diameter with test times up to 14 milli-

seconds. Since the original purpose of the shock tunnel was to simiulate

re-entry conditions for hypersonic vehicles, moz c experimentation per-

formed to date has been dixected towards that end. Past experiments

have included a large number of flow diagnostic and instrumentation tests,

antenna window tests and some electromagnetic plasma interaction studies.

The prinicpal advantage of the shock tunnel is its realistic sala-

tion of shock shape and flow conditions around models of moderate size in a

co-taminate free flow. Electron concentrations are thermally generated and

are of accurate levels in the stagnation region. However, aft body conditions

cannot be obtained except by seeding the flow. The shock tunnel, nevertheless,

is excellent for electromagnetic testing because it is the only facility in

which realistic plasma sheath3 are generated with a non taminate

velocity air flow. The wave superheater is particularly attractive because

of its long test periods

HYPERVELOCIT ThMt'ISE TUNNEL

The Hypervelocity Impulse Tunnel, or "Hot Shot" tunnel as it is often

called, gives accurate simulation of Mach and Reynolds number by expanding

high pressure and temperature gases through a nozzle in the same manner as

the shock tunnel. The difference is that the high pressure and temperature

gases are obtained by an arc discharggin a pressurized chamber rather than

Va shock wave.

N
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A typical 1ypervelocity Impulse Tunnel (iT) is comprised of an arc

chamber, diaphragm, throat, conical expansion nozzle, and reservoir. The

test section is any portion of the nozzle. The arc chamber is pressured

by a mass of driving gas necessary to give the desired flaw characteristics

for the amount of electrical energy released and for th-! test section

pressure. The expansion chamber is usually evacuated to about one micron

of Hg. The facility at McDonnell has a nozzle 25 feet long culminating in

a 50 inch diameter test section. A capacitor bank stores, at 12,000 volts,

7 x 106 joules of energy which is released into the arc chamber within

three milliseconds at a peak discharge current of 3,600,000 amperes. A

_ survey of "Hot Shot" tunnels has been made by Vicente and Foy. 34

Theplamaconditions in the stagnation region of the model can
reach electron concentrations of greater than 102 electrons per cc and

collision frequencies of 1011 encounters per second, for are chamber

temperatures of 50000 K and pressures of 4000 atmospheres. The seeding of

the flow by metallic properties, melted during the discharge, increases

the electron concentration above those experienced by a re-entry vehicle

simlilar conditions. At high temperatures and rapid nozzle expansions,

:- as are required for these plasma conditions, the flow remains partially

2 ionized even before interacting with the test model. This does not influence

the stagnation region simulation but introduces errors into the other flow

region simulation around the body. At extremely hIgh are chamber conditions

(I0,00=K), the entire flow contains ionization concentrations above 1012

electrons per cc for periods of up to 10 milliseconds .3 Normal test periods

are from 30 t~ 100 milliseconds.

aN

"__
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This type of facility has b-een devoted to hypervelocity aerodynamic

and thermodynamic simulation exp.riments of heat transfer rates, force

and balance measurements, and pressure distributions along a test model.

The hyperielocity impulse twnel is able to provide a large scale

simulatien over a wide range of re-entry conditions. Realistic shock

* structures can be generated. Flow velocities, temperatures, electron

ccncentratioris, and collision frequencies typical of re-entry conditions

can also-be obtained. A major disadvantage of the HIT for plasma

com=%mication c--perients is the contamination in the floV stream vhich

increases the ionization concentration and complicatea diagnostics. The[cost of utilizing such a large facility at the required high temperature

ts hi, wita recycle time relatIvely long.

ARC JET AND ARC HH.T"D TtMU ,SM

M"i arc jet and arc heat d tuiels are continuousa-oerating, high[ euthalpy facilities which het the test gas:by a electric arc, and then,

[ ~expand t.ee high temperature geses through a nozzle. The arc -jet i. used - -

for protulsion dGvices- and high enialpy generation; the arc tunnel is

used to generate-high velocity gas flows for-e-entry simulation. The

arc heated tunnel consists of the arc jet exhaustirZ into a large vacuum

chamber

A typical aru I'eater has a tunjsten ro cathode and- a copper anode in

the shae, of a converging-diverging nozzle. The arc ia stabilized b4 vortex-

ing or by using a moderate magnetic field. This causes the poinof attach-

ment to rotate on the anode and to' pr~duee more wnifom hean with longer

anode life. All parts which are subject to high heating rates are water

cooled. The heatig in the are chamber is not uniform over the chamber area,

I:



and therefore ,the gases-are trapped in a plenum chamber, where

tbhej cme to a uniform temperature before they are expanded into the

- %est chamber. Typical operating conditions are a centerline stagnationI - temperature of 50000 K, u static pressure of 4.25 microns of Hg, a flow

-4M rate of 1-.16 grams per second, and a paver input of fl.1 kilowatts.

Electron concentration measurements have been given by Talbot and

36
Brundin. They report 1010 to 1012 electrons per cn3 , measured both with'Inrrprbsad irwv interferometry. Van Camp et a137measured

a-hydrogen arc jet. Gas enthalpy calculations indicated concentrations

-of 108 BTUflb should be obtained. Ma~ch number ranges from 3 to 27.7 The

core, whichx contains these gases, is variable in size, and is greatly

I -affected by the gas used and cone angle; for example, with a 6 inch diameter

3- nl - _ith argon, a 1.5 inch diameter core was observed at Mach 9.

I - The experiments conducted thus far have been mainly of the diagnostic
! t

Itype, and have been aimed at obtaining a better understanding of the

facility itself. 3 9  Some investigations of deep-space propulsion engines

have been conducted in such a facility, and, where arc jet conditions were

- well known, ablation material studies were also performed.

A4_-
- Are Jets and arc heated wind tunnels have the distinct advantage of

provriding long duration, high enthalpy flow. Running times of thirty minutes

have 'een reported. The facilities can be operated on air or other gases,

but srith air, contaiination is fntroduced. The small size of the ionized

core make8 cosmunication testing difficult.

Al,
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FREE FLIGHT RANGEI
The free flight range is a facility which propels small models at 5

hypersonic velocities through a stationary environment. This high velocity

flight has been accomplished through the use of light-gas type launchers.

The light-gas type of launcher may consist of one, two, or three
stage4 of acceleraticn. 0 Typical single-stage launchers use a chemical

combustion or an electrical discharge to heat a light gas (hydrogen or

helium) which in turn drives the model. A two stage launcher uses the

combustion of a propellant or a hydrogen-oxygen-helium mixture to

accelerate a piston %h ich in turn heats the light gas that accelerates the

projectile. A three stage launcher just adds a seond piston and a second

combustible mixture. Single stage launchers have accelerated masses from

0.1 to 900 grams in the velocity range of 3.0 to 6.0 km/sec.4I A large

two stage launcher has accelerated a 1000 gram model to 6 km/sec. In

addition to the launcher, the free flight range includes a dump tank,

to absorb the driver gas and to separate the protective sabot from the

model, and an evacuated range with its associated instrumentation and

pumping equipment. Free flight ranges are presently being operated at

43Arnold Air Development Center , General Motors Flight Physics laboratory4 4 ,

NRL, Ballistic Research Tabortoriesa, 1-. and I.T.

Since the plasma is created by a hypervelocity projectile, its character-

istics closely approximate those of a fPll scale re-entry vehicle. However,

where non-equilibrium effects are important, the s=all body sizes invalidate

the simulation. The free flight range has been used for drag and stability

47,48studies, for ablation and wake studies7 , and for hypervelocity impact

effects. This facility produces plasmas by the same mechanism and of the

same shape 4s actual re-entry vehicles.
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Frte flight range experiments performed in the model wake should give

eood correlation to actual vehicle characteristics. As the only contsanna-

tion in the teat is produced by the vehicle itself, the facility is used to

-i study the effects of ablative materials. The primary disadvantage of the

facility is thit only small. model sizes cin be used, and therefore, he plasma

flow is highly restricted. The high g levels experienced in the lanch ihase

require sturdy on-board equipment. All the diagnostic techniques cre couili-

__ cated by small model size, high velocity, and short test time. At present,

tests are confined to propagation experiments in the wake plasm.

SUNFARY

U The characteristics of the plasma generators are complied in Table 1.

In this table the generators are typed as static, where the ionized gas is

i_ directly formed, and as dynamic, where the ionized gas either is contained

in a high velocity flow or generated by a high velocity flow impacting on

a test model. The plasma parameters are maximun values known to be

available for the particular generator in reentry communication studies.

All these values are not necessarily available concurrently or in the same

facility. The test area is the usable cross-section of the plasm or the

cross-section of the high velocity gases flor ing across a test model.

Ionizatio qi librium refers to the gas teenprature. For facilities with

test models, eorllfbrium is of course only in the stagnation region, with

varying degrees of non-equilibriu ionization existing along the aft body as

Ma function of model length and gas flow velocity, as is the case for the

reentry vehicle. The difficulty of plasma parameter measurements is primerily

a function of time av&ilable for measurement, the physical dilficulties in

making the measurements, and the lack of previous measurements. The desirable

OR

-ig
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test gas is air; however, most facilities' performance is improved by working

with an inert gas. Detrimental contamination usually consists of metallic

M particles or gases which change the normal concentration from that which

__: would be experienced in a pure air enviro ent, tLus hindering the accuracy

of plasma sheath simulation an& plasm condition measurement.

The cost of a facility, a most influential factor when selecting a

plasma generator, can vary widely. The estimates given in the table are

purely qualitative and consider both initial and operating costs. The stage

if developmient reflects the amount of effort and the success in using

such a facility for reentry simulation.

CONCLUSION

EM Most effects of plasma sheaths on electromagnetic signals can be

experimentally studied without a flow velocity and a real gas temperature

simulation. The reentry communication problem thus can be studied in

considerable detail in static plasma facilities, provided a good description

of the reentry plasma environment is available. Also techniques my be

studied for alleviating the reentry comunication blackout when the

chemistry or when the modifications of the flow field are not involved.

On the other hand, antenna breakdown, flaw field seeding, shock effects with

MR realistic gradients, and reentry communication studies with ilnmown placm

conditions, all require dynamic- plasma simulation.

It is evident from an examination of the facilities discussed in this

Mpaper that most of them were not developed speciftilly for studying comi-

NO cation/plasm relationships. Nevertheless facilities are avilable for

testing communication components or new techniques. In conclusion it is

strongly recommended that these kinds of facilities be utilized to stretch

communication technology.
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ABSTRACT

The absence of contamination by electrode materim makes the electrodL-

lose discLarge a promising device for all reentry simulation studies where

j! plasma purity is essential. In an analytical study the electron balance equa-

I | tion is evaluated for a steady, diffusion controlled discharge using microwave

breakdown data and other empirical information for the ionization character-

Iistica of air. Volume reoombinatlion is approximately taken into account in

the'calculation of electron density distributions across the discharge tube

and is shown to cause appreciable electron depletion near the axis at rather

low density levels. Effective absolute electron densities are calculated for

particular tube radii and maintenance fields from the change in discharge

characteristics with skin depth. These densities duplicate those encountered

in light to medium severe reentry conditions.

- In a practical application of the electrodeless discharge, the effect

of typical ablating materials upon electron density has been mnaeured by

microwave techniques downstream of the discharge zone in a flowing system.

The observed changes in electron density were found to correlate approxi-

I: maely with the changes in static pressure due to the addition of material.

-t At fifty percent overpressure. cork produced an increase in electron density

from 10 /cm, to 10l/cm while teflon lowered it to 4 x 10/cm3 .

'a

--

C!
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Section 1

INTRODUCTION~

The electrodeless discharge has been known for more than fifty years
1

as a light and ion sourc-3. More recently it has been shown by Babat and

Peed2 that this discharge, when operated at high pressures can also be a

"ource of high temperaiure plasmas-at a range previously believed obtainable

only with direct current arcs. This latter feature is undoubtedly the main

reason for the upourge in Interest. Compared to the arc, the electrodeless

discha,'ge has the advantage that the danger of plasma contamination by elec-

trode mstcrlal Is eliminated. Szlce even traces of contaminants car. con-

siderably affect the radiative characteristics and electron density of a plasma,
this advanitage counts beavily in applications involving diagnostic and espe ci-

ally commtinmication, tests. Only if a clean plasma Is used In a reentry model

experiment can one expect that the results will hold for the free flight situa-

tion. Plasma purity is, however. not the nnly raquirement for model experi-

ments. The extent and reliability of information on 3 can obtain from such

experiments depend greatly on how well the processes of plasma geueratlon

in the discharge Itself are understood, Sincs the Inductive discharge repre-

sents a case of strong interaction between an ionized medium and an electro-

magnetic wave, Its study has also a direct bearing upon the reentry commwil-

cation problem. To staxt with an analysis of the induction torch, where

thermal Ionization and the superimposed flow field cause a higily comn-

plex: situAtion, does not seem promising, however. The beat chance

At
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02 for success oxists with a stationary meilium pressure diaebarge at madinumI

power level where ionization in primarily due to electron itpact with gas

molecules and delonization U) amblpolar diffusion with subs~quent recombifia-

tion at the oontalner walls. in this glow discharge regime the electron com-I

ponent Is, of course, strongly out of equilibrium, and gas temperatures are

not representative of reentry conditions. But electron ceoentrations are5

as we will see, and these miy be of primary Interest in a meeting conce~rned

with electromagnetic apects of reentry. In communiation 6;perdments it

Is. moreover, often desirable to eliminate the need for high temperaturej

materials and tooliques.

I eeiprvospui1Aiaions3' 4 we had developed atheory for

theilo riim oftheInuctve ishare ad pp~d te esuts ohydro-

UoW iffculies whn aplyig i todishares i ai. ad aow hatresults

can e obawd ith lImited analytical effort.

SMFinallyz we will rxport on some practIcal epplicatloas of an electrode-I

F11 las discharge plasma.MI
WRI
MI
MSRM3VI
3MI

15I,
.9-F
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Section 2

AN)L IES: THE ELECTRON BALANCE EQUATION FOR

INDUCTIVE DISCHAGES

2.1 RADIAL DISTBRUTION OF ELECTRON DENSITY

It epresents a significant step towards understand' an electric

discharge If one is able to predict the electron concentration without recourne

to diagnostic means. For an Inductive rf discharge at medim ulresa-r, the

electron density depends on ionization characteristics of the gas and geometry

of the dlscburge vessel as well as aon Intensity and frquency of the indneed

electric field. We consider the vessel to be.a long cylindrical tube positioned

coaxially with the excitstion coil. which is also long compared to its diameter

so that the problem is one of cylindrical symmetry and the radial coordinde

r Is the only space variable. The arrangement is illustrated in Fig. 1.

In a steady state discharge the electron density In constant with tur-

and determined by the balance between ionization amd deionization procetses.

Besides by dliffuion the delonization of air takes place by electrm attaeh-

mert and volume recombination. Under these conditions the ^lectron balance

equation hs the form:

2 2

Vn Va.. n - r dr f'.

4W4
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where v, and va are the ionization and attaob'uent frequencies, respectively,

n la the electron density, d, is the recombination coefficient, and D Is the

arbipplar diffusion coefficient, cnsiered as variable with r. v1i Va

d.. n, and D represent time averaged values.

We see that volume rec-ombination introduces a nonlinearity into Eq. (1)

which makes it difficult to solve. Thevu have been published a few analyses

of disrharges with simt Aneous diffusion and recombination losses in 'imiform

electric Ga lds 5 ' but none for nonuniform fields of which the inductive dis-

charge is a case. We will show in the following how this problem can be

attacked for small recombination rates.

Defining an effective ionization frequency

SV = i Va

we rewrite Eq. (1)

-! + A) - nD 0. (2)

The local value of the e.pression vID is assumed to be determined by the

effective in r',ced electric field E, defined by E =E

(v +ef)
(vc electroa -ollision frequency; c = driving frmquencvl, E in turn is a

functhrn of r The bracketed term in Eq. (2) thus r-presents the differer-e

between two functions of r . Since E vanishes at the aWie v/D cen be

*1

= i
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expected to be zero there or slightly negative (dite to attachment). At the

wall, on the other hand, where r =R. E has maximuir value Eb aud

i consequently v/D will also be a maximum there. The electron density,

however, is assumed to vanish at the wall so that tin/D will also vanish_

there. At the axis nD \,Ill be different from zero unless a becomes

infinitely large.

A

It appears, there. ore, that the range covered by Eq. (2) can be d' Ivided

into three zones: A zone near the wa.11 where electron produaction dominates

and v >> n; % cekatral zone around the axis where volume recombination

dominates, so that xn >> v; and a third zone between tlest; two wheie

both pr-ocesses t~re of tie same orde. -n pproxlxnately cancel out.

A solution of Eq. (2) for the wall zone can be obtainOd if ctn/D is set

equal to zero and v/D is rep -aeated by the power law

qI
(r(3 ((3)

R

-vhere the subscript R refers to co"Ottions at the tube watI r R I.

When use is made of the boundary conditionR

nD 0 ut r R , (4)

M
RS
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the solution of Eq. (2) in the wall zone can be written _

nD =C Yo v) 0 i JO (5)

where JOand Yoare the Bessel functions of zero order and

2__ 1/2 E
(Y- R(2 R1 1() 2 (6)

in the transformed radial coordinate. 9R corresponds to the position r =R.

In the intermediate zone where v,/I od an/D) the solution of Eq. (2)

is simply

nD =C (ln K+ CI). (7) H

in the vlolnltof the axis, Eq. (2) reduces with v/I) 0 to I

djy x dx ay 0 (8)

whore *or briefness has boon set

2r W x nI) my, and ean- a.

SIRR

With the bcuadary conditions

WR loU

Mae
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y y i& atx=0, (9)

Wir the solution of Eq. (8) Is given by the series*

2 2 x: 6

YO O

1I (Ox) _ + 2 I_ + 04a + B + .. (1

We see that with a = 2 the first two terms are identical while the third

term In Eq. (10) Is larger by the factor two. For values of a and x small

enough to make the series converge, Eq. -1l) may therefore be used in plae"

__of Eq. (10). Series (11) Mnd been obtained lIn some recent work 7 as solution

of the balance equation in the axial region for the case of a purely diffusion

controlled discharge in a tube of finite length L where 0 represents the

term TtBt/L . The rather tedious procedure of matching the regional solutions

had already been carried out in that work. Now for 0 a112.RmDD /

and within the shove limits these matched solutikcns apparenity also represent

the effect of volume rocombizatlon upon the product nD. Since near the axis

n oand D othe parameter S can be written

1/2
_ R(9M (12)

*ror this solution the athor is indebted to D. P. Hamm of the Oceanography
Department, Lockheed-California Company.

SIR--
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It represents the ratio of recombination to diffusion losses at the axis and Isjidentical with that arrived at in References 5 and 6.

Typical nD distributions for the case q =8 and various values of

8 are shown in Fig. 2. The cane 8 - 0 to distinguished hy4AtmaximumI at x 0 while the other curves have a minmum there which deepens as

inrass An estimate indicates that for B 1 the error made by using

-i Eq. (11) instead of Eq. (10) is about 2 percent; for 8 = 2 it is around 8

percent. In the limiting case 8 -. -, n follows the power law distribution

- -of Eq. (3). Eleotrons then have no time to diffuse and their distribution is

Identical to that at birth.

- For a practical example, we take = 10-8sec-lcm 3 . R = cm,

and D - 103 Cm2 seo'-. To obtain S = 1, requires D. = 1010 electrons/cm 3
1 0

in view of the fact that electron densities of 1 /cM3 can be obtained without

difficulty for electrodeless discharges in air, this is a rather iow value which

indicates a strong effect of volume recombination upon the shape of the density

profile.

Some explanation has to be given about the role of the quantity q in

Eq. (3) which enters as a parameter in all the results presented here. It

accou:As for the field nonuniformity across the discharge tube and is defined

by4

d In R( )R )R__ _ (13)
dE R drR

HI

I!!

IA
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The first bracketed term is entirely determined by the properties of the air.

CE The second one can be influenced by the strength of induction, that is, ampere

turn density and frequency of current in the coll. It has been estimated3 that

q cannot be less than about 2 but may assume values of 20 and higher.

2.2 THE CHARACTERISTIC EQUATION

In order to obtain the absolute distribution of n from the nD/noDo profiles

I in Fig. 2, additional Information is needed in two respects. First, the dis-

tribution of D/D o has to be known which, strictly speaking, must come from

solution of the electron energy equation. This distribution is not critical

however. As shown in Reference 4 It can approximately be derived from the

distribution of E and a crude first approximation for the distribution of n/n o

can in fact be obtained by setting D/D o = I . The essential information

I needed is the value of no which determines the level of electron density.

It has also been shown in Reference 4 that for a diffusion controlled

Inductive discharge an effective value of the electron density 5 can be cal-

culated for the higher density levels where the penetration depth of the rf

field becomes less than the tube radius. Restriction of electron production

Ito an inoreasingly more narrow wall zone will increase diffusion losses and

require a higher field at the wall for maintaining the discharge. can there-

t fore be correlated with ER for a tube of particular radius R . In the fol-

- lowing we will indicate how his procedure must be generalized when the

I

II

i CN
__ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _
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electron density profile Is Vepresented by zonewise solutions.

-- The condition that in the wall zone nD vanish at gR' and only there,

deermines as a characteristic value

-u N
= u (14) m

where X1 is the first root of Eq. (5). It has the familiar value 2.405 in case N

the matching Point is located at =0* that is, Eq. (5) holds over the entireM

tube radius. This Is tie limiting case mn - 0 * In the other linmting cue
0

when the wall zone becomes Infinitely rartow and X -. approaches

infnlw. Valuea of x for niermedlat cases are given In Refeence 8.

Combining Eqs. (14) and (6) yields

2 -1/2
4 R

As is well known9, the ierm (v/D) - 1/ 2 represents a length which in a uml-

form field discharge (q - 0) equals the diffusion length A of the cozgainer.

Thus, for the iNfinit cylinder

-- 1/
A (16)

II

For a finite cylinder of length L,

K U

)I

I
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~-1/2
A= 2 2S + 7+ )

IFN where X 2.405 and B= 1R/L.

For the inductive discharge one can define from the coordinate trans-

formation Eq. (6) or Eq. (15) an equivalent uniform field radius RI which

is related to the geometrical rmlus by

Ba-r_ R, 2R 18

This leads to the following expression for the diffusion length of the Inductive

discharge

[ +2 ,X2 + 2

where X1 Is now dependent on B.

The similarity In the Eqn. (10) and (11) sugoes that the recombination

losses for the Infinite cylinder be treated like axial diffMwim loans In a finite

cylinder and to se in Eq. (19)

- __ B:  - - R2 in
ep (12)

Combining then Equ. (12) (13), (16), and (19), we obtain the desired relation-

ship between R and X'R called oharacteristlo equation of the lnditttve

IRF
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- I

I discharge.

1/21

L J( xi (20)

- fere thefunction f baR) stands for

ER

It rep reuto the gradient of E at the wall relzied to the averge gradient of

X acrosa the tube radius and is equal to one if no skin effect is present. The

argument p,, La Eq. (21) todefned by

OR= (22)

where Is an effotive plasma conductivity. The magnetic permeability Lt

-in Eq. (22) bas been assumed equal to one. Is related to the akin depth

6 by

I 2 (23)

In the regime where the discharge Is sensitive to skin effect. wi. can there-

fore obtain a value for the plusm& conducivity on the basis of Eqs. (20) to

(22) if we know the relationship between R and E R either from calculation

or from wqrimant From. the onduhctivity we can proceed 'with a plausible

assumption about. the electrov- -o-iasl' frequency to an estimat of the alectron

4
3

4
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denizty in the discharge. It Is snon from Eq. (20), however, that the recom-

bination term requires us to assume a value for no so that the electron
I0

density level can be obtained only through an iteration procedure. It is also

not simple to determine the proper characteristic value X since this makes

It necessary to establish the location of the matching point 9 between theiI
wall and intermediate region.

An estimate has indicated that the fLrst term on the right side of Eq. (20)

is generally of the order 10 To bring the second term to the same order

would require with the values for t6 . and R of the previous example

13 -3
no  0 On.

Although such densities are -At unusual for indactive dischaes, it

did not seem warranted to include volume recombination in the evaluation of

Eq. (20) ut this time because of the still considerabKe uncertainties in the

basic data and the large amount of additional labor involved. Rather, it was

decided to calculate B-value. on the basis of diffusion losses alone.

With C.no R/Do 0 and )= 2.405, Eq. (20) redces to Eq. (23)

of Reference 4,

2.405[ + R f (d

rrI"I

!F
!ia
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2. 3 CALCULATION OF EFFE(TVE ELECTRON DENSITIES FOR DIS-

CHANGES IN AIRI
To evaluate the relationship between R and E3 from Eq. (24) we _

hAve to know the var[Wton. of th titon v/D with E. or rather, In the.5

general form with gas presulmr as parameter, - ana function Of E/P.
p2D

Measurements of maintenance fields in air discharges from which th infor-

mation,oud be extraoW most conveniently arx noSMiai n ufcet-

quantity and quality. However. several autltors have measured electric break-

down fields in microwave cavities, ard thea. data yield V! a fmto

of E/p . where D is the free electro diffusion coefficiert. One can there-10

fore obtain the desirid information by substituting D for D . In Fig. 3

are shown the results of Hi'rIln and Son and the. more recent measure- -

masts of MacDonad Gazksll and (litterman *2 The latter data which repre-

sent avenge@ from a greater anber of tests, were used for the present cal-
lSo

culIa. Values of -~~were obtauned frc- the relationablp

D + (25)

where U+ mad V are the positive Ion and electron mobilities, resptbctively. U

Ia air, positive M. s are believed io be mostly NO+ ion&, No Informs-

-t ion on the mobility of this 11on could be found In the literature. -According to i

the compilation of daa given by -McIaniei 2obilittes of the N+, X 2 .
+ +2N and 0 Ions vary between 1.8 and&3.5 cm /_zVat 760 Torr. A pro-

-bable value of 2.5 cm2/sec V was therefore awamed. The velue to not critical



INN
__ since only the square root of the moblities enters into the calculations. ror

p_ a value f, 10n 2/ac V at 760 Tor was &,zlved from the recent mea-

- surements by Bahlumonhm 14 of drift velocities of electrona in nitrogen. With

N3 the above value for pi this yields pj IL 6. 25x 10

Since the driving frequency for Inductive discharget Is several orders

F of magnitude below microwave frequencles, the effect which electron coofing

between driving cycles has upon the time averaged ionization frsquency must

Hbe taken Into account. This effect has been tkloulated by Gould and .oberts

for E/p v-lues up to 50, and their rasults are reproduced in Fig. L The

iottom curve represents the case p! - 0, where ). Is the wavelength of

the driving f~ld. In the regime of elactrodeless discharges which we cn-

slder. pX wuld vary from about to 105 which Is best represented by

the top curve labelcd px = 5xi10 zp " r Eatlpol no thiscurveto _

higher E/p values has been carried out an abown in the fgure. It Isalli-

tated hy the measuremtats of Schariman and Morita 1 and several other

E -ath-s quoted in Reference 15 whose data are also sbmn in Fig. 4. Fortim-

,-ay, th "moddltoa factor resented by the ratio of curves p ]

to pX - 0 becomes lW significant for high E/p values d approaches

one. The values for obtained belare rwin multiplied by this faotor

and the resulUhtingx fucs found to be rspresentabl, within :t 5% by the

II

I

- 2
-A L 1.

i " -
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-! with A = 25000 and B = 240.

Combination of Eq. (28) with Eq. (24) then yields

The evaluation of the system of Eqs. (21), (22), and (27), followed closely

that described in Reference 4. It may be remarked that Eq. (22) yialds

V . 2 as similarity parameter If pR Instead of R Is used as variable.

In order to obtain an effective electron density n from the con-

ductivity duta, the relati o hip

pMpe'v (28)

has been used which applies if v >> w For convenience vc has been

assumed to depend on p only, and the relation

= 5.3 x109 p (29)

has been used 15. Combination of Eqs. (28) and (29) yields with the num-

erical valus for e and m

- 1.9x 1013 (30)
p p P

. -

-,,
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where a Is in Mhos/cm.
i3

The results of these calculations are shown in Fig. 5 where i/p3 is

plotted vs. E/p with pR as parameter. A driving frequency of 8 Mc/sec cor-

responding to w = 5 x 10 sec - has been assumed. The curves show the

following:

1. The electron density level increases with increasing maLntenance field.

2. For each pR exists a minimum value of ER/p below which the dis-

charge cannot exist.

3. For ER/p values sufficiently above the minimum value for a parti-

cular pR, the effect of pR vanishes.

The first two iesults are plausible. The third one can be understood

from the consideration that with increasing electivn aenslty the skin depth

becomes so small that the effect of curvature of the tie wall becomes insigni-

ficant.

The selection cf pressure if of course, not arbitrary if we want to stay

in the diffusion controlled glow discharge regime. We estimate that at the upper

limit of the graph p cannot be higher than about .I Torr and for the bottom of

the graph not higher than about 3 Torr. These pressures roughly correspond i
to altitudes between 100, 000 and 200, 000 feet and are within the range of interest F
for reentry experiments. The predicted electron densities then vary between -

9 13 3 16about 10 and 10 /cm which according to the calculations of Sleko and Fiskin16

correspond to those encountered from light to medium severe reentry condities.

4I
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While, as mentioned, volume recombination losses are not considered in

these calculations, for the sake of simplicity some effects which would tend

to raise the electron density have also been left out, most significantly the

lowering of tho attachment frequenzy at elevated gas temperatures and the

reduction in diffusion losses by the pressure of the rf magnetic field. It is

likely, however, that electrical insulatiob or cooling problems set a practical

-N 1limit to operation at the high field side.

The final answer, as-to what extent the calculated data are realistic

and where the limits are has, therefore, to come from experiments. Die-

gnostlv experimenits for checking the calculated data are under way but coul

not be-finished in time and will be presented in a later paper. Instead we are

reporting some seeding experiments which are related to reentry phenomena.

ME *Note added February 19G7: Limited experimental data obtained since pro-
sentatlon of this paper indicate fair agreement between calculated and measured
E-values when referred to the same pR. The measured values of E are
however, lower by about 50 percent.

A
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Section 3

EXPERIMENTS: PLASMA CONTAMINATION

BY ABLATING MATERIALS

The purpose of these experiments was to explore the behavior of some

typical ablating materials which are expected to Influence the electron density

in the shock envelope and the wake of a reentry body. The tests were made

with an arrangement which is shown in Fig. 6. The discharge vessel is here

an open 2 -inch diameter quartz tube through which dry air is flowing at a

velocity of a few feet per second and at a pressure of 0. 8 Torr. At the exit

section, the tube is traversed twice by an x-band microwave beam. The beam Is

modulated by spinning the reflecting microwave horn so that a better signal

to noise ratio is obtained. To eliminate reflections from-the tube walls.

quairtz segments are placed at a quarter wavelength on both sides of the tube.N
Since attenuation is very slight, the electron density. is derived from phase

shift alone, assuming a plausible value for the collision frequency. A sample

of the seeding material weighing approxidmately 100 miligrams is placed near

the front end of the tube at a suitable position where it is neither vaporized

too fast by the plasmwa to affect the discharge noticeably nor too slow to cause

an Immeasurable effect. This position varies for materials with different

heats of vaporization and has to be found by trial and error. Usually it took

eight to ten minutes to completely vaporize the sample.

With solid seeding materials a problemn exists In determining the ratio

of seeding rate to air flow rate. Dividing the weight loss during-a test by the

ME;

E-"
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tens time yields only r crude avcra_,, of vaporization rates since these rates

__ 91vary considerably during teb. They s~tart with zero, go through a maximum

-ind taper oU to zero again at the end of a test run. Attempts to coatib-Aly

__H weigh the sample by suspending It on a tiny beam balance did not succeed.

h-~wau therefore decided to 9itmply correlate the c?!anges In electron densit

with the observed changes in static prsssure of the plasma. Since the cross

section of the flow. is considerably restricted downstream of the discharge

L 4Nzone, one can expect that the mass addition essentially eniities a rise in

pressure rather than acceieration of the flow. According t~o D Atonlz law,

the pressurei rise is proportional to the relative ianrease in tbyi number of

molecules, provided-they are at the same'teaipera~un.. This p-)are to be

a-fair assumption. lt-also seems justified to disregard the elect-, n contri--

butibato the pressure. Although the eiec=-bn temipt-rature may E-Xev3d-that

of the p~s by an order of magnitude. tfie relative concentratiti of. the .4lectrone

is only-of ths order of one hundrethokf a percbent.- !rhe numer-of -molv ,ales

may be changed conaidrsbly, "however, _b) chemnicil reactions beoiween the-

seedant and air compoiienta. This would require a special Investigation 1

each case and was beyond the scope of the present tests.

a Tho measurements resulting from-two materl;%1s having opposite

effecto on the electron density are shown In Fig. 7. A cdz~,

electron density is approximately 1. 5x: 101 '/cm . Adding the combustion

products of cork causes the electron density to rise, and a' an overpreasuro

of 55 percent the electron density has increased 6y an order of magnitude.
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When the sample Is burned out, pressure and electron donsity return to their

oilginal values. The effect of cork may be due partly to Its content of rakal

metals and partly to thermal electron emission from soot par, cles,

Sublimation of teflon, on the other hand, lowers the electron concen-

tration as the second curve shows, This is known to be due to the liberation

of fluorina which has a large cross section for electron attachment. That

the curves for rising anddescending pressure do not cbncide indicates that

time has not been complexely 61im!nated as a paraiaeier. Still, one can

conclude from these dAta that the gross effects of seeding-can be represented

as z- function of preshure.

-- in view of the pressure changes of up-to fifty percent which represent

high seeding ratios s the obsert d varintions in electron density may appear I
-rather small. -One must consider, however. that:the nieasurements were

made dowaptream of the discharge where the plasma is decaying and the

effects are reduced. There. Is also the possibility that mixing with the air

strnam was incomplete-alihough the strong thermal agitation in the discharge

zone does not make this very likely.

Fviden's for chemical reactions in these tents was obtained from

17
spectral ob-sarvatlons of the plasma. Cork produced strong CN bands at

3883 A and 3590 A as is shown in FIg. 8. With teflon, weakSi lies appeared,

-indicating that the qz-rtz tube had been attacked by fluorine.

AI
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tile sulitability of electrodetee discharps foriaisatlg~ the effects of

3seding material~s.
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I. SHOCK TUBE SIMULATION OF RE-ENTRY PLASM4
FLOWS AND THEIR MICROWAVE NOISE EMISSION

James E. Hartsel+
Ross Caldecott

ElectroScience Laboratory
(formerly Antenna Laboratory)

Department of Electrical Engineering
The Ohio State University

Colvmbus, Ohio

ABSTRACT

The thermal noise emitted by the plasma sheath is of great

importance in communicating with hypersonic vehicles. in order to

study this problem it is essential to know the flow properties about

the vehicle in considerable detail, particularly those of the thermal

boundary layer. The flow fields of models mounted in the free stream

of a hzpervelocity shock tube have been carefully studied and compared

with flight conditions in order to simulate experimentally typical re-

entry plasma flows over an antenna.

In the past the shock tube has been widely used to simulate

re-entry heat transfer at the stagnation point and can be applied to

the communications problem in this region with little difficulty.

The research reported in this paper was sponsored in part by Contract
No. AF 33(657) -105Z3 between Air Force Avionics Laboratory,
Electro. _z Warfare Division, Electromagnetic Environmental Branch,

RUMPropagation Group, Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio and The
N iOhio State University Research Foundation.

+ Aerodynamic Laboratory, Department of Aeronautical and
-- Astronautical Engineering. The Ohio Statb Univercity.
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However, in practice an antenna is usually located away from the

stagnatf on region to avoid the "blackout" problem. In the prclsent

study points away from the stagnat;in region have also been

measured in the shock tube. and it is Sound that a reasonable degree

of simulition can be obtained. The boundary layers on shock tube

moiels will be similar it rnarare to those on re-entry vehicles, and

I will possoss the same dissociation and iordization effects, even

though the free-stream Mach number will be considerably lower and

flqw field geometry slight .y different from the flight case.
F i

A simple model based on the existence of guided waves in the
-A1

boundary -layer ha- becn adopted to explain the electromagnetic

I layer propertiiss, ir-particular the noise temperature of a small

- flush mounted anienna.

-AI
A
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F THE BASIC NOISE PROBLEM

Much attention has been given to the radio blackout produced

by the hypersonic plasma sheath, while the problem of plasma

generated noise has tended to be overlooked. A blacked oul. signal

is of somewxiat academic interest. In practice, in an important

communications link, steps will be taken to maintain an adequate

signal level. This will be done by careful placement of the antenna,

by use of a transmission frequency above plasma cut-off, or by

resorting to one of the available methods of plasma control such

as the use of a strong magnetic field. Once a sufficient signal

level has been obtained, it is 'he signal-to-noise ratio which becomes

important in determining system performance.

Plasma generated noise may be of two types, modulation or

thermial. Modulation noise is caused by variations in the plasma

sheath resulting from vehicle motion, operaticn of control jets, the

proximity of other high power r, f. systems and so on, and appears

as unwanted modulation or an r. f. signal passing through the plasma

layer. It affects equally signals transmitted and received by the

hypersonic vehicle. It is also very much dependent on the particular

system configuration and for this reason will not be discussed

further here.

3I
I
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Thermal noise on the other hand is generated within the plasma

itself and is caused by the thermal motion of the free electrons. It

is normally only important when a signal is being received by the

hyperscnic vehicle. In the transmitting case the beam area of a

distan receiving antenna is generally such that the plasma sheath

occupies only a very small part of it. A proportionally small amount

of the thermal plasma noise is then coupled into the distant receiver.

In the zase of a very large receiving antenna this might not always

-M be true, in which case the effect of the plasma generated thermal

noise would have to be considered for both directions of transmission.

The present discussion will, however, be confined to the .ase when

the receiver is on board the hypersonic vehicle.

-£ I oise temperature will be used here rather than nojie power

since this keeps the discussion largely independent of the receiver

characteristics. The two are of course related by the familiar linear

equation:

(1) P kTB

where P is the noise power in watts

k is Boltzman's constant (1. 38 X 10 " 3 joulesi/K)

T is the noise temperature in degrees Kelvin

B is the bandwidth in cycles per second.
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At the receiver input terminals, T will be made up of the equivalent

receiver noise temperature TR and the antenna noise temperature T A.

TA will depend, among other things, on the plasma sheath. Figure I

shows the situation for a simple antenna aboard a re-entering vehicle.

Noise will be contributed by the ground, the atmscphere, the cosmic

background and the plasma sheath. There will also be a contribution

from any lossy portions of the antenna structure. When low noise

receivers are used, noise sources other than the plasma may well

be significant and are discussed in many papers on low noise antennaI- systems, for example Reference I. For the present purpose it will

be assumed that the contribution from all these may be neglected and

that the only contribution to the antenna temperature is from the

plasma. The antenna noise temperature will then be given by

(2) TA = &(l-R)Tp.

In this equation Tp will be the physical temperature of the plasm? if

N it is close to thermal equilibrium which is generally the case; other-

wise it will be the electron temperature. a is the emission coefficient

of the plasma. For thermal equilibrium it is also the absorption

coefficient for the signal and includes loss by reflection at the outer

plasma boundary where the signal is reflected back into the plasma.

R is the power reflection coefficient of the antenna.

W° M
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depend on the magnitude of the antenna noise temperature compared

to the receiver noise temperature. The deterioration D in signal-to-

noise ratio due to noise alone but excluding the effect of signal loss

may be written as

(3) D TR + TA
TR

or substituting from Eq. (2)

~Tp
(4) D I + a(I-R) Tp" i TR

At first sight it would seem that a high reflection coefficient at the

antenna would be an improvement. However, there is an additional

deterioration due to signal loss which is given by

151 D'-

(l-a)( l-R)

Multiplying Eqs. (4) and (5) gives the overall deterioration Do in signal-

to-noise ratio

_ _ + a Tp
(6) Do =D D'= ( -R)

(-a) 1-a TR

From this it is evident that a high reflection coefficient is harmful.

Assuming for the moment that it is possible to keep the antenna m thed

__over a wide range of plasma conditions, Eq. (4) may be written

(7) D I+ a Tp

TR
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The effect of plasma noise then depends only on a and the ratio Tp/TR.

However, plasma temperatures are measured in thousaDds of degrees

Kelvin while the noise temperatures of modern receivers may be below

one hundred degrees. Quite small vv2nes of a may thus produce a

significant effect. This is illu-trated using decibel scales in Fig. 2.

Signal loss is also shown plotted against itself in the figure to illustrate[i its relative importance. It is evident from the figure that in practically

all cases when the signal loss is in the range from 0. 1 to lOdb, plasma

noise is of prime importance.

FRE SIOCK TUBE SIMULATION OF HYPERSONIC

PLASMAS

Evidently the noise level is sensitive to quite small changes in

the plasma. It is thus necessary to know the plasma conditions accurately

if the noise problem is to be properly evaluated. Unfortunately the plasma

is by no means a simple uniform layer. It is bounded at the outer edge

by the non-equilibrium region associated with the shock front and at the

vehicle surface by a boundary layer. Since, in practice, antennas are not

generally placed at the stagnation point but at some position further aft,

_am to avoid the most severe plasma conditions, the effects of flow expansion

and possible boundary layer turbulence must also be considered. Some

° *-form of experimental program is thus virtually essential, which brings

up the question of whether the flight conditions can he accurately simu-

lated in the laboratory.

fr.-
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Since the problem is basically aerodynamic, the development of

facilities to simulate hypersonic flows has been one of the major efforts

of the engineering approach to the problem. Hypersonic wind tunnels

can develop sufficiently high Mach numbers but generally cannot

approach the high total enthalpies encountered in actual flight. Thus

such facilities do not produce the real gas chemistry which is the cause

of re-entry communications difficulties. Plasma tunnels are another

M : possibility, but flow conditions are often difficult to determine, and

high enthalpies cannot always be obtained. Impulse facilities, such as

the shock tunnel and the shock tube, are receiving much attention and

use. The shock tunnel can produce the high Mach numbers and enthalpies

needed for flight simulation, but care must be exercised in determining

the free stream flow conditions since the rapid expansion through the

I~ nozzle may "freeze" the flow composition in a non-equilibrium state.

The hypervelocity shock tube has been used extensively for stag-

nation point heat transfer studies 2 ,' and also for mea,uring thermal

noise emission.5 It is an excellent device for creating clean. high

density plasmas for communications studies. However, it has not

been used for complete flow field studies since the free stream Mach

number is relatively low in the operating range where hypersonic

stagnation conditions are simulated. The hypervelocity shock tubes

I at The Ohio State University Aerodynamic Laboratory can duplicate

A
-1
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the inviscid stagnation point conditions over a great portion of the

re-entry map. However, the stagnation point of a blunt body is only

E
a limited region in the flow field, and the larger questior is what degree

of simulation can be obtained in flow field regions away from the

stagnation region?

Answering this question is the purpose of the present study, with

the primary objective being the use of shock tube generated flows to

measure thermal noise emission on a blunt body downstream of the

stagnation region. If the shock tube can be employed for noise studies

of this type, it may then be possible to examine the effect of the boundary

layer on noise emission. The boundary layer on the aft region of a

blunt body is thicker than that at the stagnation region and may have a

pronounced effect on the noise level reaching-the antenna. The effect

of the thermal boundary layer on microwave noise measurements has

been observed on the wall of the shock tube6 and it would be of con-

sierable interest to observe the effect of boundary layers such as those

found on models mounted in the shock tube free stream.

The present problem is primarily one of similitude. The body

selected is the hemicylindrically blunted flat plate at zero incidence.

It is a simple two-dimensional body for which considerable wind

tunnel data is available in the open literature and possesses a flat

afterbody for uncomplicated antenna mounting. The parameters that

are investigated experimentally are shock detachment distance, shock
.I
I

I

9
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shape, and preesure distribution over the body. Since the shock tube

can easily product the required total enthalpy of the flow. the three

parameters mentioned should indicate the degree of inviscid flow

_similI :e.

'l e experimental work was performed in normal air in the

superso-ic free jet of a four-inch diameter hypervelocity shock tube.

The tube uses helium as a driver gas, which is heated by an electrical

_ arc discharge from a capacitor bank with a maximum energy storage

capacity of ?.00, 000 joules. The general layout of the shock tube

Efacility and-the Schieren system used in the preient study is pre-Mpre

2n sented in Fig. 3.

The flow pattern about a typical model in the free jet test region

is shown in Fig. 4. The model must be located near the tube exit in

order to remain within the conical supersonic free jet, the extent of

M9 which is determined by the Mach angle IL2 of Region 2. The free

1stream flow, Region 2, is considerably different from the free stream

encountered in hypersonic flight, even though stagnation conditions on

the model may be identical, Region 2 has been shock heated by the

traveling normal shock to an elevated temperature and is partially

dissociated and ionized for the range of conditions of this study.

M-. The speed of sound in Region 2 is considerably increased by

ME the initial shocking process. Thus, even though the flow velocity

may be quite high. the Mach number remains in the moderate

K_
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supersonic range. In hypersonic flight the flow reaches the stagnation

__ point condition by passage through a single, strong, normal shock.

To reach the sarne stagnation condition in the shock tube, the flow

passes through two shocks, and therefore each of these muat be

__weaker than the corresoonding hypersonic flight shock wave. Since

-the bow shock about the shock tube model is weaker than its flight

counterpart, the change of flow variables across it will be less severe.

WAn important hypersonic similitude parameter which is affected by this

difference in free stream canditions is the normal shock density ratio,

k. The variation of the shock tube free stream Mach number, Mz , and

the dennity ratio across the normal portion of the bow shock, k, is

presented in Fig. 5.

Thc effect of the shock tube free stream dissociation and ioni-

zation on non-equilibrium phenomena behind the model bow shock

deserves consideration, particularly the question of relaxtion to

equilibrium behind the bow shock. Species recombination for flow

near the body surface should not depend on the free stream conditions

as long as equilibrium is reached at the stagnation point, since all

WE' flow over the afterbody near the surface will be in equilibrium near

the stagnation region. Since the shock tube free stream is already

rnised to a high energy level, one would intuitively feel that relaxation

would be faster behind the bow shock in the shock tube than it would

OEM
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be in the flight case where the free stream is "cold". This has been

in-estlgated recently in the present facility, and results obtained

j indicate that relaxation is faster with a dissociated free -stream. 7

The mere fact that relaxation behind the bow shock in th" 44ock

tube is faster than in a simulated flight condition is not sufficient

M- grounds for assuming that relaxation phenomena do not affect the

shock tube model flow field. The models commonly used in the shock

tube are usually much smaller than full-size hypersonirc vehicles.

____ Therefore the relative importance of non-equilibrium relaxation must

be investigated by considering typical model sizes.

A good index of the relative importance of relaxation behind the

normal portion of the bow shock is the comparison of relaxation

distance to the shock detachment distance. The relaxation distance,

j de, is the distance behind the shock at which the flow properties are

j within 10% of their equilibrium values. This is a common parameter

in relaxation studiea and is presented in Fig. 6 for the shock tube

model bow shock. The diameter selected for the calculation is

3/8 inch, the smallest model used in the present stud.y. The relaxation

= j _distance curves are based on a constant flow velocity behind the bow

shock equal to the velocity immediately behind the shock, while in the

actual case the velocity will der-rease as the flow senses the presence

of the model. There.fore the curves represent an upper limit on de.

o I_
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The shock detachment distances for the axisymri et .ere)

are from Reference 8, and those for the two-dirnensi nal curve

(cylinder) are based on present results. Figure 6 does show that at

low pressures and low shock speeds a major portion of the nose region

for this srmall model size can be in non-equilibrium, particularly for

the axisymmetric model. For the two-dimensional model and test

conditions of the present study, the stagnation region of the flow about

the model was definitely in equilibrium. Since the equilibrium distance

is inversely proportional to the initial p:-essure P, non-equilibrium

effects in the stagnation region can be virtually eliminated by choosing

a high enough value of PI. The problem of recombination equilibrium

during the expanding portion of the flow over the body is therefore as-

sumed to be unrelated to the free stream conditions except by the fact

that the limiting pressure for the expanding flow is the free stream

pressure in the shock tube, P 2 .

The test program included four measurenments: shock stand-

off distance, shock shape, body pressure distribution, and thermal

noise emission from the shock layer at some body station away from

the stagnation point. The first three measurements were made

using the single pass Z-type Schlieren system described in

Reference 8 and shown in Fig. 3. The pressure measurements of

this study are of the indirect type, inferred from Schlieren photo-

graphs of the Mach lines emanating from the model surface. Small

It-
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tape slices were attached to the surface of the blunt plate model

along the centerline, with the leading edge of each slice aligned

parallel to the leading edge of the plate. The Mach lines generated

by these small disturbances on the surface were photographed and

the Mach angle I& was measured as a function of bory station. The

flow in the immediate vicinity of the afterbody surface has expanded

from stagnation point equilibrium, -n expansion thal. is assumed to

be isentropic. This allows the-Mach number distribution to be

imzmediately. converted into a pressure distribution by the use of

standard "real gas" aiv tables. Pressure data were obtained only

at lower velocities and enthalpies and relatively high initial pressures

(P I = 15 mm Hg)_-so that the asaump tion-of equilibrium expansion would

allow-the use of equilibrium values of the local speed'of sound. This

precaution was tnke-n to insure the validity of the indirect pressure

measurement techniqun. The present data for both the nose and

afterbody of the blunt plate are cQmpared with several othar results

in Fig. 7.

The degree of similarity between the shock tube conditionj and

tho se of free flight is perhaps best illuctrated by an eximple. Since

it is the p I.Pina temperature and electron density which are important

in dittermninng tika noise emfission, these were calculated for the

specific antemna location used and for a typical shock speed mnd

pressure nwimly Ms = 15 and P = 1.0 mm Hg. The corresponding

US
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flight conditions were then calculated and found to be approximately

,,V= 23, 000 feet per second at an altitude of 110, 000 feet. Assuming

for the moment that it is important to simulate the stagnation region.

this choice of altitude and velocity will give both flow fields the same

total enthalpy. However, the shock layer on the flying plate at this

altitudd will be more expanded at S/D = 3 than that of the model, and

thus the inviscid surface conditions will not be equal. If the inviscid

surface conditions are to be equal, the body location of the antenna on

the flying plate will necessarily be closer to the shoulder than that of

the model, Using the blunt wing blast wave pressure equation of

Reference 10 and the flight shock wave properties of Reference 11,

z. it is found that the correct location for simulation on the flying plate

is approrimately SID = 1. 0. Thus inviscid surface conditions on the

shock tube model at P = 1. 0 mm Hg, M= 15, and SID = 3 are equal

to conditions on the flying plate at V, = 23, 000 fps. altitude = 110,000 ft.

and SID = 1. 0. There may be an infinite number of flight velocities,

antenna locations, and altitudes giving equal thermodynamic conditions,

but by matching the total =nthalpy and stagnation pressure, the isen-

tropic expansion from the stagnation point df both the flying plate and

shock tube model to the same pressure means that the velocities will

be equal at the antenna locztions. This may be important in studying

the boundary layer effect sinceit mzeans that the local Reynolds number

L7N.
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at the antenna, based on distance from the stagnation region, is now

entirely determined by the relative size of the two bodies.

Using an int-gral method, the flow properties across the shock

layer for the two antenna locations have been calculated and are pre-

I- sented in Fig. 8. This result shows the absence of the sharply defined

- entropy layer near the sheck tube model afterbody. In the flight case,

I however, the flow that has come through the near-stagnation region of

-I the body forms a layer over the afterbody with severe gradients in

the flow-properties occurring beyond this layer as the bow wave is

j approached.

THERMAL NOISE MEASUREMflEITS

The noise measurements were made at a frequency of 10 Kmcs,
- I

- -the model used being shown in Fig. 9. The antenna consists of a

dielectric loaded, open ended waveguide and is located three body

diameters downstream of th/blunt plate leading edge. It is shown

surrounded by a choke ring in the figure, and measurements were

made both with and without thin ring. Connection to the measuring

system was by way of the waveguide port seen in the lower left hand

| corner.

Equation (2) shows that for the measured antenna temperature

TA to be related to the plasma temperature, it is necessary to know

both the absorption coefficient of th- plasma, a, and the reflection
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coefficient of the antenna, R. Over most of the range of measurwment

the plasma density was such that a could be taken as unity. The error

introduced -t low velocities by this assumption 'will become apparent

on examining the experimental data. It was, however, necessary to

measure the ante-nna reflection coefficient.

I The experimental technique used is illustrated in Fig. 10. in

order to obtain both the noise temperature and the reflection coefficient.

a pair of measurements is necessary. For the first of these a sensitive

radiom~eter was connected directly to the antenna. The radiometer

consiated of two traveling wave tubes followed by a detector and au

I Oscilloscope. "It bad a bandwidth of about 700 Mc/s and an integration

time of about 5 IL zec, this latter being the maximum consistent with

the desired time resolution. The radiometer was calibrated before

I and after cach shot using a know noise source and a precision

attenuator. Then, with appropriate allowance for transmission loac

in the model and connecting waveguide, the observed noise temperature

is ;iven by

(8) T. = .(l-R) TP

T1was measured and plotted as a iunctiL . Of 3hock velocity for an

iaitial pressure P1 oi I mm !fg. A second series of tests; war then

run tusing the secod experimental arrauigrment shown in Fig. 10.

I--
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This time the observed noise level was a combination of the noise

entering the antenna. ad that originating from a known noise source and
M

-:1{ reflected by the antenna. The observed noise temperature is given by:

(9) T2 = '"PTN + T ( l-R) Tp

4 2

P rs of temperatures T, and T, , measured at the same shock velocity,

were then substituted into Eq. (8) and (9) and the corresponding values

of Tp and R calculated.

The oscilloscope noise traces fall into two distinctly diffezent

groups, depending on the shock velocity. Figure 11 presents one

sample trace from each category to illustrate th - affoct. Both are

measurements of antenna noise alone. that is of T,. Tor low speed

rur (M, 5 11) the temperature is nearly constant during the flow

time and the buildup time is short. For speeds above Ms a 11 there is

a definite overshoot in temperature followed by a gradual decay to a

relatively constant value for the duiion of the test time. There are

two possible reasons for this phenomenon, both of which probably

contribute to the effect. Ono iF? the passage of the traveling normal

WO shock over the body, which produces a transient non-equilibrium

is overshoot in temperature. Thic over-hoot is quite high in magnitude,

M but due to its extremely short duration, the effect may only be partially

felt by the radiometer, which has a rise time of several microseconds.

I
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I -iowever, some contribution must expected. The other reason is the

time dependent buildup of the flow, particularly the boundary layer,

after the passage of the traveling normal shock oter the body.

S As the boundary layer builds up, the field of view of the antenna is

increasingly affected and the recorded temperature level will

decrease, since the antenna sees the entire boundary layer but only

a limited depth of the shock layer. This is due to the "blackout"

caused by the high electron density and plasma frequency at the higher

4- spe.,d runs.

In urder to study this boundary layer effect further, two completely

separate sets of measurements were made. The first set was made

using a simple open ended waveguide antenna. For the second set the

choke ring shown in Fig. 9 was added. The reduced temperature data

from both sets are shown in Fig. 12 and the reflection data in Fig. 13.

Referring to Fig. 12 the choked antenna temperature is only slightly

lower than the plasma temperature in the mtdportion of the velccity

range, indicating relatively little boundary layer effect. At low

velocities it falls short due to the thin plasma; the assumption that

the absorption coefficient a is equal to unity is no longer valid. At

high velocities it again falls short due to the increasing influence of

the boundary layer. The unchoked antenna on the other hand shows

pa markedly lower temperature over the whole of the velocity range

N
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indicating a strong boundary layer dependence. The temperature

overshoot referred to earlier in connection with Fig. 11 is also

indicated in Fig. 13. It falls short of the non-equilibrium temper-

ature behind the moving normal shock because of the limited rise

time of the radiometer mentioned previously. However, it is

considerably abovo the plasma equilibrium temperature at the antenna,

j location indicating that it is not simply a boundary layer effect.

The part played by the boundary layer can perhaps be clarified

by reference to Fig. 14. Within the boundary layer there exist both

a temperature gradient and an electron density gradient which increase

up to the equilibrium values at the outer edge of the layer. For dense

plasmas there will also be a point along this gradient where the plasma

frequency equals the measuring frequency. At this point the conductivity

of the plasma is high. In the unchoked case this layer, where w-- w

forms the lossy wall of a waveguide tee. The antenna couples almost

entirely to this layer, and the observed noise temperature is essentially

the layer temperature. When a choke is added a short circuit is thrown

: iacross this "waveguide".s and the antenn is forced to look outwards.

The conductivity of the plasma is etill high, and so the reflection coefficient

of the choked antenna will be higher than for the unchoked case. However,

when allowance is made for the reflection coefficient, as was done in

I
L.
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these experiments, the observed noise temperature will be much

closer to the equilibrium value for the choked antenna.
I

I CONCLUSIONS
I

It has been shown that in situations where partial transmission

through the plasma sheath if possible, plasma generated thermal

noise is of the utmost importance in determining the performance of

a receiving system aboard a hypersonic vehicle. It has also been

demonstrated that small models mounted in the free stream of a

shock tube can be successfully used for the study of plasma noise

emission at points away from the stagnation region. provided crare is

exercised in scaling the relevant parameters. Experimental noise

studies have shown that at high plasma densities the antenna noise

temperature is closely related to the characteristics of the thermal

boundary layer.
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IV. AN EXPERIMENTAL STUDY OF PLASMA-COVERED
SLOTTED-CYLINDER ANTENNAS

N. V. Karas and 3. D. Antonucci

Air Force Cambridge Research Laboratories
Bedford, Massachusetts

Abstract

The radiation characteristics of axial slots en a cylinder which

is covered by a layer of plasma has been studied by means of a plasma

simulation technique. The relative index of refraction of less than

unity between the plasma and free space is maintained for the.model

by an analog tank which represents "free-space" by a high dielectric

Wconstant liquid and the plasma by a lower dielectric material. This

to-m technique differs from a previous simulation method in that the models

9can be immersed into the tank, rather than being kept external. This

0modification allows the study of nonplanar geometries of complex shapes.

_Antenna patterns of axial slots on cylinders of various radii and

thickness of plasma covering were observed to have good agreement

with theory for radiation in the equatorial plane. These measurements

are being extended to radiation from finite bodies, such as the finite

cone and cylinder. In addition, the effects of varying radii of curvative

upon the admittance properties of the radiators are under study.

94 =-
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1. INTRODUCTION

The effects of plasmna sheaths and rocket exhausts on electro-

magnetic radiation from space vehicles have been the subject of much

I= research. Since plasmas have complicated structures and the vehicles

have complex geometries, analytic solutions are not always possible.

3 Many simp!ifying assumptions and approximations have to be made.

E An experimental technique that would more realistically simulate plasma

conditions and provide the means for checking theoretical predictions has

leng been sought.

I Among the variety of dt-vices suggested -..d used in plasma

4_ 2 Lmulation have been lumped electric elements and mechanical analogs.1

- 4 -l Artificial dirlectrics whose electrical characteristics are similar to those

- I of a plasma have also been used, 2-3 them a medium comprised of

periodically spaccd lattice of metal rods, and another a parallel-plate
guide carrying the fundamental TE mode.

01

Some simulation tecnniques have limited application. For example,
*J

an artificial medium made of metal spheres or consisting of holes in plates AY-

ur dishes -may have a propagation constant equivalent to that of a plasma

but a relative magnetic permeability that differs from unity. A conductive

sol-tion of an acid or salt may have the proper attenuation constant but a

refractive index greater than unity. The degree of applicability of these

siir ulation techniques is therefore limited since only one or two of the scalar

la



p-trarneters of a plasma are simulated.

This paper describes a technique of plas,-ma aimulation in wnich the

re1itive index of refraction of less than unity between the plasma and

free space is maintaiw!-d by using two contiguous real dielectric media.

I Free space is represented Lv a liij~id of high dielectric constant, and the

plasma by a material of lower dielectric constant. The technique differs

4
rom a previous simulation method in that here the experim-ental models are

not outside the liquid dielectric but immersed in it. The modification allows

for studying nonplanar geometries of complex shapes.

2. THEORY

For weak signal interacti ns and in the absence of static magnetic

fields, the plasma can be represented as an isotropic, 1-ibear, lossy

dielectric whose r.agneti permeability pL is unity. Under these restrictions

the plasma has a complex index of refraction whc.-e real part is less than

5
un-ity. Thzn

where

= dielectric constant of free space0

= plasma frequency
p

v -collision frequency
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W operating frequency

p dielectxic constant of plasma.

If v 0,
2

0 W

Further, if 0 < < I,

n 0< < 1

Co

or n < 1,
r

where the rataive refractive index, n rp equals (eC/0)1 .

Since real dielec ics always have refractive indices greater than

unity while lossless plasmas always hav-u refractive indices less than unity,

__ real dielectrics cannot bf. substituted directly for the plasma in a simulaton

experiment. The present technique is therefore based upon a double substi-

tution in which the free-space region is replaced by a liquid of "igh refrac-

tive index and the plasma by (Including air) of lower refracti~ i Ndx

It is readily shown below that the radiation pattern ai-d normalized

aperture impedafi of a suitably scaled model of a dielectric clad ;iitenna

ievends on the ratio of the constants of the cladding layer and the surround-

i medium, rather tLan only upon absolute values. 6

From the dimensionless form of Maxwell's equation3, it is seen

r-J

F 45 -

W 
tic
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that the scaling rf-lations for any electromagnetic problem depend on

certain dimensionless combinations of the parameters that characterize

the media:

A (1)

where

2cha eacteristic length of model,

MM_ frequency,

BES: c conductivity.

jLmagnetic permeability,

e dielectric constant, and

A and B are constarnts

The relative spatial relations of the fields in correspondin& regions

of two systems, A and B, will be preserve~d, provided that:

AM jf 2  
/2 '2 (3)Of LA A A A- BBB

HAI

EPM#~
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and

A Aa -a B B

Here the subscripts A, B refer to systems A and B respectively.

The constraints are now imposed that IA" (x0) and f UB"

Then.

A/ Ba B A (5)

I
I
I

I iCA/GB " 1 B (6)

|

] |The proper scaling relations will therefore be maintained in the

two systei.&s, provided that all dimensions are scaled in proportion to the

characteristic lengths and that the ratios of dielectric constants and con-

Iductivities fur corresponding points in the two systems be kept constant in

accordance with Eqs. (5) and (6). For two sets of corresponding regions

in each system (indicated by the additional subscripts I and Z respectively),
(~Eqs. (5) and (6) also impose the related constraints:

I
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f Al/'AZ 'BI /CB2-

and

aAl /7A2 B I /PB2 (8)

It should be noted that equations (5) through (8) involve only ratios

of dielectric constants and conductivities. An antenna system, consisting of

plasma-free space interfaces, can therefore be simulated by another system

in which the free space (c A ) is replaced by a material of high dielectricAl1

constant (EBI > Eo) and the plasma (E < Co) replaced by free space or air

(4B2 = e). The characteristic dimensions, as well as the wavelength, are

then scaled in accordance with Eq. (5). Both systems are assumed lossless

so that the conductivity Cr is everywhere zero. The physical model then

consists of an anechoic (reflection-free) chamber filled with a high dielectric

material in which a scale model of the antenna under test is immersed. The

plasma is represented by a low-dielectric constant or air layer over the

antenna. It should be noted that this simulation is only correct at a single

frequency since the plasma is dispersive while real delectrics are not.'

Furthermore, this simulation technique is not applicable for frequencies at

which the dielectric constant of the plasma is zero or negative.

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Besides the physical restrictions enforced by electromagnetic

K - ....
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requireruaents, there are mechanical restrictions on the types of real

dielectric materials that can be used to simulate free space. The medium

simulating free space may not be a solid since a solid does not accommo-

date insertion of a model. A uniform granular composition is acceptable

only for static tests like measurements of impedance because such tests

require no movement of the model. A liquid appears to be the most suit-

able medium since it allows for both static and dynamic experimental tests.

A greater choice is available for selecting the medium to simulate

the plasma. It may be a solid, gas, or liquid. In the case described in

this paper, a liquid dielectric was chosen to simulate free space, and air

___ to simulac the plasma. Plexiglas, whose dielectric constant approximates

that of the liquid dielectric, was used as a separator between the two media.

A schematic of the experimental setup is shown in Figure 1. The

4dimensions of the metal tank that contains the liquid dielectric are 2. 5 ft

- by 2.5 it by 4. 5 ft, corresponding to dimensions of 37 by 37 by 67 wave-

leng.hs (measured in the dielectric) at the operations frequency of 9500 Mcps.

The tank has a capacity of about two hundred gallons of liquid dielectric.

ZIts inside walls are lined with micr-wave absorber, spiked to minimize

Breflections, which is protected by a plastic liner since it would otherwise

ME dissolve ir. the liquid dielectric.

Since the liquid dielectric occupies a large experimental volume,

there are many safety factors to be considered. It must be noncorrosive;

its vapors must be nontoxic; its flash and flame points muot have high

temperature thresholds. Also. 3r ilectromangetic reasons, it must

IS.
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have a low loss tangent to prevent any marked signal attenuation.

The liquid dielectr'c selected for the medium to simulate free

space was a secondar 7 plasticizer for vinyl chloride and other resins,

HB-40 (Monsanto Chemical Company). It does not attack metal or plexi-

glas but does attack plastics such as polystyrene. At IOK Mcps, HB-40

has a dielectric constant of 2. 4, and a loss tangent of 0.0017.7

Experimental tests completed to date have yielded the radiation

patterns of a plasma-clad axially- slotted cylinder such as shown in

Figure 2. The results are compared to the theoretical radiation patterns

which are computed from an analysis of the plasma-clad slotted cylinder

by Wait. 8

The radiation patterns in Figure 3 of the unclad axially slotted

cylinder of two-inch diameter (Model I--see Table I for dimensions of all

models), show that the free-space pattern and the simulated environment

pattern closely agree with theory, although the two experimental beam-

0 0widths are slightly narrower from about * 45 to * 180IThe radiation patterns for this same cylinder with a four-tenths

inch simulated plasma coating (Model I1) are shown in Figuri 4. The

theoretical curves predict the main effects of the lossless plasma layer

to be a narrowing of the beamwidth and a slight change in the shape of"

the sidelobes. The experimental patterns exhibit the n arrowing effect

caused by the plasma layer and also show the altered sidelobes.

Figure 5 shows the radiation pattern of the two-inch diameter

cylinder (Model III). but now the plasma thickness has been increased

M

N ° tJ oF
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to one inch. The effect of the plasma layer is to narrow the main

beam slightly. The experimental pattern closely follows all the varia-

tions in the theoretical pattern. For purposes of c.arity the experimental

W !pattern of the beam without the plasma has been omitted.

AE

Next, the diameter of the cylinder was increased to three inches

j and the plasma thickness set at one-half inch (Model IV). The beamwidth

J H narrowing caused by the plasma is quite noticeable (Figure6) but there is

a larger divergence between theory and experiment than shown by the

= !pre ious models.

The beamwidths of the experimental patterns for both unclad and

plasma-clad models were narrower than predicted by theory. This is

s partly because the theoretical curves were derived for an infinitely thin

slot, whereas the experimental slots had a finite width. In addition, the

following two experimental conditions contributed to the narrowing of Lhe

experimental beam:

P, The separation between transmitter and receiver is limited

by the longitudinal dimension of the tank. The far field requireme nt

2
for a plane wave across a receiving aperture is given by L = 2D /X

where D is the effective aperture and L is the transmitter-receiver

separation. Unfortunately, for the cylinders with diameters of three

inches and above,- this criterion for phase and amplitude uniformity

a ss the receiving aperture could not be met within the available

ta size.

AN
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2) Unwanted reflections often have adverse effects on the

radiation pattern of any antenna; in an enclosed area auch as a tank, these

adverse effects &re accen.uated. Since microwave absorber ordinarily is

matched to free space, its absorption capability in another medium lecreases,

and reflections correspondingly increase. Radiated ener'gy that hits the

side walla of the tank at almost grazing incidence and is not absorbed may

combine with the direct radiation and causn a considerable amplitude taper

across the receiver apertire.

The amplitude across the receiving aperture of the three inch

diameter cylinder varies by about 1. 5 db, having a minimum value at the

edges. The radiation patterns of the cylindrical antennas show a beam

narrowing caused by this tapered amplitude front, as well as by their

inherent directivity. This effect causes a deviaticn between the experimental

results and the theory which assumes a uniform amplitude across the

aperture.

The limitations imposed by the far field requirements and by

excessive refections from the side walls may be overcome by placing the

receiving antema under test in the near field of a transmitting antenna whose

aperLure is comparable in dimension with the cross-section of the tank.

The fields in this near-zone of the transmitter can be made uniform in both

9
phase and amplitAde by suitable antenna design, thereby eliminating the

far-field restriction. Further, this plane wave launcher also collimates the

radiated energy so that it is normally incident upon the back wall of the tank,

Ca -- " - - -s _ -
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thereby eliminating the grazing reflections from the sidr. walls. A

suitable design for such a plane wave launcher could consist of a large

parabolic cylindrical reflector which is illuminated by resonant line

source feed.

4. EXTENSIONS OF THE TANK PLASMA SIMULATION TECHNIQUE

Since the experimental models are totally immersed in the

simulation medium, nonplanar model shapes, whose complicated geometry

makes them difficult to analyze theoretically, can be studied exp.rimentally.

Figure 7 shows a few of many possible configurations that can be used to

W determine plasma effects on radiators that arc located on finite bodies.

Several of these models are now under investigation.

- -An advantage of the plasma simulation method is that the normalized

impedance of a simulation model can be directly compared with the impedance

of a similar plasma-clad radiator, and the effects of the p,"sma on the

normalized aperture impedance of an antenna determined. The use of plexi-

glas as a separator between the air and the liquid dielectric allo's investi-

gation of many classes of plasma problems. Among these are 'he case of

a plasma composed of several stratified layers, each layer having a different

dielectric constant (Figure 8a), and the case of a plasma that does not touchI

the surface it envelopes (Figure 8b).

j S. SUMMARY

I Antenna patterns of axially slotted cylinders of various radii and

N
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various thicknesses of plasma-simulating media have shown good agree-

rent beiween experimental results and theoretical predictions, in the

equatorial plane. The described plasma simulation technique" is being used

to determine the influence of plasma or. normalized aperture impedance and

its role in the radiation patterns of nonplanar and finite bodies such as cones

and cylinders. The effects of varying radii upon the admittance properties
E

of the radiators are also being studied, as is the feasib.lity of using the

_ plasma- simulation technique to reproduce the effects of a time-varying

or turbulent medium on electromagnetic energy.
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L+
TABLE I

Model Physical Dimensions (inches) Electrical Dimensions

d t xd tVm - A B
M m

- 2,00 -- 0.80 2.50 -- 8

II 2. 00 0.40 0.80 2.50 0.50 8 11

Iij 2.00 1.00 0.80 2.50 1.25 8 16

IV 3.00 0.50 0.80 3.75 0.62 12 16

Frequency of operation =9500-Mcps

Also: a outer radius of metal cylinder

= thickness of plasma layer (b-a)

b = outer radius of metal cylinder plus cladding dielectric layer

d = diameter of metal cylinder

X = wavelength in the medium

27 2
A=-a ; B----b

m m
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EElectromegnetic phenomena influencing the radio li'nk' perform-ance

betveen a lau~ch vehicle and ground stations inl the p-rcenceof

the rocket exhaust flame are ident~fe and the state of the art

anaaysea of thiese phenomena. are reviewed. -The popsagation vrobl.em,

through and about the inhonogeneous plasma, I&. considered in detail

and a geometrical optics approximaticn for a lamina-. exhaus' flow -4-8

d'Iscussed. considering reflection, diffraction end refractc- phen-

omena. An integrated computer program is described %ttich r~ton-ates

the com-putatiooal step-- of this approxim-ation. l~I -tationa and

zestrictiorz. of the approximation are discussed cid e. 88m)JA cozz-

Dutation is present-ed.
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I. ITRODUCTION

Uninterrupted radio links between a launch vehicle during a powered

flight and ground stations are essential requirements for modern day

space exploration. Military launch vehicles also have similar require-

ments. However, such links sre generally distorted due to the vehi-

cle's exhaust flame which represents a dispersive plasma environment

for the elc..romagnetic waves. In some instances this environment

completely interrupts the radio communication link due to the highly

attenuatin, and reflecting plas.,a. These critical periods occur

generally at high altitudes where ground stations may not have a

clear line of sight to the vehicle antenna due to the large extent

of the exhaust. The most critical periods occur, however, during

the staging sequence )f the vehicle. In the latter instance, the

ethe vehicle establishing the dispersiveexhaust generally envelopes

plasma medium between radiating antennas and receiving stations for

all look directions.

In evaluating radio system performance on such vehicles, it is neces-

sary to properly evaluate the characteristics of the plasma environ-

ment, analyze the electromagnetic behavior of the system, and attempt

to alleviate the possibility of losing communication with the vehicle.

A similar system evaluation and corresponding alleviating steps arise

in reentry vehicle system design commonly referred t- as the reentry

blackout problem. In both instances, two basic steps are needed in

the analysis. The first is to predict the electrical properties of

the plasma, and the second is to evaluate the performance of a radiating

i.



antenna and the propagation of its electromagnetic fields in the pre-

sence of this plasma. This paper describes an approach to the analysis

of the propagation of the radiated fields of antennas in the presence

of flanme plasma and is a radical improvement to techniques employed

previously. Because chemical and gas dynamnic analyses of flames are

not fully refined, flame attenuation estimates have beLn based on

crude approximations. To alleviate possible conflict between the

two disciplines and with the principal intent of providing a more

accurate preuictive tool, the work described In this paper was under-

taken. The method of analysis and th' resulting computer program may

not only be appi.,d to inhomogeneous plasmas, but may also be applied

to problems involving propagation through other isotropic media.

A review, of significant electromagnetic phanomena, associated with

flame effects is presented first to place them in perspective. The

9 state of the art approach to the analysis of these effects is then

briefly reviewed and their relative effects on a radio system are

compared. The propagation of the radiated field through and around

9 the flame is discussed in detail. The technique employed for this

analysis considers the geometrical optics approximation supplemented

by a diffraction approximation. The limitations and restrictions of

P! these approximations are discussed and an integrated computer program

is described which automates the computational steps of the approxi-

mations. Finally, a sample computation obtained by the use of the

computer program is presented and discussed. -!Mi

ff
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zII. SIGNIFICANT EZCoMPMAG2TIC PHEOMENA

The significance of the electromagnetic phenomena influencing the

transmission of the information between a transmitter on the vehicle and

receivers on the ground depends on the configuration of the exhaust.

One may classify them into two configurations; the staging plume

configuration and the main engine plume configuration. In the former,

the antenna may be entirely enveloped by the exhaust plasma and in

some cases be in contact with it. In the second configuration, the

main engine plume may be sufficiently far away so th3t the antenna is

not affected directly. Therefore, the dominant effects for each con-

figuration will in general be different.

The significant electromagnetic phenomena may be categorized into

two groups. The first group 'aay be identified as "Near Zone" pheno-

mena and the second group as "Far Zone" or "Propagation" pher:omens.

R Near Zone phenomena play a domirnnt role in the staging plume con-

IM figuration, while Far Zone phenomena are significant in both con-
figurations. Propagation phenomena are considered in detail in the

W following sections, with emphaas on the main plume ccnfiguration,

while Near Zone field effects are only reviewed here.

NEAR ZONE FIELD EFFECTS

In the staging plume configuration, antenna plasma interaction play

a significant role in the performance of the comnunication system.

This interactionmay be categorized into effects due to antenna im-

pedance change and nonlinear response of the plasma medium.
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The impedance of an antenna may change radically due to the changing

ionization of the gas and Uus alter the power transfer between the

transmitter and the external medium. If the field intensity around

the antenna is sufficiently low, it possible to estimate the effect

of the impedance change which my be in the range of one to ten deci-

bels on the radiated power depending on the type of antenna and the

value of the pertinent parameters. Theoretical expressions for

antenna impedance in a lossy dielectric, havi'g properties charac-

teristic of a plasma, are available in the literature for dipole

antennas,(i),(2) loop antennas, (3 ) annular slots and waveguide

(5) (6)
fed slots and apertures )

. The validity of the expressions is

frequently limited to media having lcv or moderate loss. Further-

more, these analyses assume the plasma to be a ILdear medium which

it is not. However, if the power levels are sufficiently low, the

above referenced analyses should yield adequate engineering results.

Traveling wave or array type of antenna in the presence of plasma

have not been adequately studied to the best knowledge of the authors.

This class of antennas may be radically affected by the plasma due to

the self and mtual impedance change of the individual elements, if

they are of the Yagi or array type. In the case of tapered dielec-

tric and corrugated structure type of traveling wave antennas, domi-

nant effects will be due to the different wave number of the plasm.

Nonlinear effects of tLe plasma may also be significant and have a

marked effect on tha ccm-4cation link. At relatively low power

levels and at high altitudes plasm nhanced antenna breakdown may

occur increasing the ionization of tb', gas sbarj). This causes

rMN
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a sherp increase in the reflected power degrading transmitter per-

formance. It ilso results in L rger rf energy absorption by the

plasma and causes antenna pattern distortion. Consequently, it is

-I necessary to operate the antenna below the power level at which break-

I down occurs. The breakdown power level is dependent upon gas density,

rz gas velocity, the ionization level prior to breakdown, the radio fre-

quency and the configuration of the antenna. This phenomenon has

been studied theoreticeally and experimentally by many workers and

_ is reported adequatelyff, (8), (9), so that is is possible to make

engineering estimates on maximum allowable power for a given system.*

As noted before, the plasma is by no means liner, even at power levels

far below breakdown. There is coupling of electromagnetic energy to

the gas resulting in a change of the ionization. In addition, the

Iplasma collision frequency may be a function of the applied field and

may only be assumed constant for extremely low signal levels. Such non-

linearities cause phase and amplitude distortLon in the radiated sig-

nal and hence an effective loss in the communication link. There have

beun some analytical and experimental results reported in the liter-

ature(lO)j (n) on this problem. However, the authors have been

unable to find adequate results to obtain engineering estimates of

this effect on a radio link.

*More recent results were reported in a NASA sponsored workshop on
I Voltage Breakdown in Electronic Equipment at Iow Air Pressures, held

at JPL, August 18-20, 1965. An additional phenomenon, noted in this
workshop, which might interrupt communication is DC discharge. This
phenomonon is known to occur during the staging phase of the vehicle's
flight. A discussion of this phenomenon is beyond the scope of this

~paper.
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FAR ZONE FIELD EFFECTS

At distances sufficiently far from an antenna, the field intensities

may be relatively low and have a wave behavior. Therefore, it is rea-

sonable to consider wave phenomena in a linear plasma. This phenomenon

of propagation of electromagnetic energy through the plasma medium, is

by far the dominant factor influencing the conmmunication link. To

analyze the effect of this phenomenon, it is necessary to know the

electrical properties of the pla3ma as a function of spa.ce and time.

If field intensities are sufficiently low and one is justified in

assuming a constant collisln frequency for tht charged particles of

the piasma, it is then possible to describe it as a linear, isotropic,

inhomogeneous and time varying dielectric medium. It is reasonable

to also assume that the time variation is slow. To analyze the pro-

pagation through such a medium, it is necessury to consider attenua- -

tion, refraction, diffraction and scattvring of the electromagnetic

waves. The scattering analysis requires a description of the irre-

gularities of the medium, at least statistically. Such an analyuis

is btyond the scope of this paper however. A brief discussion of

several analytical approaches is given elsewhere We need to

emphasize, however, that if the plasma is very dense alobg the nor-

mal path of propagation, the contributions from volumetric scattering

to the far zone field become douinant. Otherwise, the average field

strengths may be obtained by evaluating propagation by accepting a-

laminar description of the medium.

Serious discrepancies may arise by ignoring the scattering from the

medium irregularities in the staging plume configuration. However,

similar scattering in the main engine plime configuration has secon-

dary effects except in regions where antenna pattern nulls may occur

iii
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-~ from the laminar vualysis. For a thorough analysis of the system, it

is necessary that scattering from the irregrularities be considered.

Ai However, tht laminar analysis -il yield the average value of the

fields in the medium and is a necessary first step to the scattering

analysis due to the irregularities of the medium.

The above review of significant electromagnetic phenomena leads us to

the justification of the assvmptions and approximations developed below

in the analysis of radio wave propagation in the presence of exhaust

glaze. We therefore state that rhe approximations described below are

applicable 'o any plasma medium which has laminar inhomogeneities de-

scribed deterministically for a given time in terms of spatial coor-

dinates. The approximations also require that an effective complex

dielectric constant be computed from the plasma parameters for a given

signal frequency. To make the propagation analysis more tractable,

we further assume that all pertinent dimensions of the exhaust are

2arge in comparison to the signal wavelength.

The a sumptions listed here are not very restrictive. There are a

large class of vehicles whose main engine exhausts fall within the

limitations of the required assumaptions utted aboye4 In many other

circumstances our approximations will yield results describing first

order effects.

Subject to these assumptions, the problem reduces to the analysis of

the electromagnetic fields of an antenna with a prescribed radiation

pattern, in the presence of au inhomogeneous medium with a complex

'3 refractive index. The sketch in Fig. 1 is a schematic illustration

E
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of the geometry of the probler, and the electromagnetic phenomena that

I need to be considered. The three dimensional geometry of the vehicle

and plume would be the figure of revolution of that portion of the

sketch. The dashed line in the figure indicates the radio horizon of

the plume and divides the field into two regions. Above the horizon,

the total field consists of the sum of the direct rays, the reflected

I rays and the refracted rays. Btlow the horizon, the field is the sum

Iof the diffracted and refracted rays. 1 is possible to carry out a

geometrical optics approximation to compute the total field, including

polarization and amplitude, provided the routine computational steps

can ba entrusted to a large digital compter. In the section III, we

I discuss the approximations that were de.eloped for this study and in the

section following we describe the integrated computer program that can

implement the details of the canptation.

III. THE GEOMETRICAL OPTICS APPROXI'ATT.ON

The determination of the effects of reflection, dirfractien and re- f
fraction on radio wave propagation about the exhaust plasma is subject

to a large number of parameters. These include geometry, signal fre-

Squency and medium constants and their spatial variation. We can employ

the geometrical optics approximation if the distribution of the plasma

is such that it can be subdivided into convenient subsections, the

boundary surfaces of which have large dimensions in comparison to the

signal wavelength. The term "geometrical optics" is used here to imply

that the results are correct asymptotically as ko-. -, where k0 is the

I
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free space wave number of the signal, and that the ray nature of the

electromagnetic wave can be utilized in the approximation. The dif-

fraction analysis, described in a latter part of this section, is not

a geometrical optics approximation in the true sense, but it is a com-

plementaey step to the approximation of the entire problen.

In considering propagation through the plume, we assuame that its sub-

sections consist of plasma having thick lossy subsections, thin lossy

sections and sections with low loss: the latter constituting tne major

portions of the plume. For thick lossy sections we assume the reflected

fields dominate, for thin lossy sections we approximate the section by

a layered medium in the region of the incident ray tube for the compu-

tation of transmitted fields. Under these assumptions, the geometrical

optics computations are performed for a lossless plasma and analytically

continued to the lossy case.

The field intensity at a given observation point, which is assumed to

be at a large distance from the vehicle, is the vector sum of the direct,

FS the reflected, diffracted and the refracted fields. We describe below

the necessary approximations and the resulting expressions to evaluate

these fields. The assumed geometry is that shown in Fig. 1.

THE IMFLEM FID

A ray tube, originating from the antenna and incident to the plume boun-

dary will be reflected from and transmitted through this boundary. De-

pending on the altitude of the vehicle, this plume boundary may be

sharp or diffuse. To compute the reflected field, the reflbcting

F.*
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boundary, the plane of inci-dace and angle of inciderce is first eval-

uated from te known geometry. The principal radii of curvature of

W the reflecting surface and the density gradlents of the plasma are

HE evaluated next. From these results, a "divergence coefficient" is

computed. From the knovn plaamma characteristics in the region of the

ME boundary, transverse electric (TE) and transverse magnetic (TM)

"reflection coefficients" are also evaluated. Finally, the reflected

fields are determined within the limits of the gcometrical optics ap-

proximation. This approximation, however, fails near grazing angles

of incidence. For this reason, the computatiors for angles larger

than 85* are performed by the diffraction formulas discussed later.

In the geometrical optics approximation, the reflected electric and

magnetic fields are given by

E r E Ds expLiko (r.,+r 2 )J
(1)

Z H - t xEB
o- r 7 r

where E is the electric field at the reflecting boundary, Ds is the

"Divergence Coefficient", k is the vr'Ie number, r is the distance

from the source to the point of reflection, r 2 the distance from this

point to the observation A nt, Z°  If: I is the free space wave
imeac,= s h rtvco i~wv

impedance, and is the unit vector tn the direction of the reflected

ray.

The electric ffeld components on the surface nan be evaluated simply

from the plane wave salysis, yielding the exp:ession A

3SI
b) b *b xb (2)rs 01:1r .. , +Rt xb)Eis (t x
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where b -s the unit vector normal to the plane -f incidence, t i is the

unit vector in the direction of the incident ray, E is the incd'ent

field at the reflectrg surface, R and are the reflection coeffi-

E= cients for the T rnd TM.waves respectively.

The Divergence Coefficient

This coefficient is simply a geometrical factor expressing te degree

of divergence of a tube of ray due to reflection from a curved surface.

It Is related to the cross section of the incident ray tube A(r!)

end the cross section of the reflected ray tube A(r 2 ), at a distance

from the reflection point, sImply by

Ds  A(r)A(r2). (3)

Fock has developed expressions for this coefficient for a general con-

-- vex surface(1) with principal radii of curvature P, ! 2. The re-

sut for r2 = is

A(r 2 ) 1 2 iv
=-~~ oso (I + +Cs + -

PIP2.

In the expression t is the angle of incidence ani p0 is the bodry

T c onradius of curvature in the plane of incidence.

The Reflection Coefficients R an R

These coefficients are a function of the characteristics of the =ediuz

and their gr'adients in the reflection region. As was stated before,

the plume boundary may be sharp or diffuse. If it is sharp, the re-

qulred expressions are simply the standard Fresnel reflection coeffi-

cients. However. we wish to employ an analytic expression which Is

j
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-eneral enough to account for reflections from a diffuse boundary with

M its sharp boundary limit the Fresnel reflection coefficients. Th*'s can

be accomplished adequately by considering the generalized "Epstein

Profile" for the variation of the dielectric constant and the corres-

ponding wave solution for such a layered medium. A general discussion

of such a solution may be found in several books 1 4)' (15),(16 ). The

authors have shown elsewhere, (17) that a transitional layer of plisma.

having an electron density and collision frequency variation, described

respectively by

Mmz

en

1+ em

g(z) (V0 /V,) + emz,

fi!1 + cn.

can also b solved. These functions appear in the Appleton-Hartree ex-

pression, for the plasma relative dielectric constant, as

Cr(z) 3111~(z)/El + V Ig(z)J. (6)

in the expressions above z is the coordinate along the normal to the re-

flecting boundary, which is taken to be at z = 0 the center of the tran-

sition layer, ca. = ( ) 2 with co as the plasma frequency deep in thet6 p p
r, layer and a the signal frequency, V° = vi/w and V1 = vf/A with Vi and Vf

E being the values of the collision frequency at the extremities of the

layer. The parameter m describes the thickness of the layer and is

inversely proportional to it. The reflection and trouismission coefficients

"!1
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for such a layer, for a TE wave, are given in terms of Gamma functions

as M

S

( -1 t t(hm)t - ty_)

... = 1 + i(ko/m)[cosQ + (cosaG.N)i /s (8)

>! , = 1 + i2(ko/n)cosQ

T - ('- -0r/(-y+l Vl)

N -K

. For small m, which corresponds to a thick layer, the reflection and

transmission coefficients for the TM case are identical to those in

(7). For large m, a sharp transition or a thin layer, the expression

in (7) will again hold if the exponents a and 1 are replaced by

of = .i+ i(o/m) E(l- ) cos-(coa9-N)1/k/

1 + i(k 0 /M) [(1-n) cosQ+(cos O-N)X/2

E

Additional corrections are needed for intermediate values of m- In the

limit as m -0, the boundary becomes very diffuse hence the reflection

coefficient approaches zero exponentially. In this range, reflections are

secondary and the transmitted fields are computed according to the ap-

proximations of the refracted fields which penetrate the plume.

i-I
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T. DIFFRACTED FIELD

At grazing angles of incidence, plume boundary electromagnetic phenomena -

cannot be described in the geometrical optics sense, particularly when

these boundaries are relatively sharp and are of high density. There

3 are cases of exhaust plumes there diffraction phenomena ire significantICL in the region of the plume horizon (.ee Fig. 1). An exact formulation

of the problem is not possible, we therefore consider the results ob-

tained for the solution of a sharply bounded spherical plasma region

with a source external to it. We seek appropriate approximations for

the fields about the horizon defined by the tangent line to the surface

drawn through the source. The basic problem has been studied exten-

sively by many authors in connection with radio propagation on the

earth's surface. Logan has report,.d an extensive review of these

works(18) and has generalized the results providing adequate approxi-

mations so that the geometric optics approximations for the illuminated

region are continued smoothly into thc diffraction or shadow region.

Te The assumptions therefore are that in the region of incidence the boun-

]h dary can "e described by a apherical surface and that the tangential

component of the electric and magnetic fields are related by a con-

stant at the boundary. Improvements to the latter are possible but are

not considered here. Logan's results are given below for the case

of a source at a relatively large distance from the surface and an

observation point at infinity.

Figure 2 illustrates the geometry in the plane of incidence. The boun-

S-i dary shown in the figure is the local c-herical approximation of the

actual plume boundary, in the region of incidence, with a radius of

- S
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of curvature po • For linear boundary conditions we employ the surface

impedance epressions

ZTM - (ko/k) [l-(ko/k)ajIn ()

4 - (k0/k) Cl-(k 0/k)'2J1/2

for the TM and TE waves respectively, with k representing the complex

wave number in the plasma medium. In the development below, the above

impedance expressions appear in the term

q = i(k 0p 0/2)
1'Z. (

" The terms Y. = (kopo/2)1/3(to/po), t and r are assumed to be approaching

infinity, and the angle of incidence, 9, is generalized to also describe

the diffracted ray beyond the horizon. s - p is approximated by

a W (-2Pocos9) is used for 80* < 9 < 1000 since this is the range of

Iinterest here and it appears in the parameter
X = (k.Po/2)-'/ (s/p). (2)

For a radial dipole of the electric or magnetic type, Logan's results

for the total field about the plume horizon can be expressed by

exp iko(R + w) tsin 2 c V1 1(xq)in24rRC

where

2t0 (l.'sinag) + P0(20 + sin20 -n1), G >W=2

t (1-sing) - (P0 oI) cos o, 9 <-2

00
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For 0 > Ti/2,(the shadow regior)

Vn(x,q) _ . expi__.4), t

2expIxt)

which may be evaluated by its residue series.

For the horizon region, T/2 - e < < IT/2 + C, (e may be considered

to be approximately lO),

v (xq) '- v2 (x,q) + (2

/ I
-V~x,q) = - exp(ir/4) C w1'(t)-qw1(t) 2

V2\XJe q-t y '(t)-avt) + L (16
!I

in the expressions above w1 (t) u(t) + iv(t) and wj '(t) are the Jiry

functions and their derivatives respectively, and

K(T) exp(- 2-in )fexp (is2 )ds. (17)

The evaluation of (16) is rather involved. However, for (x/q) small

the approximation

f- ix 1 ,xa
V2 (x,q) 2 -exp(ii/4) +. + + x)2

-T '(x) + P(x) i + - +

:'" umercal~(19)
can be used. Logan has evaluated p(x) numerically and given tables

for -1.6 < x < 1.6.

".
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In evaluating V (x ) it should be sufficient to use the expression

given in (15) without carrying the evaluation deep into the shadow re-

gion. In this region, the diffracted fields nre of second or.ier to

the refracted fields unless the medium is a very dense plasma, The

use of an impedance boundary condition requires further study. It

should be possible to derive more accurate linear boundary conditions -

for various possible ranges of plasma parameters. Such improvements

_9M can be readily introduced into the general expressions given above.

-le evaluation of the diffracted fields of any antenna, (the results
above are for dipoles) can be performed by expressing the source field

in terms of the linear combination of TE and TM waves in the plane of

incidence and normalizing the expressions in (13) hy the field inten-

sity of the source at a distance to0

IIv.

The analysis of the fields in the exhaust plasma is based on the

IN geometric optics approximation of Naxwell's equations. Before applying

'- this appr)ximation, it is necessary to classify the kind of medium and

the applicability of the approximation. If the exhaust plasma and

the signal frequency is such that there is significant transmission

through it, then it is reasonable to approximate this into three sub-

.ections: sections having low losses, thin sections having high

2 losses, and thick sections also vith high losses. Transmitted fields

through the fi rst two can then be computed by the geometric optics ap-

proximation if the thin lossy section is approximated by parallel boun-

daries. Since the transmitted fields through thick lossy sections will

be of second order, only reflected fields from their boundaries need

be considered. The evaluation of the fields (their ampitude, phase

-&IM_
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avid polarization) is performed by integrating a set of linear first

L order differential equations. Ray paths &-e determinied from the vari-

ation of the real part of the propagation constant k, but the amplitude

of the field is evaluated for com~plex k because of analyticity with

respect to k. In the analysis multiple reflections are ignored. A

brief reView of the development oi* the required differential equAtions

is given below.

(20'Kline' haa shown that the geometric optics approximation of the

field Z is the first term of the asymptotic series

E(x,yiz) =[exp iik0S (x,y~z~ En(x,y,z)/(iko)n (19)
WE n =0

for large k0 . This assumes a single family of phase fronts S(X,y,Z) for

the fields. Substituting (19) in Maxwell's differential. equations and

__equating terms of equal powers of k one obtains the Eiconal Equation

(ktko' - 0(20)

lmg and the Vector Transport Equation f,7r the first term

2V'S.V, + V2S + 2(EVk/k) VS 0 (21)0E 0o

The ray directions are the trajectories normal to the phase fronts

B(x,y,z) and thus from (20) we have

W S kk-t(2

_____ ________ ________
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where 1 is the index of refraction and t ic the uait vector along the

ray. It is easy to show that the nonlinear partial differential ejua-

tion in (20) is satisfied by the following set of linear fUrst order

differential equations:

AA

VsI
d d i

I(

where 1 (x,y,z) is the position coordinate of the ray and ds is the

differential length along the ray path. The above set is used in our

computation in the form

di . - dkr .V

- where kr is the real part of the complex k, since we require real paths

and geometry. The set of six differential equations define a ray path
~for given initial values, medium constants and boundary conditions

(Snell's lav gives the boundary conditions) sufficient for the corpu-

.ration of the field intensities.

The vector transport equation, given in (21), contains information on

the polarization and amplitude of the field. It is easier, to demon-

strate the significance of the terms of this equation by dissociating

the vector quantities from the scalar ones.

We consider the geometric optics term Eo and the relations

Pm %0/1 0 , P.t 0 (5

I
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where Ps th wtplrzto 4tor. From (21) we have, after divi-

sion by Bo ,

+ I - + ( P") T_ 0 (26)

Since 4p i8 orthogonal to and (dt/ds), (26) yields the set of equations

ds k

also,

.4 (29)

Equation (27) describes the amplitude dependence of the field tem ad

(28) describes the polarization dependence. A closer examination of. (27)

reveals that conservation of energy is implied. Therefore, it does not

account for reflections in regions where the change in k might be maI

but finite. We make this requirement since difference equations are to

be used in our application and also we wish to avoid using boundary con-

ditions as much as possible. Equation (27) represents the differential

equation

t+ -I(30)
Eods 2 ds

It is shown elsewhere(21) that to account for fi-Ate but szall changes in

k, the anplitude transport equation should be

-od 2 vt+~)~4 (31)

iI
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- 0 te dvegece f heraytue.The lstemibohequations ac-

conoreegdniybne but th atterm in 5 also accounts

Thsgie te n tadrcion, amplitude ar poaiain faIw

ME wecnn btai thetoft&L field exiyvhere in the plazma, subject to the

assrptios mae, b itAgrating the folloving set of ten linear,

firs orer, rdiarydiffus -nriaj. equations.

k L

d7 r d k- Vk
doe r-' -U r

9--:OThe numerical evalu-ation of the term V.t can be performed either for

either case a minimum of three rays are required to evaluate the d-

vergence of a ray tube.

V, THE OU~R PROGRAM

Tie approxino-tions described above are Inludeed in the compuater pro-I

gram ac subroutines. The major portion of the program, hovever, consists

of input storage, poesaIng =d, logic subroutines. The program pro-

cesses the Input information in order to obtain characteristic para-

SUM meters required by the subroutines. These Include incident field

ENN
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15M strength and polarization from the antenna, plume geometry, propa-

gation constants in the plume and receiver position with respect to

the transmitting antennas. From these parameters, the program de-

ftermines the region of the required radiation field and then carries

out the necessary computations and prints out the results.

The oasic function of the computer progrez is to evaluate the radi-

ation fields bf four types of rays when called for. These rays are;

the direct ray from the antenna, the reflected ray from the plume boun-

ONdary, the diffracted ray arourd the pl. boundary and Yhe transmitted

ray through the plume. The field is divided into tvo regions, the

: - shadow region ana the Illuminated region. in the former, the present

_ _ pro-m evaluates the transmitted and diffracted rays. In the latter,

___It evaluates the direct and reflected rays. F1or some ang2,7s there

ME nay only be a direct ray while for angles close to the -badov boun-

dary the diffraction calculation may be required in addition to or in

plhce of the reflected plus the direct ray calculation.

_Figure 3 illustrates the control for performing these calculations in

-i& *e proper sequence. The field strengths for all rays radiated from

; Mthe anterair arb determined from antenna pattern tapes. Mle angle I,

is the miniimn angle of incidence below vhich only the direct ray

computations are made. This angle of incidence is determined by the

tengeit ray to the vehicle surface and the angle normal -to the plume

Sboundary. The reflected ray calculation is performed if the angle

of incidence satisfies 0 < 0 < The direct and reflected

£-1
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rays are summed vecorially. The reflected ray is the product of the

antenna pattern factor in the lirection of the incident ray, the r- I
. flection coefficient, and tne divergence factor. The reflection co-

efficient subroutine contains the Fresnel formulas and the Epstein

profile reflection formulas. Both computations use the "Plume Program"

to obtain the basic parameters. The "Plume Program" also has a pro-

cedure for fitting th' "exponents" of the Epstein profile to the ac-

tual electron density and-collision frequency for both polarizations.

An alternate procedure for computing the reflection coefficient is to

consider direct integration of the "Ricatti Equations". However,

it is necessary to weight the computer time for the two approaches.

The divergence factor is a real number less than unity and requires

geometric information from the "Geometry Subroutine" for its calcu-I

lation. The latter computes the angle of incidence, point of inci-

dence, distance from the antenna, and parameters describing the curva-

ture of the boundary.

If the angle of incidence is too close to 90", the geometrical optics

procedure of adding the direct and reflected rays is no longer valid

and a d'iffraction calculation must be used. For an overlapping region

of 80' < Q i < 85', both calculations are performed and compared (not

added). The diffraction calculations are carried for i > 809. This

subroutine requires parameters from the antenna pattern tapes, the

radius of curvature and the deflection argle from the "geometry sub-

* routine," and a surface impedance from the '!lume Subroutine".

i-
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For the shadow region, 0~ > 90% the transmission calculations are pcr-

formed followed by the diffraction calculations. The total field is

the sum of the two contributions. The transmission program contains

a number of subroutines that are called for urder various circumstances.

The most important subroutine is the "Ray Tracing - WKB" program (our

gnomenclature for the gometric optics approximation). If the losses

are not excessive this program computes the exit direction and field

strength of a given incident ray. All parts of the Vector Transport

Equation are not included in this program as yet but will be in the

neam future. Because of possible discontinuities and high loss re-

gions witbin the plume, provisions are made to compute complex propa-
~gation vectors and complex field vectors across a discontinuity or a

layered medium. The point of incidence and exit of the rays across

R such a layer is assumed to be displaced by the thickness of the layer

only. Milti-layered transmission line equations are used for the

transmission and reflection coefficients.

A two dimensional linear intarpolation program is included to relate

the reflection or transmission direction vectors to the incident vec-

tor. This is employed to limit the computation to the required look

direction. Provisions are also male for sequencing the calculations

in any desired order. A control card nay be introduced to require

Evarious parts of the computation to be executed independent of the

others. There.is also a plotting routine which can be used to plot

the constant electron density and collision frequency contours, the

internal shock line, and the plume boundary lines. These additional

€I
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functional subroutines adE to the flexibility of the program and

also aid in checking the computat.ions during the development and al-

terations of the program.

At the dat3 of the writing of this paper, the entire program has been

assembled but a complet4 run on a large booster plme has riot been

- successful. The difficulties have been minor and routine. A fully

operative program chould be available in the very near future. AI-.

subroutines have operated successfully and several computationa on

reflection, diffraction and transmission heve been obtained separ-

ately. We have chosen to present, in the next section, the re-

sults of a computation which considers the case of a high altitude ex-

haust which has no sharp boundaries. The results show a definite

-- necessity for computing exhaust flame effects in the manner suggested

here.

VI. A WIZm CMVAICN AND CONCIUSIO1S

_ The results of a sample computation, obtained by the computer program,

are illustrated in Fig. 4. The chosen example is a vehicle exhaust at

high altitude which has a very diffuse and expanded plume. The Mach

lines in the figure also represent constant electron density and colli-

sion frequency contours. Ray paths are shown in the figure which were

computed for a telemeter frequency of 250 Mc.

W== Because of the low density of the plasma, it was anticipated that

reflections vould be negligible and that the deviation of the ray

W-
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I

paths from the line of sight path would be slight. As is shown in the I
figure, the rays deviate radically from the line of sight path in the

region close to 30* from the vehicle axis. These results indicate an

effective shadow region for look angles less than 300. This is an

entirely unexpected result since overdense regions of the plasma occur

withia a two degree cone about the vehicle axis. j
The example shown is a simple plume case in which reflection and diffrac-

tion effects are not significant. The computer program, however, has

the capacity to process the case of more complex plumes which have

mixing and internal shock regions. At this time, plume description

data storage and processing subroutines of the program are limited to

axisymmetric plumes. Consideration is being given to multi-nozzle

plumes which may not have such symmetry. The present program is also

capable of processing, by a slight modification, an interstaging

plume configuration which can be approximated by a single plume having

its own symmetry axis at an arbitrary angle to the vehicle axis.

The above described analytical approach and the associated computer

program to carry out the computtional routines, represent a practical

approach to the analysis of wave propagation through inhomogeneous plas-

ma. There are further necessary improvements to the analysis to ac-

count fully for electromagnetic phenomena associated with a communi-

cation link in an exhaust flame environment. There is a definite

need to develop analytical methods to account for the nonlinearities

of the plasma at power levels below breakdown. A laminar description

of the plasma is not sufficient either. Irregularities in the exhaust

EM
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must also be accountel for, at best, by a statistical description of

the medium, Examination of some flight data has shown periodic modu-

lations of signals in the lover audio range which show correlation

with the rocket chamber resonances. These imp3y periodic variations

in the density of the plasma ad the boundary of the plume. Pre- -

14minary analyses have been conducted to account for the internal

irregularities of the plasma and its boundaries. These analyses

assume the laminar medium results as the average field and the

scattered field from the irregularities of the medium as secondary

fields. Xt is anticipated that an analysis of the nonlinear effects

(of the plasma will also require the results of the laminar and linear

medium analysis as a first order result for an iterative solution.

Therefore, the results reported here represent a significant step

to a full analysis of electromagnetic interaction of radio frequency

Wwres with the exhaust gases of a launch vehicle.

01
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VI. INFOM&TION ICSS CAUSED BY RERR1ff PIA DISPESIOK*

J.F. Fox an T.R. cPharron

Space and Missile Engineering Division
McDonnell Aircraft Corporation

St. Louis, Missouri

ABSflMACT

Xodulation degradation of C-Band signal passing through a sirM21-

ted reentry Plasma is discussed. A rectangular (1" x 4" x 20") glo,

diacharge was used to simulate a reentry plasma. Peak plasm frequency

was .ariable from 2.0 to 6.4 gcps and the collision frequency rined

constant at 9.4 x 108 secon&-! resulting in a mi= attenuation of

15 db to a 4 gcpc signal. L-periments vith single pulses, time variant.

plasms, and a P04-AM (non-coherent) system shomcd no detectable frequency

sensitive phase Ehift or atteniation for typical teleetry bndwidths.

A nanosecond pulse experiment shoved slight pulse videning. Based on

these experimental results, the perfern of several P04 systes is

compared to serve as an aid in the selection of an optinm modulation

technique.
EE

Aerospace vehicles may experience ara-.ial or total loss of radio

comrnication during their atmospheric reentry phase. In addition to

sigml attenuation, f1uct-ations in the pl- paramters cartsed by flov

field turbulence and ablation products may cause phase and aplitude

changes in the signal resulting in degradation of the nodulat.on or

intelligence on the signal.

*This work was partially supported by USAF, ..PAMB, Contract AF33(615)-2198.
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Loss in information could also be caused by the dispersiveneis of

the plasma producing nonlinear phase and amplitude responee. Dispersive

effects have been studied and experimentally observed for waveguide

propagntion. 1 2 The analysis has been extended to the plasma case and

distortion predicted for certain plasmas under very restrictive conditions. 3

These cinditions require the signal frequency to be greater than twice

the plAsma frejency and the plasma to be collisionless so that only

phase shift effects are produced. It has been hypozhesized that degua-

ticu effects increase as the plarma frequency is approached since the

propagation characteristics become more nonlinear. Since this region- is

difficult to treat alytically, an experimental program was initiated

rto determine the intelligence degradation of SHF telemetry signals causedE
by plasma dispersiveness. The intent was to determine possible optimum

I | modulation techniques to provide maximum information trarxfer during

IE marginal reentry transmission conditions. Upon c, -letion of these tests

the study was extended to include a wide bandwidth signal employing a

nanosecond pulse.

PIAA/EOMCMcIAGNMIC ENVIROMENT

The realistic reentry plasma/electromagnetic environment was inves-

tigated to detcrmine the required simulation characteristics. For

propagation tests it is necessary to simulate the plasma electroa con-

centration and collision frequency magnitudes and gradients as well as

the plasma thickness. Current literature was reviewed to determine

representp hive ranges for these parameters.

F
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The flow field around a typical body is characterized by four flow

regions - stagnation, intermediate, aft body, and wake. The regions of

interest are the intrmediate and aft body since theze contain the usual

propagation paths as determined by antenna location on the vehicle. The

majority of analyses hav e been performed for cylindrical bodies with

spherical nose caps. The electron concentration has an exponential decay

across the flow field while the coLlision frequency remains approximately

constant. For blunt bodies such as Gemini and Apollo, the peak electron
U

concentration is greater and varies from zero to a peak and returns to

zero as the flow field is traversed. The collision frequency remains

relatively constant. For slender or pointed vehicles, the peak electron

concentration is lower and the plasma is very thin. The electron con-

centration has an exponential decay while the collision ireq icy remains

relatively constant.

Summarizing the reentry plasma characteristics obtained in the regions

of interest for electromagnetic wave propagation, it is obvious the plasmas

are highly dependent on the shape of the reeatry vehicle. The peak electron

concentrations in the regions of interest range from 109 to 1013 electrons

per cubic centimeter for corresponding collision frequencies of approxi-

m| tely 109 per second. The profile of collision frequency remains

relatively constant. However, the electron comnentration may remain

relatively constant as in the case of the blunt vehicle but may vary over

several rders of magnitude in an inch or less for the case of the sharp

cone, and, to a lesser extent, for the cylindrical body. Plasm thicknesses

range from any inenes for blunt bodies to fractions of an inch for slerier

bodies.

I
I

i
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REENTRY COMMINICATION SYSTFW

F As a part of determining the realistic plasma-electromagnetic

environment of rentry vehicles, present telemetry systems were reriewed.

E § The primary objectives were to determine types of modulation, power

level, carrier frequency, and pulse width or bandwidth of typical systems.

A sary of these characteristics is given in Table I. In additio=

to the systems shown in the table, use is made of FMFM for continuous

data telemetry an AM for voice cosmunication. This brief review

indicated a wide rauige of counication system parameters. Frequencies

are predominantly VHF, but S and X band a-e utilized. Of particular

interest for this study vas the range of pulse widths which are typically

of the order of several microseconds. System tkpes vary, but it is to

be noted that PC( is used for Gemini and Apollo.

PIlASMA GENRATOR

The interaction of an electromagnetic signal and plasma is controlled
by the magnitude and distribution of the plasma electron concentration

and collision frequency, the ratio of the electromagnetic frequency to

these plasma parr-reters, and the plasma dimensions. Data presented pre-

viously showed the wide range of maegitudt and gradients of electron con-

a centration possible depending upon the vehicle configuration. HMreacr.

collision frequency was primarily dependent upon altitude and exhibited

only small gradients. Therefore, to provide simulation of reentry plasma

parameters, the plasma should contain gradients of e.ectron concentration

with a near constant collision frequency. The plasm %hickness should

be in the range of one to several inches. Absolute memnitudes of electron

°i I
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concentration and collision frequencv depend on the electromagnetic

frequency chosen in order that these magnitudes be capable of producing

large attenuations of the signal at the chosen frequency.

Plasma generation can be accomplished in both static and dyreiic

facilities. Dynamic plasmas are generated in shock tubes, shock tunnelsX

plasm jets, and free flight ranges. These facilities give good simula-

tion of such features as aerodynamic flow about a scaled model, gas

and electron temperature, electron concentration, and collision frequency.

Some undeeirable features characteristic of such generators are short

test time, small plasma volume, inability to reproduce the plasma, and
E

generally high operating cost.

Static plasmas are produced by impressed radio frequency fields, low

pressure flames, arc discharges, and glow discharges. These plasm sources

do not give realistic flows and are also marginal in free electron con-

centration and the collision frequencies obtainable. The most desirable

E_ features are continuous operation, ease of instrumentation, good

Srcroducibility, and low operating cost. Large plasm volumes can be

shaped so that plasma of varying thicknesses are possible. A more

detailed account of the applicability of various plasma generators for

telemetry studies is given in Ref. 4. Review of the advantages and

disadvantages of these facilities indicates the glow discharge to be well

suited for telemetry studies.

Glow discharge is a complex phenomenon with several distinct regions

N of various characteristics. The region utilized for electromagnetic inter-

action studies is the positive column which is characterized by equal

IN
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numbers of electrons and positive ions, thermal Donequilibriun, low

voltage gradients, and ambipolar diffusion as the dominant loss mechanism.

The nrinp l problem is obtaining a high electron concentration in a

large volume so that a reasonable approximation to a plasma slab is

obtained. McDonnell has developed the rectangular glow discharge facility

shown in Fig. 1 which fulfills the requirements for electromagnetic inter-
:1 action studies." The rectangular geometry vas chosen to best utilize the

plaLms volume obtained and to approximate a plasma slab for correlation

to theoretical analyses.

The main part of the glow discharge facility is fabricated from 3/4

inch silicone laminate. One wall is pyrex plate glass (12 x 24 x 1 1/4

inches) to permit visual observation of the plasma. The instrumentation
ports are. pyrex ground glas sockets which allow diagnostic equipment

to be easily moved to different test regions. The system can be evacuated

to a minimum pressure of less than 1 1 Hg withoat using a cold trap or

diffusion pump.j
I The primary design feature of the facility is its double or hollow

-cathode permitting passage of large currents without arcing. The cathode

consists of two plane parallel stainless steel plates (5 x ll inches).

Current density at the cathode is increased as much as a thousand times

that observed in a glow discharge using a single cathode. Sustaining

voltage is considerably lower than that observed in a normal glow dis-

charge. The anode (7/8 x ll inches) is also planar and made of

stainless steel. The electrodes are well polished to prevent "hot spots"

and subsequent arcing.

.!
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The discharge is maintained by a power supply capable of 3000 volts

at 20 amperes. A 125 ohm, 625 watt, wire wound, ballast resistor is

used for circuit stability.

The plasma instrumentation is shown in Table 2. The discharge

characteristics measured were voltage drop, current, and gas pressure.

For this study program, the primary requirement of the glow discharge

was to produce plasma frequencies greater than the transmitting frequency

so that significant attenuation resulted. The discharge performance

was optimized as a function of test gas, pressure, and allowable current

flow belore arcing. Argon at a pressure of 100 p Hg yielded a uniform

plasma slab at currents up to five amperes. However, the electron con-

centration resulted in an inadequate u.ttenuation of 25% for an S-band

signal. Helium at 600 p Hg produced higher attenuations, but the dis-

P-charge constricted into two distinct columns vhlch tended to become

unstable. Plexiglass inserts wera placed in the facility to reduce the

vertical plasma dimension from 12 to 4 inches. With thie configuration

phelium at 600 p Hg with currents up to 5 amperes proved satisfactory and

was used throughout the tests. The volt-ampere characteristics showed

Ethe discharge to b, operating in the normal glow region Ith a voltage

drop of 4.4O volts for currents up to 5 amperes.

The facility plasma characteristics arg summarized in Table 3.

Electron concentration is a linear function of current from 0.3 to 5

amperes. The remaining parameters are independent of current. A complete

description of the plasma and discharge parameters and the instrumentation

techniques is given Ref. 8.

a
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A

COMINICATION EQUIROU

The communication equipment was designed to be compatible with the

Ipana facility and to meet the objective of invostignting basic phenomena

of signal degradation caused by a reentry plas medium. Simulation

I parameters desired were:

(a) Pulses transmitted by amplitude and frequency modulation,
(b) Power levels of the order of a -ev vats to millvatts,

I (c) Transmission frequency in the proper range to produce high
Ilevels of attenuation for a wide range of w with respect -to

w to obtain parametric data,
S(d)S carrier frequency for a realistic relationship between

wavelength and plasma thickness and small antenna size compared
ut'. the plasma dimens",ns, and

(e) Monitoring of the s',6nal time function and frequercy spectrum

AE to determine frequency sens:tive phase shift and attenuation.

k The communication system block diagram fulfilling these requirements for

' telemetry signals is shown in Fig. 2. The transmission channel vas

matched to minimize reflections by adjusting the facility wall thickness

te a multiple of one-half wavelength.

The block diagram for the nanosecond pulse experiment is siown in

Fig. 3, and Fig. 1 is a photograph of the experimental configuration.

The technique to generate the nanosecond pulse was developed for low

power applications .9

EXPERDOCA.L RESULTS

L The three basic phases of experimentation with telemetry signals

were degradation studies with static plasma, time-variant plusma, and

PCM-AH (non-coherent) system performance tests. Primary emphasis was

placed on static tests with detiiled ex&ination of time function ai

frequency spectrum data to determine frequency sensitive channel

characteristics. .1

"!___________________________ ___________
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2

MA carrier frequency of 4 gcps was selected as giving acceptable

performance with respect to attenuation ad antenna size. The maxinum

attenuation at this frequency was 15 db. The ranges of the modulation

function parameters were based upon present practical communication

requirements as well as the practicality of laboiatory instrumentation.

r It was desirable to investigate a group of signals with wide variation of

frequency spectral spacing. Such signals revcal nonlinear effects of

the medium as well as the basic effects of the medium on the Fourier

components. A practical signal which satisfies 'hese requirements

results from square pulse modulation. Both amplitude aad frequency

modulation were investigated. The pulse widths examined varied from

5 to 1000 ps while pulse repetition rate varied from 500 to 50,000 cps.

The transmitted power levels were on the order of milliatts. Plasm%

characteristics were varied over the range from .5w wp :Z 1.6w for a

v/w - 0.37. Most of these tests were performed with the antennas opera-

ting in the near field.

A sample of the data is shown in Fig. 4. Frequency spectrum and

time function data are presented for both a plasm and no plasma case.

Gains were adjusted in the plasm case (fp = 5.3 gcps) to accentuate any

nonlinear effects thus not showing the true channel attenuation which

was 9 db. The case shown is an amplitude modulated pulse of width 5 ps

with a repetition rate 50,000 pps. The marker on the frequency spectrum

photograph inditates the frequency spread between the center of the

photograph and marker which for this case was 1.2 mcps. The upper trace

on the time function photograph is the transmitted pulse while the lover

trace on the photograph is the received signal.

I;o
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The data presented is characteristic of the entire modulaWion degrada-

tion experiment for telemetry signals. No distortion of the modulation

I function was observed during the entire test sequence for static plasma

conditions. These results indicate that typical telemetry zignals would
i not xhlbit detectable nonlinear phase shift or attenuation dufing reentry.

Experiments with time variant plasmas were performed to investigate

- the effects ol changes in the plasma characteristics on a propagating

microwave signal. Such changes in reentry plasmas may occur because of

ablatin materials or flow field turbulence. A lack of data on the

frequ-acy and masnitude of such variations led to an investigation over

Ia wide range of frequencies from very low to tens of kilocycles.

I Variations in the glow discharge tube current were accomplished by

an electronically controlled, current shunting amplifier connected in

parallel with glow discharge tube. Since the circuit power supply was

a constant current source, variations in the amplifier current produced

equal variation in discharge current and electron concentration.

Samples of the data are presented in Fig. 5. The upper trace in each

photograph shows the discharge tube current with modulation function.

The modulation functions shown are a 5 kcps sine wave and a square pulse

of 250 microseconds duration and repetition rate of I keps. Only part

of the sine function is shown since the amplifier was biased in cut-off

for static operation. The variation in the tube current is from 0.4 to

2.0 amperes in each care. The lower traces show the received microwave

signal, a 1 kcps square wave. In both cases the amplitude of the received

signal follows the modulation function. The high frequency fluctuations

C
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S

appearing on the receized signal during pulse modulation were apparently

caused by an instability induced in the plasma as a result of the sharp

change in current level. These fluctuations were definitely not caused

Sby striations in the plasma.

Similar data was taken for sine wave modulation functions varying

from 100 cps to 50 kcps and for random noise of 20 kcps bandwidth. The

results show the production of possible error effects by changing the

signal energy, the apparent position of the leading edge of the pulse,

or the apparent pulse width.

Experiments with a PCM-AM (non-coherent) system were also performed

to verify the conclusions formulated on the basis of the single pulse

studies. The criterion of perforoance was probability of error. Tests

were performed with both variable and fixed decision thresholds. Reduction

in the system signal to noise ratio caused by insertion of the plasma was

shown to be equivalent to increasing channel attenuation.

Since these experiments had shown no detectable distorticn, a

test was performed to determine the effect on a very wide bandwidth signal.

This test was limited to pulse modulation. Photographs of the received

signal for various plasma conditions are shown in Fig. 6. The upper set

of photographs was taken with gains held constant to accentuate attenuma-

tion characteristics, while the lower set was taken with gains adjusted

to accentuate distortion effects. The sweep rate for all photographs

was I nanosecond per centimeter. Attenuation characteristics were as

expected with approximately 12 db loss far a discharge current of 4 amperes.

&Qg
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Distortion effects were not as pronounced as anticipated. The wide

variation in attenuation and phase shift characteristics over the signal

bandwidth led to an expectation of appreciable degradation. The observed

distortion was limited to a slight increase in pulse width (10-20%) at

discharge currents producing plasma frequencies near the transmitting

frequency. However, due to synchronizinG difficulties it could not be

conclusively determined that the pulse broadening was caused by plasma

effects.

A computer program is presently being written to theoretically

£ predict degivdation for arbitrary pulse shapes and plasma conditions.

Theoretical verification of these results will then be attempted.

9 FM~ICwlTIO OF SYSlT4 PEFM

The experimental results of the preceding section were used to

'A predict the effects of such plasma conditions on various pulse code

modulation (PM) systems. Digital systems were selected for study

because of their extensive usage and superior performance to analog

systeUm. Pulse code modulation was analyzed because of its use in

present vehicles and its theoretically superior infornation capability.

Sirnce no dispersion was detected for signals of telemetry bandwidths,

only the attenuating effects of the plasza were considered.

The perforance of PCH systems in the presence of Gaussian noise

bas been well documented (e.g., Ref. 10). Probability of binary digit

error is the usual criterion of performance. Amplitude, frequency, and

phase modulation were investigated. Both coherent and non-coherent

detection, that is, the presence or absence of a reference carrier at

the receiver, vere analyzed.

SO-r-
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in a PCM-AVI (non-coherent) system the information is carried on the

amplitude of the signal. A signal of the form E cos ct ±6 transmitted

- for a "one" and nothing is transmitted for a "zero" No reference

carrier is avaiatle at the receiver and the signal plus noise is pro

cessed by a matched filter with the decision as to a "one" or "zero" made

by a threshold device. The conditional probabilities of error are:

P(1/O) fu U exp (-U° 2A ) dU,

U U2

P( o11 exp - a- )° (  - dU.
0 ~ 2

The terms in the above equations are defined in the glossary at the end

of the paper. Assum an equal grobability that a one or zero is

transmitted, the total - obability of error is:

-i Pe " P (1,)
~~~0 ~P -'r Po/1* N

If the maximum signal energy is 2 rE, the optium threshold is

S approximately(-E. Probability of error as- a function of signal to noise
I

ratio is shown in Fig. 7 for opti=;= threshold conditions, that is, the

threshold adjusts itself to aliays remain one-half the signal level of

a "one". The effects of an attenuating plasm on systen probability of

error ray be considered in the fo!!oinig manner. If optimum threshold

co litions are maintained, the probability of error for a p1a c wdition

can be read directly from the --uve of Fig. 7 by adjusting the signal

level with the-appropriate plas=9 transmission coefficient, assuming only

the sinal changes and not the noise. If the decision threshold is fixed,

a
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that is, indtpzndent of ' ,gnal level, the new probability of error must

be calculated from:

e oxp --- ) + Q [K0"e - s
' 

"

a - -a - a

where K is the voltage transmission coefficient of the plasma and the

Q-function is defined and tabalated in Ref. 11.

The PCM-AM (coherent) system differs from the non-coherent system

in that a local phase and frequency reference is maintained at the

receiver and mixed with the incoming signal. The conditional probabilities

of error are:

U2LE (1fu exp(--.-)dU)

1 UP (U - 2r)2

P(O/) - ( OXP (-"- o ()dU.

The optimum threshold for this system is 4-E. Its relative performance

is shown in Fig. 7. In a plasma environment, the performance for varlable -

threshold conditions can be dtermined in the manner as for th~e 's

a non-coherent case. Under fixed threshold cOndi ,lois t1-e probability of

error is given by: "

p. - l+erf[- g K/ 2 - 1rf1-orr .

The P141-F (2 channel) system transuits a signal E cos wlt for a j
",ne" and E cos w~t for a "zero". Detection is accomplished by a lwN

channel receiver having each channel tuned to one of the carrier frequencies.

Iftthe outputs are'arranged cuch that the output froi the "zero" chazmel is

subtrscted nom the output of the "one" channel, the optimum hresluld

a-ev3, ts "zero". The- d.cision in favor of a "on&" or "zro" depends

" . I
'o
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upon whether the difference betweer the two channes is positive or

9i negative. The inherent advantage of this system is that the decision

threohold is indenendent of signal level. The conditional probabilities

of error are:

P(O/1) U1  ,. 2 +2E IUo U u

P(0/)- oxp (- ) I. exp(-(-.)i dU j
fo ' 2 -) 0" oU 1 -0 oa -a 2a- a-* 0  ~ 2 A

" Since threshold is independent of signal level, the probability of

error fc . a plasma case ,may be r'ead directly from the curve in Fig. 7.

ln the PCM-?M (differentially coherent) system the information is

a carried on the phase of the carritr with the "rone"i and "zero" functions

- E 10 out Of pha~.e. The differentially coherent system detects the phase

~shift between successive binary digits. The probability of cmaking an

error when the previously transmitted digit is used as .a reference is :
2E U" PoE " x  IU 2

~Since threshold is indepenlent of signal level , system p'erfor~nce in a

i plasma environment can be determined by referri to the proper curve

: in.Fig. 7.

:: producible in theglow discharge facility is sho -n in Fig. 8." A 10 db

signal to noise ratio was' assumed for "no plasma conditions. These resiii

.. , 5. lustrate the ~ouperior performance e&iven by pthase modulation and the/ .

i, greatly 1r.?roved' pe~formasnce' pqssible b, saintaining opim~m threshoka

for AM system._

I2

) ,.

U',0

. *

R-
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AI

If pulse distortion effects were considered, the total probability of

error would depend on the particular binary sequence under consideration.

W.;The same analysis would be followed with effects of pulse overlap or

channel memory added to the signal levels in the conditional probability

integrals with no change in the threshold level or limits of integration.

CONCLUSIONS

The results of this program show no detectable degradation of the

modulation function for signals of typical telemetry bandwidths prop-

agating through a plasma representative of reentry conditions. A slight

increase in pulse width was observed in the nanosecond pulse experiment.

Theoretical verification of this result will be attempted. The glow

discharge facility pei eormed very satisfactorily and additional tests

;9-; relative to the plasma transmission problem are planned.

GLOSSARY

P(1/O) probability that a "one" is detected when a "zero"
is transmitted

P(O/1) probability that a "zero" is detected when a "one"
is transmitted

U signal voltage

UD  decision threshold

a " noise power

E average signal energy

10 modified Bessel function

Pe probability of error

K voltage transmission coefi cient of plasma

~1

'S1

*
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TABLE I. REENTRY TELEMETRY SYSTEMS

Frequency Transmitted Power Data Rate Pulse Width- Vehicle mcps Watts System msec "  Microsecond

ASSET .. 238 6 PDM/FM or 0.90 .100-700

ASSET 9320 ,"f PPM/AM 0.90 0.75

- Gemini 230 2 PCM/FH 51.2 19.5
(Real Time)

Gemini 259 2 P CM/ F 112.6 8.9
(Delay Time)

Apollo 225-26o 10 PCX/FH 51.2 19.5
2280 5

TABLE II. PLASMA INSTRUNTATION

Instrument Parameter Derived

Double langmuir Probe Electron Concentration
Plasma Repeatability

= ,Electron Concentration Gradients

Electron Temperature
Electron - Neutral
Collision Frequehcy

Interfeiomiter'

Photoelectric Cell Plasma Repetability

Thermocouple Gas Temperature

TABLE III. PASMA, CHARACTERISTICS

Characteristic Range

Electron Concentration 2 x 010 to 5.5 x l0 I I. cm3
Plasm Frequency 2.0 to 6.5 gcpsElektron-Neutral. Collision (9.4+ .3) x 10 1 sec."
Frequency

Size' .  1 x 4 x 20 inches 4 h
Electron Distribution Approximately sine in 1 and 4 inch axes.

Uniform in 20 inch axis.
Collision Frequenc- Distribution Approximately constant
Ga" Temperature . Approximately 3500K
Electron Temperature 42,000 + 5000°2u.
Electron Concentration- Better tan 85%Reliability 

. -
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PulseSlotted section
geeao inlVariable With~ Universal
Eeta 0" w tVottort probe Carriage Tuner
pus P1 4PG382A -0 and detector DBK919

slowDietoa veut
Hei scharge Ham Tuner Diecooa Caxgial

]aiit5202 DKI coupler oxaH HPG290A

Detecto

HP440A Spctu

HPtetf 60 Helet oca

DigitalDB - Demornay Bonardi

timeTrgr

Figure 2. Block diagram for telemetry t.~ts.
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x -M

Discharge current

Frequency - 5 kcps

Received Microwave signal

k2

Discharge current

Pulse width - 250 its

Received microwave signal p

ig

Figure 5. Time vorian. plasma experimental pholcirajphs.
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VII. DEVELOPMEYf OF A PROBE FOR THE MEASUREMENT OF POINT

VALUES OF ELECTRON DENSITIES IN SUPERSONIC FLOWS*

By Manlio Abele
Hector Medecki

General Applied Science Laboratories, Inc.
Merrick and Stewart Avenues
Westbury, L. I., New York

ABSTRACT

dynamic requirements which dictate the geometry of the cavity

and the mode of interaction of the electromagnetic field with

the flow itself.

The cavity probe techniques appeaz to be particularly

convenient for measuring a broad range of several orders of

magnitude in electron densities even when the plasma frequen-

cies are larger than the operating frequency of the cavity.

Consequently, standard microwave techniques with S and X band

cavities can be used to measure electron densities up to value-

which wculd require the use of millimeter wavelengths with

conventional interferometeric techniques.

Sponsored by f-he Nationa). Aeronautics and Space Administration,
Goddard Space Flight Center, Contracts NAS5-3929 and NAS5-9881.

I
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A high sensitivity is obtained with this probe technique

due to the large values of Q which can be achieved with a

resonant cavity.

Specific cavity arrangements are presented, ranging from

configurations where the ionized gas is allowed to pass

through the cavity to configurations where the probe measures

the electron density of the flow passing over its external

W =-surface.

Probes operating over the range 108 to 1014 e/cm3 have

been developed and used in measurements conducted in a shock

tube facility. The results are presented and compare with

the data obtained with other techniques.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The classical microwave interferometer is one of the most

widely used techniques in the study of the plasma properties

an ionized gas. The measurement is conducted without perturbing

i7 the medium and a relatively pimple correlation is established

between phase and attenuation measurements and the electron

density and electron collision frequency of the plasma. The

basic lisadvantages of these techniques are the upper limit of

plasma, frequency which must be lower than the frequency oi the

electromagnetic wave and the long path of propagation in the

mediuw which is required when the plasma frequency becomes very

t small. Thus only the average properties of the plasmna can be

determined on the basis of such measurements.

In the microwave range resonant structures can be built

with large values of Q and dimensions of the same order of the

wavelength of the electromagnetic field. Due to the high preci-

sicn by which -resonant frequency and Q can be measured resonant

cavities have been widely used in the study of electric proper-

ties of materials. The high Q and the relatively small dimensions

suggest the possibility of using cavities in the measurement of

the electric properties of an ionized gas. In actual flight

conditions and large simulation facilities the flow dimensions

are usually large compared to the dimensions of resonant micro-

wave structures in the centimeter wavelength range. Consequently

quasi local values of the electric properties of the flow can be

measured with these techniques. The main cisadvantage is that

-N
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h resonant microwave i tructure probe has to be located in the

flow. The ensuring flow perturbation depends on the aerodynamic

and :luid dynamic properties of the flow itself. Thus, to mini-

-mize the flow perturbation, the probe shape has to be designed

according to the aerodynamic and fluid dynamic properties at the

point where the probe is located. in a flow situation an

extremely wide range of electron densities is found. To obtain

the desired sensitivity in the measqur, rzent of the plasma A9

-properties different approaches to the mode of interaction

between the ectromagnetic field and the plasma must be taken

accurdin4 to whether the plasma frequency is small or large

r- compared to the operating frequency of the pzobe. It is the

purpose 6f this paper to discuss the basic proerties of the

interaction mechanism between the field of a 1eionant structure

and the plasma, which lead to the selection o- ;he mode of I
C operation. Furthermiore some of the fluid dynami-: and plasma

dynamc effects arising in the perturbation of te flow

induced by the Probe will be discussed.

-
" I -

_--
C i
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II. CLOSED CAVITY PROBES

The design of a specific microwave resonant structure as a

plasma probe depends on the aerodynamic and plasma dynamic

properties of the ionized medium where the probe is located.

The range of resonant frequencies and the mode of operation

of the probe depend on the electric properties of the ionized

gas. The region of interaction between gas cnd electromagnetic

field of the probe has to be minimized in order to obtain a

quasi local measurement of the plasma properties. Furthermore

the shape of the probe has to be selected in such a way as to

minimize the perturbation of the physical properties of the

ionized gas.

Before discussing the restrictions imposed by the aero-

dynamic and plasma dynamic conditions on the probe design it is

convenient to analyye some basic types of microwave resonant

probes in the presence of a plasma which is characterized by a

plasma frequency and an electron collision frequency V. In

this analysis a cold plasma model is assumed, i.e. plasma

oscillations are not taken into accunt. With a sufficiently

small intensity of the electromagnetic field and a large

operating frequency of the probe, a linear theory can be used

in the analysis of the electron motion in the plasma. With

no DC magnetic field, the plasma is characterized by a complex

index of refraction X which is given by

W V

1 - .1-' -. .

MrN
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The plasma frequency i8 related to the electron density n

through the equation

W_ n (2)
p mec

where ei Pn are the electric charge and mass of an electron and

C is the dielectric kconstant of a vacuum.k

in general the calculation of the resonant frequency and

Qfactor of a microwave structure in the presence of the

plasma is extremely involved and nuinerical methods of solution

have to be used in each particular case. Nevertheless, some

of the basic-properties of the interaction of the plasma with

the electromagnetic field caft be readily discussed on the basis

of a perturbation theory.

Consider first a microwave -st ructure, without plasma,

which resonates at a frequency W for a given mode of opera-

Mi tion and let E be-the local value of -the electric field. in

49the presence of the p~lasma, if a small perturbation of the S

field is induced by the plasma itself, the resonant frequency

is shifted to a new value w+ A w. A Wa is given by:

f. ~V Edv
o oW f E 2 dV..

V

where V is the volume occupied by'the electromagnetic field.I

In Eq. (3) j is the electric current density induced in the

plasma. By virtue of Eq. (1)

:3ii
MM:I
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One observes that the - is a complex quantity. The

real part of Eq. (3) gives the actual shift of the resonant

frequency and the imaginary part is related to the change in

the Q factor through the equation:

ZA( =2 ( 5)

It is important to observe that the perturbation equation

(3) does not necessarily imply that the plasma is underdense

(W < w). In the case W << W the plasma may occupy a large
p 0 p 0

fraction of the total volume V without introducing a large

perturbation on the field distribution. On the other hand if

W > W the perturbation in the field distribution is still
p 0

small provided that the penetration depth of the electromag-

netic field inside the plasma is sufficiently large compared to

the dimensions of the plasma region. Specifically the plasma

region must have everywhere a linear dimension which is small

compared to the quantity c/Wp where c is the speed of light

in a vacuum.

In the particular case of a uniform plasma Eq. (3) yields

2

Re (A- - K

(6)
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___ where

v p (7)2 f E 2dV
V

V is thG volume of the plasma region. X may ne defined as the
p
sensitivity of the probe. Eq. (7) shows that K increases as

the plasma volume V increases. By meang of Eq. (6) and a
p

measurement of both the resonant frequency shift and the Q
of the probe one obtains the value of W and V.

p

From Eq. (6) one observes that as long as the collision

frequency V is small compared to W o the shift of the resonant

frequency is doinrant compared to the decrease of the Q of the

probe. Tverefore, due to the large values of Q which can be

attained 4n a microwave structure this scheme of interaction

is particularly appealing for the measurement in an underdense

plasma over a wide range of electron densities.

With this scheme of interaction two basic types of

resonant structures can be used. One corresponds to a cavity

where the plasma is inserted in the cavity itself through a

suitabi7 channel. The second scheme is an open nonradiating

structure located inside the plasma.

A typical example of the first type of probe is a cylin-

drical cavity of radius r2 and height z as shown in Fig. la.
0

Assume a uniform plasma confined in the cylindrical region

of radius r, coaxial with the cavity. in the fundamental TM,,,

mode of operation the resonant frequency and the change in the
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Q of the cavity are given by the complex values of w which

satisfy the equ:tion:

J2 x r.) Ji. r) Yo( r4 - Ji rY) Yrf Jr

SrC c r (8)Jf ~ni j~~ri ~ - roa) Y~I

where J, Y are the Bessel functiona of the first and second

kind respectively.

In the absence of the plasma (x = 1), the solution of
Eq. (8) is c is the first root of Jo(X) =0.

o r whr

Assume ncw that the plasma is strongly urderdense

As mentioned before a small perturbation of the iieldinside the cavity is found even in an overdense plasma pro-

vided that

pI

-L.Ir << 1 (10)

This implies that the radius r1 of the plasma cylinder is

small compared to r2 and to the penetration depth of the elec-

tromagnetic field in the plasma. -

2 (x J, ra r

0 o
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-. When Eq. (10) is satisfied one has

- A W i ___(il
W 2J\ , (11

J(x) r,

From Eqs. (9) and (11) one observes that this -W- depends

on the product r r. Thus tho probe measures the electron

density per unit length in the axial direction. It is worth-

while pointing out that in the TMo% 0 mode the plasma is found

in the region of maximum value of the electric field, which

is the ideal condition for a strong effect of the plasma on

the resonant frequency.

This technique is used to measure electrc density in a

variety of experimental conditions (Refs. 1 and 23).
A3

An application to a supersonic flow condition is shown in

Fig. lb. The region A corresponds to the cylindrical trans-

mission cavity and the plasma is injected coaxially with the

cavity through the channel B. One observes that the channel

3 : has a slightly divergent conical shape dictated by aerodynamic

c onsiderations which will be discussed in the next section.

Also the external conical shape is determined by the flow field

Mach number. In the central part of the cavity the confinement

3_ of the plasma is obtained with a thin dielectric window.

i This probe departs somewhat from the scheme of Fig. la

because the cavity is not a completely closed structure. When

the plasma is underdense the electromagnetic field penetrates

into the channel B and some radiation losses occur at both ends
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of the channel itself. As a consequence the Q of the cavity

depends also on the radiation losses. Neglecting the effect

due to the small conical divergence, one may consider the

channel as a section of a cylindrical waveguide which is

excited in a TMo, mode. Therefore it is necessary to keep

the radius of the channel small compared to the value which

corresponds to the cutoff condition. Furthermore the length

of both sections of the channel has to be long in order to

minimize the intensity of the field at both ends of the probe.

Unfortunately, a long narrow inlet channel is undesirable

Cfrom the flow point of view, and a compromise solution has tu

be ad6pted which optimizes the electromagnetic requirement

without introducing a serious perturbation of the flow.

It is worthwhile pointing out that the energy loss through

the channel may become quite large when the plasma becomes

overdense. It this case the above-mentioned cutoff consider-

ations does not apply any more. A surface wave is excited

at the boundary of the plasma and a large energy absorption is

found in the plasma even if no substantial radiation occurs at

both ends of the probe.

As a consequence the use of this probe i3 limited to under-

dense plasmas. The operating frequency of the cavity showm in

Fig. lb is in the X band. Thus the maximum values of electron

Hdensities which can be measured with this probe is in the

1011 + 101
2 e/cm3 range.

.The total range of electron densities n that can be meas-

ured depends on the narticular technique which is used in

S5N
BRA
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measuring the output signal of the cavity. With an amplitude

:-Si measurement the minimum measurable frequency shift can be

defined as half the bandwidth of the resonance curve of the

cavity in the absence of the plasma. Thus if Qois the value

cf the Q of the cavity without plasma, one has:

n
c

n . 2(12)2_min 2 K Qo

where n is the critical value of electron density which
c

'orresponds to W. = %, and K is defined in Eq. (7). In order

to maximize the value of K it is necessary to increase the

AM volume of the interaction region, i.e. the radius of the

channel. For the probe of Fig. lb Qo 2xl03 ; K - .27.

Thus n .- 109 e/cma .M31

This electron density range can be extended to lower

values with a differential technique in the measurement of

amplitude and phase of the cavity output.

Due to the complicated geometry of the probe an exact

calculation of the shift of the resonant frequency as a func-

tion of the plasma properties cannot be perfor~med. Thus,

calibration techniques must be used. In the range of low
electron densities the probe may be calibrated by introducing

in the channel a dielectric medium of dielectric constant close

to unity.

In this cabe the frequency shift has the opposite sign

S compared to the shift produced by a strongly undurdense plasma.
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C

Nevertheless on the basis of the perturbation theory the

results can be extrapolated to the equivalent dielectric con-

stant of a plasma, according to Eq. (1).

Another technique which appears to be particularly

suitabln for extremely low electron densities is the use of

an electron beam inserted in the cavity where the electron

density is known on the basis of accelerating beam and current.

A very good ccO.ncidence betwesn the results obtained with

these two techniques has been found. In the higher range of

electron densities the calibration is peiiormed with an

independett measurement of the plasma properties with a micro-

wave interferometric techniques in the flow where the probe

is located. Fig. 2 shows the characteristics of the probe of

Fig. lb. The solid line corresponds to the shift of the

Lresonant frequency obtained on the basis of the above-mentioned

calibration techniques used is the low electron density range.

The experimental points correspond to the calibration pe: ormed

with the interferometric technique.

The same cavity of Fig. la could be used in "he ranve

W a W without the severe decrease in the Q which appear in the~p
TM mode by exciting the cavity in the TE,1 , mode. In thit case

no current is flowing from the plasma to the cavity walls. For

R the TE0.. mode the resonant frequency and the change in Q of

the cavity are given by the complex solutions of

1 Ji (k. r) 1 J, (k2 r1 ) Y (kara) - J, (k2 r2) Y, (ktr,

k1 Jo(kxri) I Jo (kar,) Y 1 (k;r 2 ) -, Jx(kara) (kar) (13)

kJ kr 1.(2r
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where
2 2

C ZC Z

0

In the particular case of r, << r2 and Wp of the same order

of W or smaller, Eq. (13) reduces to:

~w 1 ~ ~ 2 1 (15)
16 j 2 (xl) r0W

whe.e x, is the first root of

J1 (x) =0 (16)

arl (a is the resonant frequency of te cavity without plasma.

it is of interest to compare Eq. (15) with Eq. (11). One

observes that due to the high power of the coefficient r1/ra

in Eq. (15), the TEO,, mode provides a smaller sensitivity in

the range of extremely small~ electron densities.

If one assumes now in Eq. (13) that the plasma is strongly

overdense (W >> W) and vie. <e~ /e the absolute value ofp p
k1r, may become large compared to unity. In this case in

Eq. (13):

1 (k, r,)
k 1 3(k~r) ~(17)

where

L _ _ __
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Thus the cavity of Fig. la is equivalent to a coaxial cavity

with an inner conductor of radius r, where the penetration

depth 6 of the electromagnetic field is

+Re U + (19)

The value of 6 determines the shift in the resonant fre-

quency of the cavity and the imaginary part of k determines

the change in Q of the cavity.

I

K!
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III. OPEN STRUCTURES PROBES

in the cylindrical cavity probe discussed in the previous

section, when the plasma is strongly overdense and 6 << r1 , the
effect of the plasma is to confine the electromagnetic field in
the region r, < r < rp. This property suggests the possibility

of using an open cavity technique to measure high electron

densities. The plasma itself closes the cavity when W >>

M and the mode of operation of the cavity is selected in such a

way as to minimize the energy losses due to radiation and the

--M- contact between plasma and external surface of the cavity.

Two possible schemes of open cylindrical cavities are

shown in Fig. 3. Fig. 3a shows a probe where the cylindrical

F = surface of the cavity is exposed to the ionized gas. For a

strongly overdense plasma and a TE011 mode, the frequency

F7 shilt and the change in Q of the cavity are given by

Re K" A( -)' -1

(20)-I where
2 3x1 C

r3  (21)

and x, is the first root of Eq. (16) and

a c (22)
Z0 2
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9 W is the resonant frequency of a perfectly conducting

cylindrical cavity of radius r and height z in the TE011

mode. An identical behavior is found in the scheme of

Fig. 3b where one of the bases of the cylinder is exposed to

the plasma on the plane surface of a wedge. Again for the

TEo1, mode and a strongly overdense plasma Re (A 1/) and

A(l/Q) are given by Eqs. (20) where

ffc
K = 1c (23)

0 0

The schemes shown in Fig. 3 correspond to operation in a

supersonic flow. Nevertheless it is apparent that the same

open cavity technique can be used in a stagnation region or

in a zero velocity region of the flow, where a probe of the

type of Fig. 1 could not be used (Ref. 4).

The maximum value of electron density which can be meas-

ured with the probes of Fig. 3 depends on the Q of the cavity.

* Again if the minimum measurable frequency shift is deft ned as

half the bandwidth of the resonant curve of the close cylin-

- drical cavity. Thus if o is the value of Q for the closed

cavity the maximum value of electron density is

n 8 n K o (24)
max c 0

The order of magnitude of 8 4a is about unity in a

practical case. Thus Eq. (?4) shows that n may be higher
max

than nc by several orders of magnitude and with a relatively

Ic
ft

I ________________________________-_
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low value of Qo. The most serious limitation in the maximum

value of n which can be measured arises from fluid dynamic

and plasma dynamic boundary problems at the surface of the

window of the cavity. As mentioned before the opea cavity

-Ami technique is limited to the range of overdense plasmas. This

limitation is eliminated with a different technique which usesi an element of nonradiating dielectric waveguide as a resonant

structure (Ref. 5). Assume for instance a circular dielectric

waveguide of radius ro1 length z, index oi refraction xd. A

uniform plasma is assumed in the outside region r > r. The

dispersion equation for the TEo-m mode is

- 5--(25)
x J (x) y X (y)

-- 0 0

where

Ir a
xr -xd ma~r z~a ~ x2  (26)

-I4, K. are the modified Bessel functions of the second kind.

No radial propagation occurs as long as

M > x (27)

If condition (27) is satisfied in the range of small electron

densities (Wa. << W) Eq. (25) (elds
p

-EN
soi
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2 2

'~ (28)

0 0

Wher e rsnn rqec ihu lsa( )

y0 o'( YO29

0

F is th reonn frqec withou plsm (x ). xy
E 0 0

Thus the resonant frequency shift for w << w, is proportional
S p

to the election density of the plasma, as in the previously

discussed cavity probes. In the range of large electron dens-

ities

W 2>

F Eq. (25) reduces to:

ra

Mig
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c(32)

... 2K + 2V2

?:i! where
I

o 3e) I t

F2p W1 1W 1 1

-:tx, ieset the irstroots o nditio)n. Wi. is rsonsan feampecy

!of th delemtr pofe wgihidesigented etoerature (r = zr0
---- ~i assumedityrgon he per tinductr.qec A s xpected bandhis

thiher rngh of the rbehiore tif e the waveguide vedengt

~t th ( o=p1.Ten caiety. icomnclmusn tis typeis probe isaoro

~prt in natwide rang 2. T of etlicto deties froe mu t e t nboth
i~~~ deecdftric probe wich isrdesie to reucpteraition aloe.n

veorerty aeai reaion Theee opesonant frequencyisnthXbad and

endsmafth proein corsderabec a to reuete raitakn loses ihe
o(32)
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dielectric probe to have the required mode separation over

"the entire range of resonant frequencies. The mode separation

has to be maintained over a value of A w as large as possible

in the total range of electron densities. Furthermore the

sensitivity of the probe must be as large as possible in the

upper range of electron densities where the most severe

reduction in the Q of the probe has to be expected. With the

chosen dielectric medium these considerations have suggested

the hollow structure of Fig. 4 for the dielectric waveguide

which is supposed to measure a range of electron densities

between 1010 e/cc and i0 e/cc. In addition Fig. 4 shows an

P array of three metallic wires imbedded in the dielectric

medium to eliminate the modes which do not belong to the
TEo type. The excitation of the TEom mode is performed

through the coupling of the dielectric rods to the narrow

side of a rectangular waveguide which operates in the funda-

mental TE03" mode as shown in Fig. 4. The measure" Q of the

probe without plasma is 2.103. Fig. 5 shows the theoretical

M_ characteristic of the hollow dielectric probe. In the range

of low electron densities the calibration has been performed

by surrounding the probe with a dielectric medium of dielec-

tric constant close to unity with the same technique followed

in the closed cavity probe. In the upper range of electron

densities a calibration has been performed by measuring the

resonant frequency of the probe with coaxial metallic

cylinders of different radii which surround the dielectric

medium. in this ueasurement the calibration is performed by

identifying the gap between the inside surface of the metallic

cylinder and the external surface of the dielectric waveguide
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with the penetration depth 5 defined in Eq. (19). In the

middle range the probe calibration requires an independent

Measurement of the plasma properties. The probe of Fig. 4

has been designed for operation in a large environment situ-

-N ation where the probe dimensions are of no particular

importance. If the dimensions of Fig. 4 -ce scaled down for

an operating frequency in the 30 Gc range this technique

appears to be particularly suitable for laboratory experi-

ments in shock tube and shock tunnel facilities (Ref. 6).

a
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IV. FLUD D.NAMIC AND PLASMA DYNAMIC CONSIDERATIONS
E !

If a microwave probe is to operate in a supersonic flow two

a fluid mechai.cal effects have to be considered, those of com-

pressibility and of viscosity. The gas should reach the r:egion

of interaction with the electromagnetic field of the probe with-

out suffering a significant perturbation.

Consider first the probe of Fig. lb where he flow is

re allowed to pass through the cylindrical cavity. The external

shape of the cavity has to be designed in such a way to avoid a

detached shock. Thus the angle at the leading edge depends

upon the Mach ntunber and the angle of attack at which the probe

is supposed to operate. This specific probe is designed to

aoperate at M ; 2.5 and maximum angle of attack of 50. Inside

the channel viscous effects can lead to a perturbation of the

flow situation which in turn affects the electron density dis-

tribution in the interaction region. Furthermore if proper

allowance is not made for the boundary layer growth in the

channel a choking of the passage may result leading to a normal

shock standing ahead of the probe entrance. This effect can

be minimized by compensating for the effective reduction in

stream area. This can be accomplished by using a slightly

divergent channel which is just enough to compensate the bound-

ary layer growth. Since the boundary layer effect can only be

assessed approximately it is necessary to perform aerodynamic

E- measurements of the channel flow to assess the magnitude of the

flow field perturbation. Measurements of the static pressure

were performed at several stations along a channel with half

the diameter of the final design shown in Fig. lb at a free

stream Mach number M 2.5 and several Reynolds numbers. A

i--
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fWP_ typical result is shown in Fig. 6. It is seen that the flow is

not choked and that actually the internal passage is slightly

F-M overexpanded. This condition corresponds to the maximum Reynolds

-4 :number at which the probe is supposed to operate. The minimum

"M Reynolds number at which the probe may operate without serious

fluid dynamic effects has not been determined due to the lack

It :of adequate facilities.

The open cavity probes showi schematically in Fig. 3, which

are designed for measurements of electron densities in supersonic

flow conditions, are similarly affected by compressibility and

viscosity. The configuration of Fig. 3a will produce a flow

perturbation due to the shock formed at the apex of the cone.7 M
However, for many ionized flow fields of practical interest,

preliminary calculations employing equilibrium thermodynamics

F .have indicated that the perturbations caused by the shock for

M: cones with semi-vertex angles less than 100 is less than a fac-

tor of 2 in electron density. Non-equilibrium chemistry consid-

erations should lead to even lower values of the estimated per-

turbations in electron density. In addition to the perturbations

caused by the shock, one must examine those caused by the bound-

ary layer which is built up on the cone and its afterbody.

Preliminary calculations of the boundary layer growth over a

100 semi-vertex angle cone, three inches long, have indicated

that for conditions similar to those for which the internal

C cavity probe was developed, that portion of the boundary layer

where the electron density differs significantly from that

external to the boundary layer is on the order of 1/10 of the

boundary layer thickness and extended about 4/10 mm ab,. v'e the

surface of the cone. The configuration shown in Fig. 3b will

VE-
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FE

have negligible effects of shock perturbations of the electron

density for flow conditions where viscous interaction effects

are not large. The calculated boundary layer thicknesses will

be larger than those for the cone differing roughly by a factor

of Nf3 for the same length over which the boundary layer is

E allowed to grow.

In addition to the fluid dynamic perturbations induced by

Nthe probe, the electron density distribution in the interaction

region may be affected by the plasma boundary conditions at the

wall of the probe. In the range of electron densities of inter-

est in a fluid dynamic problem, the Debye shielding distance is

always extremely sm;.ll compared to the dimensions of the inter-

action region, for both overdense and underdense plasma. The

plasma sheath at the surface of the probe may become important

only when the mode of operation of the probe involves an elec-

tric current flowing from the wall to the plasma, particularly

in the case of an overdense plasma. For this reason the TB0
4_ff modes have been selected for both the open cavities and the

dielectric probes. Also, it is worthwhile pointing out that

F the TE modes of operation avoid a possible coupling mechanism
L 0

between the electromagnetic field and the plasma oscillations

W- in the plasma sheath.

The most serious perturbation of the electron density dis-

I tribution in the interaction region appears to be due to the

diffusion of the charged particles, ions, and electrons, toward

the wall of the probe. The walls act as a sink for the charged

HE particles which recombine at the wall. Thus, the electron den-

sity at the surface of the probe becomes very small compared to

the density in the unperturbed region. It is apparent that the

7 i
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thickness of the layer close to the wall, where the electron

density decay is important, must be small compared to the dimen-

AIR sions of the interaction region. Consider the flow of the

-A ionized gas inside a cylinder of radius r as in the case of

.he closed cavity probe. Assume that temperature, density and

.low velocity u are uniform. The diffusion equation for the

electron density may be written in the form

i M 1-K d7 n- j -U 7n + = 0 (34)

in a situation where the ionization processes are due to colli-

sion between neutral particles. Kd is a positive constant which

depends upon the pressure and temperature of the gas. D is the

ambipolar diffusion coefficient and f(n) depends upon the chem-

istry of the ionization reactions in the gas. Eq. (34) must be

solved with the boundary conditions of a vanishing electron

density at the wall of the channel (r = r ), and an assigned
0

'9 ! distribution of n at the entrance of the channel. At larger

distances from the channel entran'- the radial distribution of

electron density depends primarily on the parameter

Kd
a=r n _ (35)

e

where ne is the equilibrium electron density at the assigned

values of pressure and temperature of the channel flow. If

S>> 1 the electron density is almost uniform across the channel

CR:
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and the electron density decay is confined to a small layer

close to the wall of thickness.

r
D (36)

XD may be defined as the electron diffusion length. If a << 1

Ma strongly nonuniform distribuuion has to be expected and the

electron density at the axis of the cylinder (r 0) becomes

small compared to n . The equilibrium electron density n maye e

be assumed to be equal %o the free stream value. Thus a probe

operating in a situation where a << 1 would measure an electron

WE density which is much smaller than n . Figure 7 shows the asymp-
e

95 totic radial distribution for the particular case of a reaction

Cbetween atomic oxygen and nitrogen where

f(n) n; K =knnn e d dnonN_ e

k is the ionization reaction rate; no,n are the oxygen and
d oN
nitrogen densities respectively. With assigned values of K

d
and ne it is apparent that the perturbation decreases as r

e 0
increases and D decreases.

In the case where a << 1, the decay of electron density

along the axis z of the channel may be computed assuming Kd 0

in Eq. (34). If a uni electron density ne is assumed at the

entrance of the channel (2 = 0) the solution is

Ju 1 x Jo rcA Vn2

n=ne x j (x) e (38)
n=0 n n
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where

SYn 2 -D3 -- (39)

an xn are the roots of the equation J 0 -(x 0. From Eq. (38)

MR4 one observes that the electron density decreases rapidly within

a distance of the order of the cylinder diameter even for rela-

tively large values of ur /Dx . As mentioned in Section II,
0 n

W- the ratio between length z, and radius ro of the channel sec-

tion upstream of the cavity must be sufficiently large to mini-

mize the radiation losses. Consequently from Eq. (38) and theU requirements of a strong attenuation of the TMo, mode in the

channel, the ratio z1/r must satisfy the condition
0

1 ur
x r<< 4 o (40)Sx ro  D

0 n

at least for the first few roots X.

In the case of the open cavities and the dielectric probe

the electron diffusion toward the surface is equally important.
r Thus the combined fluid dynamic and plasma dynamic considerations

require that the penetration depth of the electromagnetic wave

at the maximum measurable electron density be large compared to

the thickness of the layer where n departs significantly from
K=Z the free stream value.

These fluid dynamic and plasma dynamic considerations show

AM that the probe calibration mnst be performed in the same range

of Mach number, Reynolds number and electron diffusion length

[aVi
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as those of the flow in which the probe is supposed to operate.

For the internal cavity probe calibration a shock tube was used

to generate the plasma. Measurements were made immediately

behind the incident shock where the Mach number was approximately

2.5 and a range of densities from 10- 6 x 10 - k /m" . Simultaneous

measurements of the electron density were made using the probe

and a microwave interferometer (Ref. 7). Typical results of

this calibration are those shown previously in Fig. 2. The cal-

ibration of the dielectric probe which is intended for a zero

veloeity application is being conducted again with a microwave

interferometer in the region behind the reflected shock in a

conventional shock tube. The preliminary results are shown in

Fig. 5.

£
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V. CONCLUSIONS

The microwave cavity probe techniques offer the advantage

that measurements of both underdense and overdense plasmas can

be performed. Thus, even extremely large electron densities of

the order of 1014 e/cc can be measured using conventional micro-

wave circuits in the centimeter wavelength range. The relatively

i; dsmall size of a microwave resonant structure in this wavelength

range allows the measurement of quasi local values of electron

I uensities over a wide range of flow situations. Several orders

of magnitude in the electron density can be measured by a probe

due to the sensitivity which can be achieved in a microwave
,, resonant cavity. The design1 of a probe and its mode of opera-

tion is dictated by the range of flow conditions in which the I
probe is intended to be used. Several practical probe geometries I
can be designed which minimize the flow perturbation induced by

their presence and in particular do not significantly change the

local value of electron density in the region of interaction

-;a with the electromagnetic field.

2_I
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VIII. MEASURENET OF PIASMA PARAMETERS
USIW3 A RADIAL TRANSMISSION LINE

John H. Mllen
Louis N. Wdgyesi-Mitschang

Research Division
McDonnell Aircraft Corporation

St. Louis, Mo.

ABSTRACT

This report presents a new method for measuring the electron

density and collision frequency of plasmas. This diagnostic technique

which is applicable to low as well as high density plasmas, minimizes

Ithe usual field problems associated with microwave plasma diagnostic

schemes. The effect of plasma non-uniforwity on this technique has

been calculated. Spectrographic measurements and thermdynamic parti-

tion function calculations were found to be consistent with the plasma

parameters measured with the present technique.

3 INTRODUCTION

IThe measurement of plasma parameters, particularly the plasm

electron density, has been a persistent problem in the plasm dias-

nostic field. Ever since the plasma-induced blackout of reentry

telemetry was recognized, the importance of this problem has in-

~creased. Various diagnostic techniques, such as Langmir probes,

have been proposed along vith spectrographic and electrical techniques.

I The most direct approach to the problem has involved transmitting

electrical signals through a plasm medium and observing the subsequent

plasma-induced attenuation and phase shift. From a theoretical point

I of view this scheme should work. However, it is difficult to imple-

ment experimentally since it requires the signal wavelengths to be

I
I
|I

I
I
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comparable to the plasm dimensions and assumes very little refraction

_ and reflection. For the usual laboratory plasma, the signal frequencies

are restricted to the X band region or higher. But such frequencies

require high density plasmas, which are difficult to generate. Further-

moxe, high density pla-r s have high density gradients, which lead in

turn to considerable experimental errors.

MN The diagnostic scheme presented here is compatible with high as

w- ell as low density plasmas and is optimum with respect to the usual

cylindrical laboratory plasma gometrj. Furthermore, since the basic

diagnostic apparatus is a radial transmission line, the electromagnetic

wave equations for the diagnosing signal can be solved exactly. Thus,

the correlating analysis, while not simple, is capable of good reso-

- lution. The usual field problems connected with fringing, leakage, and

non-uniform phase fronts are minimized because of the geometry of the

structure. The question of the effect of non-uniformity in the plasma

on this measurement technique has also been considered and appropriate

compensations can be made for it in many cases.

GENERAL APPROACH

This diagnostic technique involves the correlation of the impedance

in a radial transmission line with the plasma electron density and

collision frequency. The correlation between these quantities involves

matchirg tie boundary conditions of the electro-magnetic fields at the

plasma air interface of the radial transmission line. From this cor-

relation a theoretical plasma impedance is then compared with the experi-

mentally measured values, providing the correlating link between the

reasured plasma impedance and the plasm electron density and collision

frequency.

-V
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I
MEXPERMIAL APPARATUS

The experimetal aspects of this diagnostic scheme best illustrate

the underlying features of the technique. The implementation of this

method is shown in Fig. 1. A radial transmission line is placed around

the plasma at the point of diagnosis. The device is equipped with a

radially calibrated slot and probe, connected to a crystal detector

EMmeasuring the VSWR and the location of the field maxima and minima of

the radial line. A tuner is provided for the probe to ensure increased

sensitivity without requiring increased power from the signal source.

The radial line is excited with a 95% TEM mode by a gradually tapered

SI section from a shallow auxiliary cavity which is fed from six loop feeds

as shown in Fig. 2. Sufficient attenuation is placed in the tapered

section to make certain the generator wave impedance matches the wave

characteristic impedance of the slotted section.

I 1 .YEASURE NT OF THE EXPERIMENTAL PARAMERS
-* The VSR and the location of the fteld maxim and minima in the

radial line, as in uniform transmission lines are functions of the line

termination. In this apparatus the termination is the Plasaa col .

it can be considered in the electrical sense as a dielectric.

While such a termination may be difficult to synthesize in teims of

lumped parameters, its effect on the radial line can be measured in the

same way as a conventional load.

The measurement procedure of the VSWR and the location of the field

maxima and minim on a radial line is identical to that on a uniform

transmission lime, such as a coaxial cable or aveguide. The interpre-[ tation of the data for these parameters however different. In this

*The experimental apparatus used in these studies was conceived, designed
i and constructed under McDonnell's independent research and developient

program. All patent and proprietary rights therein rre retained by

V&Donnell Aircraft Corporation.

!-E
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difference lies the dissimilarity between the uniform and non-uz-Aforu

transmission lines. 7he radial transmission line Is a non-uniform,

transmission line. Tedistinguishing feature between the two types

of lines is that In a non-uniform, traniisica line the propagationI constant and the chsractfiristic impedance of the line are functions of

the spatial dimnsuion of the line in the direction of propaga~ion. In

S the radial line this Is the radisl direction. Th functional variation

of the characteristic impedance with radius is given by Fig. 3. e V5SJR

j measured on a radial line must be normalized with respect to this vari-

Iation. '1he normalled VSWR is given by

NGJ!Armax) 2
VSWR - (VSWR)r -

GOtkrm in) -XA

wehere (VSWR)r is the VSWR measured on the radial line and r., and ri

refer to the location of the field mazzims and mina, respectively. The

functional dependence of Go(kWis given by Fig. 3.

Since the propagation constant vmries on the radial Line, the phase

shift is non-linear, so that the conventioznl Phaaa shift associated with

the smith Chxart is not applicable. Hnce, the data from the radial Line

cannot be plotted on a Saith Chart directly even though the VSWR has been

normliied. For this type of work, a radial transmission line calculator

(Fg )has been devised by the wAu.orl. This calculator compensates

for the non-uniformity of the phase shift. Using the calculator, the

measured data can be rtftced directly to an impedance. it is convenient

for data correlation to transform all the experimentally determined Im-

pedancea to the plaina air interface. This transformation is most con-

77
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THEMMA ASPECTS

To correlate the experimental data vith the plasma parameters, it

is necessary to match the experimentally determined impedance on the

rakUal line, transformed to the plasma-air interface, with the theo-

retical plasm impedance at the ame point. The schematic represen-

tation of the fields in a radial transmission line terminated by a

plasma column if given in Fig. 5. The sense of the EX fields shown

correspond to a TSH mode excitation. This excitation van chosen because

i-t greatly simplifies the analysis. The experimental apparatus vas

optimized to minimize the effect of the other modes.

First the analysis ill be performed for the case of a homogeneous

plasma load. Next a non-uniform plasma termination vill be considered.

These results vill then be compared to provide an upper and lower bound

on the electron density measurements on the radial transmission line.

HfOMOENEOUS PLAM COWM
j The plasma wave impedance equals the air wave impedance at the plasma-

air interface. If the wave impedance on the non-plasma side of the in-

terface is chosen, the expression has to include the reflections at the

interface, considerably complicating the expression. On the other side

9 of the interface the ry.flection terms drop out. The resulting wave imn-

pedance expressicn is just the ratio of the electric and magnetic fields

in the plasma. The electrognetic fields in the plasma can be deter-

wined from Maxwell's equations with the appropriate iboundary conditions.

E Yaxwell's equations in a complex dielectric medium assuming sinusoidal

Ztime variations are2, 3 .

V xE-- po H 2
r-

7 ,
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'--ie bounaary conditions at th, plasma-air interface are:

Etang- Etang2 .I
lltengl " taolg2 (4)

M v since the radial line is excited with a EM mode, the electric and

magnetic fVelds in the nca-plasma region of the line are given by

Ez -AD)1 (kr)4 j 12 ( 5

JAII NO.+ j2
H#s- -~A 1)k) H]2)k) (6)1

wJhere I! repres.,nts Hankel functions and k 7 • lhe constants A and

f rAer 4o the magnitudes of the 'wnard and outvard traveling vavres in

te radial line.

Solving 1.-xmUf's equations (Equations 1 and 2) simultaneowsly,

one cbtains

VXVx(- 2 Eo~r jzoc7)E (7)

Since the electric field may exist only in the Z-direction as a con-

seq;Ace of Equations 3 and 5, the double curl reduces to: I
~~ ~d2EzI 8

Iten Equaton 7 reduces to Bessel's equation j
d2 Ez 1 dEz z

dr 2  r dr

sic

- !
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vhere k is the complex propagation constant in the plasma eolux,

given by

k 2-,2 Pot (10)

The parameters a and 0' are the permittivity and conductivity of

I the plasma, respectively. For a ho, gene.;us plasm e and 0 %re defined

2

e (o2 ) (12)1

IL|2

The solution of Equation 9 gives the electric field inside the pJasm

column in terms of the zeroth order Bessel function vith a ccplex
I

argument

1 (13)1
Ez- AMJ 0 (kr)j

I I
-.-here A is an arbitrary parameter vhich vill drop out. Substitutin

I Equation 13 into Equation 2 gives the magnetic field intensity vithin

the plasma as

H 21L Jlkr) (14)

L

The urave impedance on the plasma side ef the interface is given by the

ratio of the electric and magnetic fields:

z i2.(ok) (15)
k o Jo(k R).I

-I|

I _-I°
I
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The complex argument, kIR, of ibe zero and first order Bessel functions

-W in related to the plasm parameters in the toIlloving vay.

w e r e t a - ( 2

~2 \1, 2.27-(17

1hue the plasm impedance reduces to a comaplex function of V and WJ

represented matheatically as

vhery! U and V ane real functions of wpand v. The rf frequency, W , is

not included in tbe functional notation above 'because the radial line is

LI operated at constant frequency for each set of experiments. The numeri-

cal evaluation of Equation 18 was done by a compu~ter program.

NON-HOMXENEOUS PLASML COLUMN
The previous analysis assumed that the plasm was uniform throughout.

Fa ~While this approach is often justifiable for 13v san? - -,dium dsasity dif-

fusion plasma, it neglects the effect of the wallsl of the plasma con-

tainer on the electron denai- If this effect is taken into account,j

the plasma on the alectron density measured by the ~rcenttehiu

will now be discubsed.

In general, the electron density in a cylindrical plasma .is maxdim

at the center and zero at the walls. The rate at which the eleetron

density drops off from its maximum value Is irqpossible to predict in

general. Hoaver, for diffusiorn plasma where the diffusion coefficient

is constant throughout a cylindrical geomery, the zeroth order BesselSr 5 '1
FEI
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function, Jo (2.405 r), has been found to describe the non-hcmogeneity

in electron density5-6 . This electron distribution is given Fig. 6.

KIn order to simplify the analysis, a parabolic distribution (Fig. 6) was

chosen instead of the Bessel function. A comparison of these two curves

shows that the former closely approximates the Bessel function. Further-

more, both functions satisfy the boundary condition at the walls of the

plasma container.

M, The analysis for this case with a non-homogeneous plasma is similar

to the foregoing case with a homogeneous plasma. For this case the

cfining eqtation for the plasma frequency is

O- 5.63 x 104  NO ) (19)

where No is the maximum electron density at the center of the plasma

column; R is the radius of the plasma column. Thus the dielectric con-

Istant and the conductivity of the plasma, Equations 11 and 12, respectively

2 r2
2+ 2)]

S° , -(20b)

0 5.63 x 104 VF~0
Using these modified expressions for 4 and in the ccuplex propagation

constant ik (Eq. 10), the differential equation giving the electric fieLt

V

P:
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-- in the plasm column becomes

A-9 -~z2 2 -01-, (21)

1_- 22r2 ~2,2 CO02

This equation is of the secoand oder having two Possible solutions.

Since the roots of the indicia equaticn are both zero, the two solutions

have the form

4 rn C (22a)
I E 5 1 = Cnr, 0 ,00

Ez2 - C~rk + (constant) El In r (22b)
Iz2

vhere the C's are found by substitution of these series solutions into

Equation 21. The second solution is singular at r = 0, and thus physi-

cally inadmissible. Substituting the first solution into Equation 21

El gives

{(o)2An n+2
J n ( r + A Cn r  (23)

10 n-0-+'A Cnn+4-0

vhere
° 12

A l+
_2-----
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Equating coeffi:ients of like power, the folloving recursion relation-

ships are obtained

Co . arbitrary

(n)2 2 -A -0 ,n-2 (24)

Cn C- A n-(n02 Al I+  - -0., n-4,6.8 ......

o II' C0

Note Sice all Cn's with odd numbered subscripts are zero, it is con-

venient for the latter clculations to redefine the coefficient in the

recursion relationships as

Cn
- 2, + jbzn (25)

Reriting Equation 24 using the previous definition and equating the real

and immginary parts to zero gives

a. bo  =0

a2- T b2mT (26)

1684 + Da 2  
F b

2 - G -0

16b4 - Fa2 + Db 2 + L - 0

4 n2a2a + Da2 (n) .+ Ga 2 (n2) + Fb 2(n-) - Lb2(n 2)- 0, n,3

4-n 2 b Fa + Db2(n-D + La2(n. 2 ) + Gb2(n. 2) 0

-------
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'here

2 2

2 f2K-kN =E2

- 'be previous equations determine the coefficients of the series

solution of the electric field. 1hus

E I + a, r2n-i + b r 2n  (28)

ISubstituting Equation 28 into Equation 2 give, the metic intensity

iithin the plasm as

-n

The wave impedance on the plasm side of the interface is given by the

ratio of the electric and magnetic fields,

+ a2r +E bn
c n-i n I (30)

nan r 2P-1 + Ln b2nnI

n-i n-1

MRationalizing Equation 30, the real arA imaginary parts of the Plasm

impedance for a non-uniform plasma axe respectively,

-f - lop UoV1 - UIVO3

2  V _2 + V 1(°0

IP
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where o - 0nr2 3s

Ul -1 b2n 2  (32b)

n-i
E

IU

i V " 1n~ 2n-1 (32c)

The previously deduced expressions were calculated for a wide range of

plasma parameters using an TBM program.

EVALUATION OF THE PIASMA IOEW.NCE
The foregoing equations for the plasma Impedance, Equations 15 and 31

for a uniform and a non-uniform plasma, respectively, were evaluated by a

computer since the exact relationship between the plasma parameters and

the plasma impedance is too involved to be expressed as an explicit

function. Tvo IBM programs were developed to calculate the plasma im-

pedance for the anticipated plasma parameters. Plasm electron densities

of 1010 to 101 5cm 3 and collision frequencies of 108 to 6 x 1013 sec 1

were chosen. The computed results are plotted on the Smith Chart given

in Figs. 7 and 8. YIe plots are normalized to the real part of the

characteristic impedance of the radial transaissiot line at the plasma-

J air interface (132 ohms). The various plasma parameters plotted corres-

pond to constant collision frequency and electron density lines.

MsF:u
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Splasm frequency, then the ivedance measured will contain no resistive

part but vi L be a pure capacitive suseeptance, which corresponds to a

very high VW reading on the radial line. The resolution of the Sith

Chart, however, decreases rapidly at high VMR radii. Therefore, the

excitation frequency must be equal to or lower than the plasma frequency.

As the excitaticn frequency is lowered, the dimensions of the radial line

must be comparably increased, in order to enable meaningful VS R measure-

ments to be made. Thus, the lower limit of the electron density capable

of resolution. wit). thia method is set by the maxdrim pbysical dimensions

of the radial line that can, bf acccmodated and the uniformity of the

plasma in axial directipn.

Evaluation testsS

Evaluation tests ere performed on the diagnostic apparatus using

four knormn solid dielectrics as loads for the radial transmission line.

For this purpose dielectrics with dielectric constants of 2.1, 3, 9, and

15 were used. The dielectric loads tested were one inch in diameter.

The vave Impedance of these dielectrics was measured. Fro the measured

wave impedance, the dielectric constants of the load vere determined.

These results were then compared with the dielectric constant in the

manufacturer's specifications. This comparison is shown in Fig. 9. The

results show that at higher dielectric constants the error between the

experimental and 3pecified values is less than 10$ which would indicate

an error in electron density of approxim tely the same mount.

V lext a series of teats were performed on a number of seeded and

unseeded plasma under varied flow and pressure conditions. A represen-

tative smpling of these measurements Is suixized in Table 1. All

X
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If the Plam., load in the radial transmission line is uniform. then

the electron density is interpreted from Fig. 7. If the pla is om-

uniform, vith the electron density profile given in Fig. 6, then the ex-

perimental results rre interpreted from Fig. 8. Thus, for a given ine-

dance, measured on the radial transmission line, tvo electron density

correlations can be obtained. At lo electron densities 6 a 101"o'3,

the average electron density of the non-t-Afory distribution No (using

Fig. 8) is approximately 1.33 times as high as the density of the unifom

plasma, N., (using Fig. 7). She ratio between o and Ne Increases con-

tinuously, until at y - 103czr3, I% a 3-33 We" T changen the .%Uu

NO/Ne is to be expected since at high electron densities the effect of

any non-uniaformity in the plasma becomes Important. It should be noMted

that the constant collision frequency lines on the Impedaw plot$ an

not noticeabl.y altered by the chane of the plasms density Profile.

it may seem thet this inthod of interpreti'g the experilmental data

is ambiguous. In reality by having considered these two limiting came

for the electron density profile, this method is capable of yielding

upper and lover limits for the electron densities measured.

The usefulness of the plam Impedance plots (Fis. 7 and 8) In

limited to electron densities in excess of 10 0 cn 3 . gis electron

density corresponds to a plasm fruency vhieh is identical to the

excitation frequency of the uhf radial lia (i.e., 960 N/Sec). For loer

electron densities it U zcessary to use a lower frftmncy to drive the

radial line to obtain meaningful results. Ws requiremnt ariews frm

I -I ~ ~~t fact tbqmt, if the diagnosin -igwIlIw freaun~ isgetrtanth

ue

i . ...- -2 , , " r .. .
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Measurements were made on a radio frequency p~mam of one inch diameter.

The xciting frequency of the radio frequency generator was 1 W~ an theI

rf power to the ;:lasm van 10 kW.

Wihen using argonr the electron density vas measured using tne radial

transmission line method aid spectrographically. A three meter Baird-

Atmoic grating spectrograph vas focused on a point In the center of the

acthete ofec gas used in the pl lcto esiismesrdusn.h

soia.The slpi ecrograp fao seuring c the electro .density

collision frequency of laboratory pla uss has the following diagnostic

characteristics:
*It is applicable to both high ad low density plsem;

* It can be adapted to unif orm as veil an nonm-unlform'plasas;

* It miIMi1zes. the cuatn7 difficulties with microwave measure-

ments of a plasms, such as non-uniform phase fronts, refraction

ad reflection, ad other field Anamlies;

9 It gave results on seeded aW unseeded plaoma which vere found

to be consistent with spectrographic measuremients snd thermo-

dynamic partition function calculations.j

Z63
meI
MaI
amI
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I! Table 1 Preliminary seing experimeots

power into seedont wCollision Elofton
o s~ int - lio Va s. t Gas flow Weigt odon

G~o See t. woter joot pressw flwow freqe ncy concontrotion

(kW) (tacl) (cw-3/mIn) (b/soc) Weight gas (Istoo) (el#ctrons/cm
3

)

I Aft Wetw 2.9 0.31 0.3 x 10- 7.7= 0- 1.2 x 10-
2 5.9 x 109 14 x 101

3.0 0.31 0.1 x 10- 7.7 10 5  
0.2 : 10- 5.5 x 10 13 = 1010

3.1 0.31 0.5 x 10- 7.7 1 b0- 5  2.6 =10-2 5.5 9 11 1010

2.9 0.30 1.0. i0- 7.7 = 10
- 5 4. 10 -

2  50 l og 9.5 1010
2.9 0.32 1.4 10- 7.7x 10- 5 6.7 IV-2 4.2 • 10 8.2 1010

2.8 0.33 1.8:10- 7.7 10- 5  8.6 10-2 4 & 109 7.8x 1010
2.3 0.33 2.2 10 7.7 10 1 x 10- 2  4.5 x 109 9.0 x 1010

3- £ Air Wort 2.6 0.33 2.7 x 0-73 10- 4.8 x 109 8.1 x 1010

I Air 75% 2.1 0.32 0.8 10- 7.4 10 .  3.7x 10- 5.0 x109 20x 10 0

I * Ethanol 2.2 0.32 1.1 = 10-* 7.4 10- 5  
4.6 x 10-2 5.0 x 109 10 = 101

in wee., 2.2 0,33- 1.3 x 10- 7.4 x 105 S6 i0-2 6.0 34 0 = 1 10

- ' 2.2 0.33 1.5 = 1  710 = 10-5 6.6 10-2 7.0 x 10" 8.4 1 10
zj j 2.2 0.34 1.8= 10- 7.4 x 10 -  76 i 1.0 10 8.1 10

2.1 0.34 1.0 = 10- 7.4 = 10-  
8.7 10- 6.5 = 10 .4 = 10

2.0 0.3U 2.3 10117.4 1 = - 8 6.0 = 109 8.1 = 1o10

Atn Ethenei N.A. 0.42* 0.5 x0o- I1.6 x 10 - 0.8 = 10- 2 1.0 10 12 10.0 0 1012
.1 0.42 N.A. 1.6 x 10-  N.A. 1.0 = 1012 1 12

1.1 0.44, 0.20 10- 1.6= 10- 4  0.4 = 0- 2  1.0 1012 10.0 x 10
1.0 0.46* 0.9 10- 1 .6 10- 4  1.6 10-2 0.05 1012 1.5 =1012
1.1 0.41 1.4x 1- 1.6010-4 2.5= 10 0.058x1012 1.0x 1012
1.1 0.48 1.9 10- 1.6 10 3.4 10-2 0.10 x 1012 1.5 = 10

£ 1.1 0.48 2.4 10o 1.6 x 10- 4  4.3 = 0-2 0.07 x10 2 1.0= 012

1.1 0.4 " 2.9 10- 1.6 x 104 5.2 10-2 0.05= 102 0.39x 101211.1 0.43' 3.1 x 101 1.6 x 10-' 5.6 x 10-2 0.0080: 1012 0:12 x 10
12

1.0 0.48 '5 10 1 1.6 = 10
- 4  6.2 10-2 0.015 1 I'S 007 1012

:. 0O .48, I.0 10- 1.6 = 10
- 4  7.1 10-2 j.030 x 1012 015 1012

1.1 . 1.5 = 10- 1.6= 10
-4  8.0= 10-2 0.040 = 1012  .2., x 10 

12

1.1 . 10- 1.6• 10-  9.1 = 10-2 0.008 x 1012 L.05 x 101| ,oj[ l 11 0:"8 5 .6 x tO- 1!. 6 x O0-4 0o•l- .2 l 12  o 12, o
Ethanol an 049i~tv.l.56= 1 toZ~ ~ 10 0.02 x 101. 2  x1

IDoe is preliminary and Wofitotivo only. *itorpulhsi Vnats N.A. - No date ovoile.

Ea
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GENERAL APPROACH
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Fig. I Experimental apparatus for neaz*.srement of plasma poramters.
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W-.667 / distibution
.637

No F \ Average of cosin, distribution
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Fig. 6 Electron density distribution
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I Fig. 7 Radial wave impedance for a uniform plasma
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IX. REFLECTOMETER MEASUREMENT OF THE PLASMA
L SHEATH ENCOUNTERED DURING THE

PROJECT ASSET FLI 2HTS

R.Y. Plugge
ElectroScience Laborator:-

(formerly Antenna Laboratory)
Department of Electrical Engineering

The Ohio State University
Columbus, Ohio

ABSTRACT

The input impedance of an antenna was measured thoughout two

flights of a hypersonic glide reentry vehicle, a VHF antenna in one case,

and an X-band antenna in the other case. These data and a qualitctive

discussion of their time history are presented here.

g
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INTRODUCTION

The Asset vehicle is a hypersonic l-fting re-entry vehizle designed

to obtain basic aerodynamc, thermodynamic, and stractural teet daza,

- A secondary ot; 2cive of ite fiights was an evaluation of the effecis of

the piasma sheath on radio corranunicatiorn links between the vehicle

and ground. Tro on-board measurement of the piasma effects was

limited to a continuous mut-dance measurement of o:e anzenna per

vehicle. 5Data from two flights ~. different trajectories are ShownI

here. One tet oi daza was obtained from a VHF antenna, the other

from an X-band antenna. iyr

This refqectcmeter experiment was conducted to determine the

amount of mismatch introduced into the rf systemrs by the presence of

the plasma, sheath. As a secondary purpose, it was hoped that the

* The data on which this paper is based were furnishtd to this lzboratory
in the form of analog plots reduced from the original tel-r -try data.
For some of the measured variables, several apparently inconsistent
reductions were received. The reasons for the incor.Eslencies havenot been fully resolved. Since the reflectometer was flown as an "add-

on" experiment or a vehicle with a different primary mission, the
anteana locatioa was severely constrained. The ch,-sen !or.ation made
predictions of flow field conditions extremely difficult, so that it was
almost impossible to determine what the reflectometer should have seen
from theoretical considerations. The conclusions to be drawn :rom this
experiment are therefore mostly of a q %litative nature. The present
paper should be taken as a demonstration of the power of antenna
measttrements for the indication of flight conditions rather than as an
ac-urate determination of th-" conditions of these pa.:icular flight.

I
W_1:

&



effectivenr-ss of antenna impedance measurements in providing vehicle

flow field inforiatlon would be demonstrated.

The pdasma environra-ent encountered duing these flights caused

impedance charn 4s which appeared primarily as variations of the phase

angle of the reflection coeffi.ient. Thus, these results indicated

relatively small reflection loss change- due to the piasma. The small

reflectior. loss variation may be due to the particular VHF antenna

used, which was mis-matched to the trznsmission line, or due to the

fa- that the plasma was off a relatively low density durino the X-band

measu:erent. Anotber possibility is that the denser plasma was

. located, for the most parti away iron. -he antegnk apertures. How-

ever, these results have shown that the reflection coefficient phase

S I angle was still resp-nsive to changes in the rf 6nvirorlment of the

antenna, including the presence of the plasma sheath. This is taken
I

to indicate that with" suitable desigu and placement of the an.erinn. asr

reflectomet-rs can be useful tools for investigating ph.--.na flow|
characteristics as well as the -radio communication problems en-

countered during hypersonic flight.

A single impedance m-asurement determines values for only

two variables. A vehicle's plasma sheath environment presents

many more variables which affect the antenna impedance. Thus

the main diagnostic value of impedance data from a single reflec-

tometer is to support or reject plasma sheath models proposed on

i
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the basis of aerodynamic knowledge. Since the plasma studies were a

secondary objective of these flights, the communication links into

which the reflectometers weie inserted were not optimum for d.ducing

plasma characteristics from impedance measurements. In particular,

the VHF antenna was not readily amenable to theoretical analysis and

= - both antennas were located at points on the vehicle where aerodynamic

flow fields could not be accurately predicted. Therefore, because of

the complexity of the aerodynamic and electromagnetic problems

associated with this particular experiment no numerical results for

,hs. plasma par--meters themselves were expected. Thus the data

obtained are primarily of qualitative va..e, providing a demonstration

of the responsiveness of these antennas to their environment.

EXPERIMENT jPESCRIPTION

The i':ape of the vehicle aid the antenna locations on its right

flank are indicated in Fig. 1. It is apparent that the vehicle wing will

greatly influence both the EM field and air flow in the vicinity of the

antenna.

Both antennas were essentially linearly polarized, with the

polarization parallel to the roll axis of the vehicle.

The VHF antenna[l] was a dielectric-loaded, cavity-backed,

U-slot that was quite temperature sensitive. On the basis of the

pre-flight temperature predictions and laboratory measurements of



the antenna, the antenna had been d--tuned to approximately a 12. 4:1

VSWR prior to launch in the expectation that it would tune itself as a

result of heating during the flight. However, it did not tune as much

as expected. The X-band antenna[ 1] was an open-ended waveguide

with a dielectric window.

The reflectometers were of a four-probe type[ 21 which provide

both phase and amplitude data. The output data from the reflectometer

are in the form of two voltages (VI and V?). These voltages are the

rectangular components u[ the reflectior coefficient with reference to

an arbitrary voltage plane (V-plane). When this V-platte is properly

rotated for phase orientation, it is directly proportional to the

reflection coefficient plane defined by rR, ri, or Ir , / the

rectangular or polar coordinates of the Smith Chart.

The effective telemetry systems into which the reflectometers

were inserted are shown in Fig. 2. These were conceptually the

same for both frequencies except that the X-band transmitter was

isolated from the antenna, whereas the VHF transmitter was not.

This, of course, necessitated more calibration of the VHF system

and increased its liability to error. Known loads were used to

establish the loading effects on the VHF transmitter and the resulting

reflectometer outputs. However, some variations seen in both the

VHF and X-band data are presently unexplained and thus may indicate

possible sources of error in the experimental system not accounted for

ft
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.-I

during calibration. The reader is therefore cautioned to accept these

data as a demonstration of the sensitivity of antenna impedance meas-

urements rather than as a ,ecessarily accurate determination of the

- conditions during these particular flights.
II

The VHF communication link sampled was "blacked out" by the

plasma sheath during a portion of the trajectory. Thus, the reflec-

tometer data in both cases were telemetered via the X-band system

or by delayed (tape) playback via the VHF system.

REFLECTOMETER DATA

The vari;ations in the reflectometer data were primarily co. .ined

in one of the twd output voltages on both flights. Thus, the variation of

the reflection coefficient vs t, the time from launch, can be pictured

" - |qualitatively with the time history of only one voltage parameter.

E- | [These are shown for the VHF and X-band antennas in Figs. 3 ind 4,

respectively.

The second voltage parameter of the VHF data remained at a

nearly constant, relatively large value (-1, 45) through the period

where plasma induced effects were seen. Thus the im2edance vari-

ations of the VHF antenna during this period were seen to be contained

predominantly in phase angle variations which closely f9llow the

curve in Fig. 3.
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The reduc - impedar . A '-band antenna are shewn

.Fig, 5, The Smith Charr is normalized i the TE,, 0 wave

impedance of the waveguide and the data are phase-referenced to tna

aperture of the antenna. The effects of the plasma sheath on the

- impedance of this antenna are also primarily teen in the changing

phase angle of the reflection coefficient. In Fig, 5 there is a poin.

indicating the impedance seen when a short circuit (aluminum foil)

was placed at the vehicle skin. The data in Fig. 5 have not been

corrected for the line loss from the reflectometer to the antenna

aperture which is apparent in this short-circuit reference reading.

The X-band data is also shown plotted on the voltage plane in

which it was measured in Fig. 6. The data points plotted in Fig. 6

and labeled 250+ through 600 are the average values determined by

drawing a smooth curve through the impedance variations. The

actual data points in the V1, V Z plane are shown in the inset, This

inset and the V2 trace shown in Fig. 4 illustrate that the actual antenna

impedance measured oscillated from point 250 to approximately point

605 about the average values shown.

The point identification in these figures is the fiiht time in

seconds.

Both the VHF and X-band data can be broken down into time

points and periods which are of interest. A qualitative explanation

of the time history of the antenna impedance follows.

lh-

-- ( = : : - -- - = = , ... ..... ... .... ... .. ..... .. .
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TrHE VHF DATA HI

The -slow change in impedance which occurred fr-Om lift off toR

t 160 sec is at present unex-11acined. It could have been caused by

an antenna temperatu~re chang, .a change in the transmitter charac-

teristics, or by drift in some part of the vehicle or data receivjng

systems. No other support for any exp~anation has so far been

found.

Plasma ind~iced variations of the imp-d'arce were Pbserved

from approxin-rtely 162 < t < 320s. The ye~zcte angle of attack (a)

was changed during a period prior to 1 80s in preya.- Wton for the

glide phase of the flight. Deviation from free-spa,;e impedance

M ionditions is notead to'have begun at t -f 62.when ~'w- lgty

negative, The impedavc contiatted, to vary until t 1s During

the glide phase of the flight a -wvas approximately 38.,

The imnpedance shows a relatively large phase chau~e caused

by the plasma when the angle of attack passed through zero t.egrees.

It is also seen that as -the angle of attack continued to increa.:e theI

V iMpedarice returned to nearly its free-space value before agai-

indicating a phase variation. The rapid variation between 178 and

37 180s indicates the increasing effects of tb".- dense plasma originating

on the bottom of the vehicle at the higher arigiee of attack-.

it is interesting, to notc that the signs- strength datafbJ showed

asimilar variati-n of the attenuation vs angle of attack during this

MI



period. This signal strength variation has been seen[3l to indicate

that plasma formed at the vehicle nose flowed first along the top of

above the antenna reducing 0,e-attenuation.as the angle of.attack

increased. It also indicated that as the angli of attack continued

to iirnrease the dens plasma originating or. the bottom of he vehicle

flowed into the field of view of the agntenn.

The "spike" in the data at i 70. 8s agrees-with the time of retro

fire and thus is attributed W refle.tion from the rero flame.

During the period 180 < t 4 216 z large positive angle of attack

and dense plasma existed. Throughout this pieriod the antenna "looked"

at a dense "sheet" of plasma approximately at the wing .edge. -The

plasnia sheath also extended somewhat "upward" from the -rear edge

of the wing. Over the wing only a sparse, inhomogeneous p lasma

existed. The impedance seen during this 30-second-period was

essentially constant.

The inhomogeneous plasma over the wing, the ejense plasma

along the wing edge (side and back), the yehicle side, and -he wing

top are believed to h;ave formed a type of trough wavieguide during

the time period JM0 < t < Zl6s. This trough would have redirected

energy toward the top-rear of the vehicle. Th. trough and the

direction of EM energy flow axe illustrated on the right sxde of

Fig. 7, The impedance seen during this period would thus have

-~ - --- --- ~--MAW
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rasuited irom he -rur uligoth neg-fo eanna

-into the -txioughi-wav eguide -mode.

A trough-we Yeguide structure appro e n prIat ox Ai he geometry of

1-7_ ig. 7 has been ivestigated[4 1.The -combination o a--the a.ngie sub-

tended -by th-ehleflank and the plasma sheath, the apprpximate

plasma .de~sies -calculated -for -this -flight -pexiod, at% '-the -cpperating

krequency--were seen -to be sufficient--to allow domnant -mode propa-.

-gation -in -this assumed -trough -wavpguidte -model. -It Is hoped lhatitbe

validity of -this trough-wavieguide model -will-be substantiate'd by

-further analyzis of -the d4ata.

ihiring the time -ayan -216 <-t - 320 s a gradual -change --in -the

antenna Armpe4znce -was -measured, caused :by the~decreafe-Ir..the

-plimensity -resulting -fr-om --he -yhic' e--raject r-y. B-the end

of-this _period -the -plasma -density in-tIhe ziicinity of -the -a,.tenna-had

Aropped -to th pitwee -it-a no longer observbe

With -the -antenna Again "seeing" -free space. tlh.--impedance

data -indicate:a -xveduced -WR anda phase change -fro. that seen

-SE ~at 16A5. This xesulted -from tile -heating of -the -antenna which -bad

occurred.

4__ _ __ _____
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THE X-BAND DATA

The X-band data are shv"-tn -in .i. ,-5, and 6, 'It was noted

'that impedn-'e changes occurred fr'ith before and after -the period

in which -plasma effects were expected,

At -Uft--off the antenna was only slightly mis-matched ta-fre

space. Suring the period 103 < t. <1 u-s a change in the -refler'.tion

cqefficient'wAas -noted. ,It was atI -first suspected -that this -mightL-havv

been due -to condenaa~ton in the Air -flow adjacent -to --the antenna.

-However. tbias -is considered unlikely atth 6peet'ie Ante aL

!,±iiexplained :impiedance -variation-eccur-red at~a ps.ximately 78O.

Bothlbtese 'variations occurreat -pimilar superonic Xligbt-~con-

ditions.-

'Vhileteparation And 'the beginning of -the -glide -phase -occurred

at:ZI'7. 8s. Thieangle-of--attack -trakisition ended -by Z?Os. 'This

-vehicle also glided'with~a 38*,angle o!:attack. 'The -impe-danc~e -meas-

-ure-d wvas approximately constant -from -2-19s A<' - 250s.

The -trajectory -and attitude data do notiindicate-any-xreason -fox

5eliev:.ng -that -,the impeac _ihiild-ha,%e changed-at t-2505. -TheI

-cause of'h-sal phise anSle variatiors ieinn tt~20 i

-the~~~~~~~I sml Igni~ a t20 i
unknown. 'There ;is ins ufficie nt'-calibration-informration:available 'to

-rem~ove -the posseibility of -higher oxdex 'mode contributions 'in'-the

anterna window as -it-was heated. -Also, a subliming ablative -matexial

existed on -the top of the wing. A corner of -this -.material, -upstr ,am

V E-E
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from 4h~z _,ntenna-ape-rture during-the glide-phase, is known-to have

-pee-ledioff and -projected into-the air stream-at some point durdng the

Aflight. This may inave occurred here and-produced ablation products

-which -affe'nte-d-the antenna-impedance.

The -xiedance-variations are also noted tn-have continued -long

afte -plasma :reflection induced-variations would have -been expected.

-SUMMARY~

The -xrecoer-dt -have 1sowIhat--the input-inpeew.ce of

the-ais-tennazis :sensitive --to -the -density-and:position of~tke -plasma -sheath

-lormed-duriUg-xe-entry. :Iniaddition-the _;atab;ve -shown -impedance

-fenzitivity 'io.:the :aerbxlynamic Slow -fielXl characteris tics -and tto

:antena tmperaure,~thelatter Iheing-ar Ms'e -effect- duc -to -the- char-

:acteisticv of-the: :pticu~larcantenna-flcown. *.When-specifically

___ :d~~-Asigned-for -the npups aaten -andreflectometer --systern -can

-be ,a Assefultool -Ior 7the -s tudy-of -both -the~aeradynamic -flow -field -and

:radio communications -in -hypersonic -flight. :particuiarly-when used

:inconjunction--with -other -r-cordedflight _data. The results vbtained

Iron -thee Si- flights have :prompted the, study of:a -number of-theoretical

problems-,in-this--connection.
3E
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X. PLAM SHIAT RMDMTON MP iL!WnM ATTAMMH FROM=3~

A.1. Carswell e C. jRioLbrd

R0k VictorCoataiy, -Ltd.
Rseerab Labordtories

E ~Montreal, Canieda

ABIU

I jwaD0. si-S -teobniqus .f or -reducoing the1 pl saheath s~uMVo~dn

:W*-efltry _VhicL* -involves -the -.Us* -of elornAtt.adtvs.o 1"qusoh

the ~ _ -pam b the _wooe@" of -electron attaclment. !"neo. ft.vy

MhSh aozoss-meotion :for electron attaojaent, :5ulftWr :szatuoide A(Syj)

:presents :itself As a suitable -naterial -forjy plsa -quanobin -and -initial

I masurments -on asup.Xsonlio -apon -Plama ha~ve Sere& -Io .support tAw.

Jeosuse -of -the aidditional oomyledties of -the -possIble :rotons -occuring

-in aiplamsa. seea vith electrons~gative sases, -. laboatory x-eIrwntal

sttdy of suo~i systems Jos :been undertaken. -2his p.aper prmets -reost

findisgs on studies -of nitrogen plas mo systams mbich an seeded :with

R4#, 16P, 0m, C0s amIP. 2be apparatue Avvlopoi for tbass Atudi*S s

desoa e ams"Urments at -flow velcoilies up to about 10' .401Aeo -me

lotpr5_weo betmw -bu 0.5 -ma 10 Ivr. -we -r~poriteA. -h projoties

of the a**"e mtergow pisamas awe oxodmea -usin slectricda -probing

wthods, optical speatrosoopy and microw tedmiques aai Ib results vt

these diapostlo. ase diasmseL
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_ ~ ~ ~ ~ M T -BYS M fU 3 EC A~tW~U

-A* -. CeAuw*U3 -a C. :Riabact

:=_i~tr.hjebara:tI

It -Us -well- -that the ceot@ii toopaint .of lbe'piseew:tbosth

£w a .- Z-.b evoe is -the Iraary eaae -of -the dog ejatiou IU -f

-to -P18GF5 -47SAO1Y,5 -abss, of *eebeative *Mtives. iamb aeuitves (e.g.

lbs kalo0.) ABM~epmels eebns~ b :pl* jIMth bss*S~iWM pflaiW

A&M& by :Phe Irvs -of @ 43~:Att&*bsmt. lume lbs more :mglasiws uT Aetw sa

-I1U --*Of -Amtszet usmkIy luith _M~hbrs~myfie . ~e A .eat

Ad ams -sommss*a Awdfl-be -effeots4

*~ ?lbetsAr tW_ y --o -suahb.*2*o~ -attacbmsat proosmea bs iesao

vuraifmr :m12-vs w~s &-mity of oosdtion~n A531 -± eo-mtio

12 -±mftlm* -tbsit -Mwe Imooe s a -pamisn ow~ -for 4eJsaton~floity :2eiustlem

Amilg-wtvmy. Re0mova, tbeoause of thew -*.y :eemplsX satw*n f tUse

esaty :P15B3 it. 1 ot posaible Iapply -tsexistang a-s as Amo

Abst :paoti*1l qwoStitative -asommats :065 be s". -t arffots em -_st

.~bu~me, obs e-kimtin ractlAs,-bation -Lproduats os. ezrmy

diffiwilt to UIluft -in *.analysis. lloams --o Athi, :..5see of

2sbeatwy :istiatons ibm.'been imlaWmt~n 10emiss :the OquamoIS(

effloissoy cf mviou eleoctromotis. additiwes uis ma flew-system

loving toartis or AlAwsao o r-entry ocaditima.

AAs in m attemp Am sianlats the 1-!5flr7 emirdxt An th
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:2aboratory, -the :Pm8flt ;**te -os8t -provi -Aucuats -h1ilatio2 __Cr-ta

-of thn -pratax-, Aut by :poviding -quantitative aam~uvmnt& -of Abeu

Important -procsses -over ia icoziro11*ble lana -of --Usena :i~hwful.

-informaioni *=-nbe robta.1id.

.ThS -results -of . arlior iwast gations --o 'ta -&**dingo uewl

eSr4Fn p1a -jets with e1.oatr"stiva wgo-i hav -AfraaOy lbenp 4k~"

.an& ~ix -the poweabft :p!Px~ zOcet es*Iamets r4 -the pro~ieas xe

:Duriflg %h9ur atWb -the -moa ementsAx in !* fiwAs&tgmw Ait

-h"Am -funlo d -Abat -the -propet~ ftu:~aa~n fa]'3 b

-chanp An wafl ~icoitiona, gas-sltgs;sh

:f*0t~~~rS:urity -seaotZOI* u-pow± ava an iqsaittlas -

:Bsip Zof -the -appa-rand zthe Alsmotio -tahil..m - cf uthu -aa

:uidsrationsea A a"o~emntdia -this I~ar

-when M Sut"M -attashes -MA -at fm~si

is z~lessed w iu a -tu tal.wgtive AMA imamw~

pa-n :wzi~2 tm. u. a. :hvamachaimax y--biethuAwttaebnt

p *r2t.Uriat. I -wtestf r.aac' o _ya u st

-mA-.c -.hw~2Aw~ :(1

1. -nerdaieetcat-o:&fe - - - -c-=t-
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2.Captur of afree letronby an sto uith athrd body taking - _ _

apt r ozos~t er y taaaaaatomn ia et

e + A + B -o A" + B + n.e. (2)

t.Doit ve ac ttewugoassecin whohtr electrons "trlb

a soleoulo with the ex_ energygoit io nt o disotion of the

• + o fn-' .6 XTy" (3)

I4 lootron capture by a noleoulo with vibrationl excitation of the

molecule,

[Im"* + A -b [XY)" + A + ki:n.en. + pot.eno (b)

CCono r ,k- ths var'ious proesses, it is imown that the probability

of raditive capture is quite wkN.11 (of the order of U0" per collision) and

that: ths probchlity of te 3-bod aptre process, being dependent on the

availability ,at the third body, decreoases with demzasing ga prere

Ma h probability of the elecrn capture process can be expressed

In seral ways. The elecon latur, ar'oss-seation is definod in the

_ conventional mmenr, and the electron attaohment probability, h, used

e ver*& total &batterin coss section for electrons.

,i In electron swadm oxpartments it is also convenient to Wlno an
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attachment gofficient. The chaz zt~ e lectron concetration, n drifting
a

under the action of a uniform field in an electronegative gas is given by:

dn -- nodx(6

where P is the &.tt .obment ocefficient rapreutenting the probability that an

electron traversing uait distance (in the x-direction) will attach tc a

nocula. It atzi be shown-6 that il is related to aby the expression
a

17

where'; and vd ame the electron&' average random and drift velocities

rospeivoly, and no is the nuabor of vileotronegativo w.-1ecules. Also,

*since h An.;,a it is appdnt that7 and hawe relat'id by the expression:

where A. is the ~~eelectron m*&n frov path,

For studies of ths electron removal process in re-entry plasma, it

is desirable to examine electronegative materials having the greatest

probability or electron attacbment: i.9. materials having the greatest velims

O~ oa h or il as tabulated in the existing literature.

?ig. I shows the attachment 0) oas-sections, erst for several of the

gases used In the present invosti&:tion. Except for 3F. the cross-sections

A shown ea for disrociative attaclzaent. These data Mlusbtrat the strong

dependence of qa on t~e elaotron energy as wonl a the marked variation

betweau diftexenz electronegative gas*&. The cross-sections exhibit a strongI

"reaona-clce behaviour being sharply peaked over a relatively narrow band of

electron emerg~es. An additional summary of sowe attahment cross-sections
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is given In Table I.*

a A comparison of the same ases on the basis of the attohwat

oefficient, il, is given in Pig. 2. Sinoe ji Is a meaure o Oth over3l

electron loss, independent of what the particular atttoeagft process Is,

it is possible to have onsiderable frces in the relative values of

and ca dependin on the range of electron energies. For example it Is

seen from FPigs. I and 2 that although Os and HtO do not show significant

dissociative attaohment at low energies, soe non-dissociative attachaent

mechanism is significant enough to cause a !rgp attachment ooefficiect

(17/p) at low energy values.

Although the strong eleotronegativity of SF is apparent in both

pig. I and Fig. 2, the oplox variations of ce and q~ serve to illustrate

smam of the problems enoontered in selecting, on the basis of existing

data, the bect eleoronegative gas for re-entry plasma quenching.

U?. oMnM PkOCISS AM CTING THE LRC!WN SITY

SIxoept under very specially selected conditions, the electron

density In any plgsma will be affected by a number of prooerses in addition

U to attachment. In the examination of the attachment proceze in re-entry

type plamas it is, therefore, necessary to ascertain the relative importance

of such Interaotions.

The various prooesses can be sutmarisd in the torn of an electron
9 continuity equation of the form:

I C An apparent typographical error in Ref. %k. leads to two values 'eing cited
i for the gross-sotion of CO. vi : 2.7x 0' and 2.7 x10", with the seond
Sone being corefOo and in agreement with Ref. 11. The inoorreat vTlue has

FE ~been requotaO. in efs. 5(p.2 8 5), and 15.
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FN

dn

a P" ( .(D%) -"a +V Q(t) (9)
where

V4 a ioniiation collision frequency

V - attachment frequency

D a diffusion coefficient for electrons

k electron ion reoosbization rate

and Q(t) m an unspecified time dependent ionisation souroe inaluded

in some discussI'vns of aore complex systems**

Working with afterglows in the laboratory, it is often possible

to distinguish between the various prooeses by their different dependence

on the pl parameters (e.g. electron donsity, gas pressure, oontaine

geometry).

In the design of a system for attachment studies, one of the

aims would be ;o selvot, if possible, a combination of the parameters such

that the attachment process dominates. If this can be done, equation (9)

* Ireduces to:

dn
n (0| - U-,.n

dt 'aae10
giving an *xponential time dependenra for the electron density.

The attachment frequency, Pap is in general, further specified in

I terms of the two- and three-body attachment rate coefficients," k and ka

rgiving*

-s-a-k n,(X)n - k ,(x) n.()%)

where n.(X) and n.(Y) we the number densities of the attaching molecules,

X, and third bodies, Yo For a velocity independent orose-seotion the toe-

body rate coefficient and the oross-seotion ar related by the expession

[I
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Benos# from eqation (7), if as and vd are known, the attacheent ocefficient

iq oa be ocaputed from tbs rate constant k. or vice versa aine.,

an*a

rom the foregoing summry it is obvious that in a complex

I planma-such asthat encountered during re-entry, or in a laboratory

simulation facility, &"c=ate mesasrements ot the effectiveness of eleotro-

I negative additives for electron removal winl be extremely difficult to ake.

RxPerimental ase esmeats of the relative magnitudes of the various terms In

~~1 equatioA (9) haft to be made over the range of riasma par=eteon of interest,

and in general this is not radily accomplished. - especially if there are

electron slumes- In the plasa arising from ohemcal-kinatic reactions.

In the present investigation, continuaous flow afterglow systems

I have been ued so that the electronegative gS" additives an be injected

Into a plasma5 whose salient properties can be measured before and after

__________ Iinjection (i.e. upstreams and downstream, from point of seeding). In this

way# the plasa source pareters are Independent of the electronegative gas
properties - a factor which a-ot be achieved If the electronegative gas is

I introduced direotly Into the region where the plas Is being Wnrated.

Mhe geometry of the appaatus has been kept simple, (urdform cylinder) so

that diffusion effects can be more readily assesaeA. ?be diagnostic

techniques have bas selected to provide good temporel and spatial resolution

of the plasma properties.

ilitrogar. has been used initially in the present experiments *Ino it
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is a gas wi has properties of arodiynamio inlt-Tast, but V*ich does not

E give ris, to many of the problems involved in snalvsinw an air plase. Some

measuruments hae been made on air disoherges, but as yet no quantitative

seeding studies have been widertakenc

I The nitrogen afterglow is useful for seeding rwtudisa, boues jr,

since it provides, in a rogion fre from external fields, plametas with

electron densities two to three orders of magaitudes lower than tkb% priasry

discharge and oleotrom, temperatures at least &L 4rdsr of magnitude lower.

Th t e eent r s t 5 lT, T<i V,00I manem he toertu

electron produattom oss bo exainend.

We. APPARATUJS

Fig. 3 shows a schematic diagram of oae of the experixiatal arrange-

ments used. The main body of the flow system consists of a pyrex tube

frmapressurized clne bog ede*Ieadi hnectdb

(13.5 No/see). 7be discharge produots pscoeod down the tube ma towards the

vSCaM and their length is sufficient to asnow amW point in the flow tubo to

be examined. Such an arreninwant makes possil2. a oentimieis "roin ef a

- ~stead state flow.

I I ~The seed gass an be introducsed vither upstream or dowastream or'

Ir
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the main discharge. The relative position of the downstream seeding oan be

u varied by either ad.husting the flow velocity or moving the rf excitation

eleotrodes. Precision gaus and needle valves are used throughout the

seed as haodling system for maximum control of the gas flow. Seeding

ratio& (seeding ratio a molecules of seed gas/moleoules of iis) as amanl as

am10 o be measured "aM y low velocities up to about 5 x1i 0 on/ceo

_5 have been attained with pressures ranging from 0.1 to 10 Torr.

Apart from eleotrostatio Ambe dianostics, the experimental system

also includes facilities for measuring optical emission from the afterglow.

STwo spo tars are used to prod & 4etallid spectral anaysis and the

ra : dititon fro the ftrglo can be direted inte, the speot mters via a
flexible optical fibre system so that, by scanning the fibre along the flow

tube, any position of the afterglow can be examined. the scanning benoh is

fitted-with an olectrical pos.tion indicator so that plots of light output

oas tition of position can t obtained directly on an X-T recorder.

In addition to the spectral analysis spatial intensity variation of

particular optical transItions of interebt can be investigaLed with the aid

of photcmu tipliera azi sari.se of appropriat, interference filters.

rA inteeforenco filters used had a pass-band of approximatelyI

100 A and center %frs-q.noios were chosen to craespond with several of the

most intense molecular nitrogen ion and neutral emission bands. (e.g. the

first negative (N*[2PEi 00 0-1 and 0-2 bards at 3%As 4278 A andI
CU

-709 A respectively, and the first positive (Nr BV' I) Av - 4 series at
N9

approximately 5800 A).

Microwave faoilities are also available for akin amplitude

L and phase -asurements. lu the plasmas with 1ztb f ocussed and unfocused

i-;

03N
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b~eas". An yet, detailed micoave mueents of the af terlow plasm

have not boon made, ohiefly bsrus of the fact that at the low eleotron

densities involved (e.g. 0'e0/08 "d lower) the spatial resolution of the

micowave aiagwostiex is much poorer than that of the other tchniques.

V. WASMOME~T ON PtMZ i.

SU4o the quenching ability of seed gases was to be investigated

by oomparing the properties of seeded and unseeded nitrogen plasma flow

fields, it was of importace to exsml the properties of te pure nifrozen

afterglow and to Inurew it# reacducibility.

Me nature of the early nitrogen Afterglow is quite oompli ated

A as yet, not fully understood, particularly with respect to the ion and

plostigate pouor aanis of eltes uptfao t 1 eglow. an d msu

btee aot~ oneibt an the or Piemr s. ea vi 5 s b e~aingltsO hi hle

(epenelnt uon g d essurIity o va atel, ezetaion , teperaturet ,

wsl onditions, *to. Heoe measurements "ers -*& to stmaae the

.. it:t.e ve val. s and th satfro varitions ot afterglow paramters In

the pruent systes. 1 hern (and ion) dtnhetive, eletron, ion and ps

theia vaarglton of the nitro en afterglow properte4s wore

LI n t 1t ovr a r of vlocities u to abou 3 xIkA em/se, O p1, ssureaWtoeen about one and tan To= Figures and 5 show xipU- plots of W ion

(wet oloctro) density ditribution and the leetroA tweatre varition

| in the afterl.ow as, obtalne fro double probe characteristics. fbe

dfrb,-exm nte imtoet h yim-hp"oltKwt

E + + + + . - ++. +_+ ++++
th J of ... ,.,w Ti varou --gio of+' t...... afeg . ..... le I WS
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IAfter the ditaharge region the". is a talfim which exhibits 4 rapid

d-a of lcainstion and electron, temperature. A dark apac follows *here

tb~ onisttc-is ezteaely sall1 (< 10/o).

The plink glow -in Fig. 4+ ahove two maxim in ionization at sbout

/ca M 1Oo*/ respretively. o bu

valw . T si,.*ut 10 deg. UAIn the p~miwy discharge toabout ledog.K i h

afterglow. It is interesting to note that because of the flow, the electron

temperature show its axiimm at the downstream end c: the discharge with

lower values being zecorded withla the discharge -itself. 7b rf fields

-~ I uie~f!r jonerating the discharge were found to be presernt In the tail flae

TZI high 4inteindd about 10 am from the electrodes as a visible *oragW dicare

liperiments conducted in several systems under a variety of

___ cnditions bae revealed the preat sensitivity of the af terglow propertiesI
J, on the impurity level and wall conditions in the flow systems. ifith the

j presnt apjpAratust it was found that -the seeding of the nitrogen afterglow

I with Ss for ezemplet, could effect the tube walls in such a way that on subh-

sequant rurming of a pure nitrogen flow, the afterglow intensity will be

- I appreciably altered. Careful cleaning and handling of the system it requiredj

if reproducible results are to be obtained.

rigure 6 presents the axial variation of afterglow Properties ofI

pure St as recorded by optical emission (using photo-multiplierrs and filters)

at 39%4 A and 5780 A a"d by double probe measurements. It' is Interesting to

note that the atructure e the afterglow as seen by the three messurables

I (1, ion emisson, X& neutral emission and ion density) is virtually identical.

MEOWI
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In general, such agreement was observed, whatever the detailed structure of

the afterglow. The probe measurements, however, usually showed peaks whiioh

wer nore clearly resolved. This appears to indicate that the probes provide

a somewhat better spatial resolution than the photomultplier-systema (which

integate along their line of sight).

The simultaneous use of probe and optical esission Illustrated in

-~Fig. 6 provides a rapid means for making detailed analysis of the axiel

dependence of the afterglow and this method was also employed with the seeding

investigations.

-VI. NRAS?3MT ON SE .FLOW

Seeding experiments in nitrogen plasas have been carried out

using 0,8, O, O0 O and SF,. In the masuemnts to be described, -the

seed gas was introduced Uinediately downstream from -the tail -flWm shown In

-Fig. 4. (approx. 15 ca from the dischar(e) and the "eeded fow ws Ivesti-

gated by the methods desoribed above.

Le general proedure consisted of e-'-nig - he axial -variation

of the properties of the afterglow with the various disnot means for each

different seeding ratio starting with the pure nitroon end proceeding with

E increasing seeding rates. Sufficient time w's given after any chan of

seeding rate (especially at low rates) in order to ensu, thst eqilibrium - a

been reacewd In the flow system. Times of the order of me to five minutes

wer usually required. Tte reproducibility of the pe Ns ,fterlow was

cbachad before and aftar each run to ensure that apparatus contamination-we

not affecting the results.

Pi gur 7 shows a sampie variation of the intensity of the exalted

ON
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_- ion isaion (WI, at 3914 A) as the 14 Mow is seeded with 0. It I -noted

then an os ooncentration-of about one percent (seedingratio zi "r) is

sufficient -to -raove almost all traces of excited No' ion. fiawe 8 presents

0 ouartie pot -of the deay in the afterglow of excited )Ia molsoules I

exiited Ions and the total icisation as a funotion of the 0 seeding

ratio. 2s plot -is typical of -tho obtained with the other sod gases.
C

Mw :first negativo (e.g. 39%4 A) system; is -the first to show -teeffect of

the seed gas, Tollmed )y the first positive system and closely by the total

potitivo -Un density.

0xyAen shows a dissociative attachment cross-section of

1.3 x-"ss1a at 6.7 e,, acoording to the two bod pross

a 0 -. 0. 0

Sim" the eletron temperature, -Viling In -the af terglow Is

_onside Iss thm 6.7 e 1 Xv)w -it Is UnX1y that thLS mesm

*an sacout lor all of theo bsezved quetachi. It "s possible -tt

-tree bhody wooess ofterin wound i ev and suggested -by 1urst and3t m8wt

A Chasm at alr aecording to

* Ca + x(third iLY) G" + X

s also eff tivie. Stuadies rmeo by ChmnI ot al Is" found a relatively

bigh v&lbe for the over .21 attao nt coefficient (nip) in 0 for I=

snuff values (s Fig. 2).

6.2 90jgdj

be qubamah~g ability of 10 was oberve wben ,mplayng the N0

titration t~aisnuige to detarn.ve the gVoD. state niUV shove ao.-

contration in tat aitrova attertlw. Figure 9 illustrates the taaching

WE'

--_ I
-- <i
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-action on the first negative -Bysae (Ni* 1ioi) -alon -h afterglow for

different.NO -seeding ratios. lIhe quenching rdod-ntefztpstv

E ~systez (Ii, zoleculi) and the -total -ion deanity ls, as in -the -.case5Q 0 -Oef,

E om~parable but i-lightl~ -ass.

Aeasurements mefomd by 31radbur jF2g _W -an iolctron -attacbment

r probability of about 1/10 -that -of 160 under -te -conditions ~wevailing15 -the

preaent system. :However, At It -unlikely -tbat -electron -attach~eirt 3 .UnM

-main -reaction -Tesponsfibl:f or tbo jobserved quenching. It as. Ibeen pcstU~atw82

that- the -cbracteristios of -th eatI afe~o ca In ext ne~ -t-

E Am~Iteraction of a hie~iy energetic -(:, -25.5 ai) 2aaecsly IbourIii m lcule

-interacting with atomic -nitrogen and -exciied N, _wlcils. 1harofave X&PiiI

xmcma of -the atomic mitrogen -by -the 1(1 mould aslec be -contibuting -to -the

-: plaa quencig.5

4ltmugh the attacbment -eroas o:ntln -of AO s _mct-wary 3Arge

(Pig& I), is strong quenching of the nitrogen afrarsw by Cos ime bewe

vi-th oonaiderable evolution of lat.

Iqgue V p~anti alectona atametozith -4 Am ao &n m it

E the~~~C0 tis Tia or difeatcht socding -atic M unbn f-b t

_ _p
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which has a maximu measured cross-section of 4.5x 10" oa at 8.3 ev.

Agd n, under the thermal conditions in the present system (T < i ev), the

attachment alone is probably not sufficient to account for the quenching

observed.

if ilue t .a'r', however, havo found that near resonanc, vibrational

energy taaor oan tO place between the vibrationalLy exoited round-state

of N, and the - vibrational mode of CO,, .4.

I Na.$+ COD -014 + COB*

4, Since nitrogen molecules with large vibrational exoivation are

known to be present in the afte.glow" this mchaniss could also oon ibute

to tho af terglow quenching with CO5.

6.. Ses~
TAter vapour is of considerable iutstat an~ quenching agent

owing to its high attachment coefficient at low I/p (7i,. 2) a:d itsI
favourable effect on the rooombination tim. Both "echani"s result in

the dep3etion of the free eleotron density in the plasma.

1igure 11 illustrates the strong quenching of the plasna produoed

by water v&pour as sen by the 3914 A filter. Seeding ratios of only

2 x 10 a-P sufficient to reduce the i-mnisation by two orders of i aILitude.

I W14-1 E0 as well as with SFt t the low seeding ratios were achieved

by preparing 10% mixtures of the seed Xasr in N2. In order to assess the

A effeats of tla injeoted Nt on the afterglow, pure Ne was alsj seeded into

the afterglow. Some reduction in ionirAtion wax observed, but 4t was several

orders of maeitude smaller than that obtained with the 160-01 nixtures.

-lo' ding to measureunts by MusohlitiF " , two types of negative

-- 2 +I
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ions (07 and may resuit from the disoociative attachment following an

eleotron-H*O molecule encounter. OHr may be produoed oy secondary reactions.

* .e. lfmO 2H + 0 (apearance potential:6. )I

e + H#0 O OH + H (appearance potential: 7.3 ow)
i + H,O. OH. He

uAan, uder the present conditions of operation, it is doubtful
Sthat the above dis=rociatir, attachment processes an account for the strong

quenahing measured. Measurements by ohul • have shown that water vapour

Usy not be efficient for electron attohment below about 2 ev energy. On the

other hand, a large attachment coefficient (i/p) in water vapour has been

measured, at low energies, by Kuffel' (see Fig. 2). According to '?Wtal,

this attachment is not of the dissociative type but is due to electrons* I attaching to large clusters of molecules - a concept also shared by

Bradbur/".

1 6.5 SP, Seein
Ai Among the electronegative gases, SF4 presents one of the largest

capture cross-sections for attaohmnt of olectronz. This cross-sootion is
*= | about l sO' cm' for close to gero electron energy as shown in Fig. i. A

strong quenching should therefore be ekeoted in the afterglow where the

I thermal condition is more favourable than it was for the previous seed gases.

Results awe shown in Fig. 12 where it is seen thst complete quenching is

achieved for a seeding ratio of abo'at 10 sj The strong quenohine of SY can be seen by comparing -the relative

of efficiencies of the different seoo gases for quenohing the nitrogen

-: afterglows. Figure 13 presents a cooaposite plot of the relative quenching
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of the nitrogen plasma by the various seed geass, The data plotted shown

the reduction in the N,* ion density as a funotion of the seoding ratio for

SPO 6 0, cog, I0 NN C a4

As show in Fig. 13, in the present studies, 37, is found to be the

most eective quenching gas, followed by water vapour. This order oorresponds

ta that expected on the basis of th value of the overall ataoraebt zoeffoient

at law energ (e.g. Fig. 2). The data of Fig. 13 ita roally a omuparison of

the quenching "per molecule" and on this basis, SF& is more effecient than

H]O. On the basis of quenching per unit nas, however, %sO become equally

WE -effective since the molecular weights differ by lemost an order of magnitude

(w~u18, V 1 4i6).

The quenching ability of C% is less spectacular. CO& has been

observed to be slightly more effioleat than that of oxygen. As discussed

W above, this may be attributed to an efficient energy transfer between the

vibrationanly excited Ns mole%%.Ae and Cs,

N 1O also proved to be. better quenching spat then Cs. In tis

insLance, Lowever, it is likely that the electron attaohent is not am

important process, but that most of the qenching is due to the reaction

of N9O with the ground-state nitrogon atons which constitute a ajor reactuant

S.in the generation of the Ne afterglow.

ME. CONRcLUsIC

The results present4 in the previou8 section illustrate the

*= relative quenching ability of several elotrouogtive aea in the lsborao7

system studied. Although such results do not proride all of the informalon

required for assessing the effectiveness of seeding ia a reyentr

p environment, they can provide useful data on several a opeots of the problem.

I
ni
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_It has been found that th eleaotrone ative additives in a omplex

plassa system do produoe significant 'rodutions in the ionisation over a wide

range of conditions - even in the prozene of electron production reactions.

In the *ss studied thus far, the resulfs indicate also that a true plasma

quenching obtained, i.e. that the replacement of electrons by negative ions

Is rapidly followed by a chare neutralization interaction which reduoes the

overall ionizatio in t plawso

Ia addition, it appears that the usefulness of the quochig pcos

extends over a wider range of electron energies than night be expected fros

th (resona ) attach ent crosa-seotions of the various species

(ea WIg, 1)# In fct, it apear that in estimating the usefulness of such

additiv - for re-entry applioatioas, data on the attachment oceMcient nay be

mar useful that data on the specific attachment cross-sections.

eAs alreay pointed out, howeve, the attuhomnt process Is not thr

only propert of the seed-ps which can detwtine its effetiveness for

plans que ,ing. The ad a" een hsv# an tfeot on the oletron-ios re-

co bination time in the afterglow as has been reported by Daat a in water

vapour and such l:ewsas must also be talon into scount.

One limitation of the experiments already performed Is the ft that,

altbough the effectiveness of eleotronegative ases for Plasma quenching has

been demonstrated for a lrga ran of electron tomperatu se (S in the

present experiments, up to 10' deg*X In the rare as exeriments'O) the

ion and neutral gas temperatures evployed hae always been below about I1000*

ftere is the possibility of other effects at higber gas and Ion

en.gies wdch could limit the usefun *ss of th electron attachment process.

7o *=qe, with large pilystomic attaching soleulos such as S., it is
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possible that in the higher temperature pia&m&3 the SP& molecules would be

u 0frosWnted' so that the large attachment oross-sootion of SF, would not

-~determine the electron removal prooess. (Vass spectrometer stui~ies in SI4 -I
: Iseededi sobar'Ms" have elbown a hig degree of distooition of 317, into

S, , and 7 atoms.)

At higher gs and ion temperatures it is also known that the

dotscohaet rate of electrons from negative ions is inreasedl resulting

in an apparent reduction of the attaciment rate. Other interesting gas

temperature effeots on the attaoimnt process in 0 have been recently

reported by Fite et ai". A measurement of the quenching of a ooabuation

P . flame plama by SF6 seeding has been jeablished reoontly 5 in which Sa

tamperatures of the order oC 3000K were employed. The electron density

':ii'uctions in the flames were found to be mush smaller than those f,.nd in the

present stuy. Although this may indicate the increase of detacbsont, the

complexity of the flo plasma makes quantitative comparison diffioult. The

I measurements are beihg continued in an effort to clarify thm importance of

% .ion and gas temperature effects on the attachment processes in re-entry plass.
I

-_ i

-|i
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320 ~iTHE EFFET OF CHEMICAL ADDITITV S ON MICROWAVE

TRANSMISSION IN AN AIR PLASMA

R The effect of several chemical additives on microwave trans-

minsion through a high temperature air plasma was found. Two types
of plasma generators were used in thia study; one employed an rf
inductive heating coil and the other an industrial discharge plasma
unit, Gaseous sulfur hexafluoride, propane and other hydrocarbons,
sprays of water and a colloidal auspenrion of silica in water and
micron size solid particles were injected separately into the air
plasma operating at pressures ranginE between atmospheric and 2.5
inches Hg.. The change in X-band microwave transmission across the
plasma was noted. Sulfur hexafluoride was found most effective in
improving .transaission and this was attributed to the presence of
highly electrophilic fluorine atoms which reduce the electron
density of the plasma.

INTRODUCTION

One way.of preventing the detection of reentering ballisticI
dring reentry is to reaace the free electron density of the plasma

sheath which surrounda the reentering vt.. ice. This can be achieved

by one of the following -hemical means:

K 1. The injection of electrophilic atoms and radicals in

the plasma: This method involves the injection of a chemical ,which

produces, upon dissociation, a large number of free radicals or atoms

• having a high electron affinity. Electron attachment kes place

according to the following reaction:

A + e" # kiaetic onery-A- + kinetic energy + electron affinity

V q The electron affinity is defined as the energy required to dissociate

t negative molecular ion into thi neutral molecule ane. a free electron.

The halogen atoms are known to have high electron affinities, because

an additional electron produres l relatively stable outside orbital

shell The cyanogen radical (CN) has also been found to have high

electron aff.nit 2

i'- -  " ,

___________________
i r~~ = - .- a _
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2. Quenching of the plasma with a highly endothermic reaction:

This method depends on lowering the temperature of the plasma vhich in

turn lowers the electron density in order to maintain equilibrium as

described by the Saba equation. The dissociation reactions of all

molecules ari endothermic (heat absorbing). For instance, the heat

required to dissociate propane according to the reaction

C C3H% ('gas)..,30 (gas) + 8H (gas)

is 946 Kca!/mole at 250C and is called the heat of atomization. The

N" final temperature of the plasma can be calculated from values of the

L specific heats of the components of thc --.-stem, the heat of atomization,

Samount of additive in the plasma, and the initial temperature of the

plasma; For instance, the addition of .01 mole fraction of propane to

an air plasma at 3230°K and atmospheric pressure lowers the temperature

to 2060 K assuming ccxpltrte gaseous dissociation. Typictl values of

standard heats of atomization at 2.0C tare listed in Table 2.

able 1.-

Standard Heats of Atomization at 25C.

omo u Formula Heat of Atomization, Kcall/ole A
UFropane C H 91.6*.

N 'Propylene C H 815
Allen. 36 '68

Ethane .CiH6  -~670

- Sulfur Hexafluoride SF6  508

Methane CH 393.

Water 221
H20

a- IF

a -•S
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_ At low initial plasma temperatures, the quenching effect is

probably the predominant cause for reducing the electron density of the

1 plasma. At higher temperatures, the atoms and radicals become sufficiently

excited so that electrons may be effectively absorbed by attachment. It

should be kept in mind that quenching by a dissociation reaction is

Lusually complicated by aide reactions (which could be exothermic or

endothermic) among the free radicals and atoms present in the plasma.

3. The introduction of micron size refractory dust particles

in the plasma: This method was suggested theoretically by Rosen 3 and

it utilizes the large collision cross section of a micron size refractory

dust particle with respect to an electron. In the absence of thermal

emission, when an electron collides with a dust particle, it is effectively

absorbed, thus reducing the free electron concentration. Table 3 showsI

the calculated effect of particle addition to different plasmas accord-

ing to Rosen's theory. The refractory particles were assumed to have a

specific gravity of five.

02Table 3

Effect r- Partiles Size and Distribution on Electron Absorption

Particle Plasma Electron Particle Electrons
size. . temp.K e cc distribution, mg/l absorbed, %

lo- 3000 10 10 96.5
-4

10 3000 0l 10 .003
-4 1210-  4000 10 .02

10 4000 1o lo 97.7

10-5 1000 1012 10 1.9

S10-6 4000 102 10 97.7

- " OBJECTIVE

The objective of this study was to investige the effect ofNA

chemical additives on microwave transmission thrtigb an air plasna.

MW

:_____ I
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Since microwave transmission is governed by the number of free electrons

in the plasma, reducing the number of electrons by means of one or

more of the methods described above should lead to improved transmission.

APPARATUS

Two plasma generators were used in this investigation. One

was a tuned plate, tuned grid, 40 megacycle oscillator powered by a

3000 volt DC power supply. The oscillator was capable of drawi- 500

watts continuously and could be driven to 1000 watts for short runs.

A water cooled rf coil inductively heated a strean of air flowing in

a central glass tube. This type of plasma generator had been originally

suggested by the Amperex Coipa 7y and used by other investigators5 . A

photograph of tht. apparatus is shown in Fig. 1. The injection of

chemical additives was achieved either by premixing the additive with

the air or by injecting the additive in a central as a

Figs. 2 and 3. Gaseous additives were metered ough rotameters.

Liquids were atomized in the air stream and thei flow rate calibrated

against atomizing air pressure. Solid particles were fluidized in air.

Their fIlow rate was calibrated by collecting and weighing all the particles

leaving the fluidizer over a given time interval for a given air flow rate.

The temperature of the rf plasma was slightly over 3200K as indicated

by melting point measurements. This temperature corresponds to an

equilibrium electron density of about 3 x electrons/cc .IThe second plasma generator was an industrial unit manufactured

by Thermal Dynamics Corporation, Lebanon, N.H., model U-5ON. It

consisted of two power supplies which could be connected in series

or parallel, each capable of supplying a maximum of 14 Kw of power.
:
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A control console with plasma gas flowmeters, switches, rheostat, volt-

meter, and ameter was used to run the plasma torch. The torch itself

could be fitted with different types of nozzles depending on the plasma

gas and flow rate to be used. A mixing nozzle was attached to the

front of the torch where gaseous, liquid, or solid additives could

be injected into the plasma stream. An air plasma was produced by

generating a nitrogen plasna first, then adding the necessary mount

of oxygea downstream in the mixing nozzle. The equilibrium temperature

produced by this plasma generator when operated with synthetic air

at atmospheric pressure were estimated at about 28O0K at 8 Kw and

468OK at 2o Kw.

In order to operate under vacuus, the torch was inserted into

the bottom of a six inch Pyrex glass cross. The upper arm was connected

to a beat exchanger and a vacuum pump while the side arms wer usad

for the introduction of microwave guides and coollng water tubes.

Figure 4 is a sketch of this apparatus.

Most microwave transmission studies were made using the apparatus

shown in Fig. 5. Earlior work was perforvmed with a microvave trans-

h mission bridge. Host of the measurements were made in the x-band region

I (8.2-12.4Kmc). Ku-band (12.4-18ftc) was used occasionally. The micro-

wave signal was transmitted across the plasma and the attenuation noted.

The change in transmission was recorded as the chemical additive waa

allowed to enter the mixing nozzle.

I DISCUSSION OF RMULTS

Earlier work performed by the auth,-rs 7 wa concerned with the

effect of andothermic reactions on the electron d%-_sity of an air plasma.
=

I

.

-I,.
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The rf plasma having a temperature of about 3200w .Rb oprated at

U atmospheric pressure. Several gaseous hydrocwrbons and rlfur hexa-

fluoride were premixed with air and the chAnge in tranasutted ;4wer

voted. A plot of tranpsitted power ratio verase rele fraction of the

.wc'ing agent it shown in Mg. 6. The effectiveness off hydr-carbons I
In increazing microwave transmission was hastily ttt+ributed to the high

7, energy required to dissociate them into t.hir gaseous atomic pkoducts

of hydrogen and carbons. It is doubtful, however, that Sase-ous ca-rbon

was pi, - ent to any lqrge extent because, carbon suziliiaos at about 40000OK.

7 1 Later observations showed that solid c-rbon waz actually prezet in the

flame. lArticuiarly when tle bdrocarbon was fed centrally lnd not pre-

srixed with air. Asrsming that tthe -,lid carbon particles have an

,verg, -diaLmter of .3 micr,ns (w-ich corr-eaponds to that of soot), a

calculation can be made of the expected reduction in electron densityit o Roe' o to3
scecorai~t be' ~to 3  The Plaa was assumed to have an initial

electron density of '1 x 1-l rctrons/cc and th-at complete dissociation

of the hydrocarbon additive into solid carbon and 1y41rogen took place.

It was found that the addition of .01 mole fractiort propane should re-

.ult in a 99.41% reduction in the electron density %rale the ad'-tion

of .001 so!* fraction should weed out 9b.72% of the electrons. Experi-

lme taly, using x-band microwaves, it %a found that the central addition

of V636 mole fraction propane caused a reduction of 1.1 db on a plasma

-with 1,9 db attenuation vhile the nwdition of .00113 mole fraction

caused a reduction of .37 db. If, as a firat approximation, the electron

j - - deanity Ia assumd to be directly proportional to attenuation , the

Mduction in electron density is 5h and 19.5% respectiv--V . t

-U -_ &'..e btween the theoretical predictions and these values could

A

I,
I -+ -I

-d _ _ _ __ __-- -. -- -- _ _ _ __ _ _ _ - -- -
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be attributed to the inevitable aide reactions between the carbon and
the other atomic species present. Spectrographic analysis revealed

all possible diatomic combinations of C, If# 0, end N atoms in tho plamma.

Rartnermore, as soon as the solid cot-bon migrated to the lower tempera-

ture rogions of the plasma, it immediately reacted with oxygen render-

ing it ineffective. It was also noted that feeding, the additive centrally

was much more effective than premixing it with air. This is due to the

fact that central feeding introduced the additive at the hottest region

of the plasma where the electron density is highest.

The rf &ir ;'.asma was also used to study the effect of water

sprays and a spray oi" a colloidal suspension of silica autsicron particles

in water on microwave transmission. In this experiment, a very small

portion of the air entering the Pyrex glass tube was used to atomize

water in a cosmetic atomizer before entering the plasma generator. It

was found that the addition of silica particles to the water spray didI

make the plasma more transparent to Ku-band microwaves than by vsing

pure water. tlgure 7 shows a plot of the change in attenuation (which

was obtained by subtracting the attenuation due to the plasma with

additive from the attenuation of the plasma without additive) versus

the rate of water or suspension injection in the plasma.

Micron and submicron particles of carbon black, silica and metallic

aluminum were injected into the rf plasma at atmospheric pressure with

ro detectable effects on microwave transmission. Aluminum oxida particles

increased microwave attenuation indicating an incr6ase in electron density

probably due to thermionic emission. Tests were performed on the die-

charge plasma at low presoures with the same solid particles and gave

similar rcaults.
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-The -discharge plama, operating at gqnrator inputs of 8 Kw and

20 Kw and .a total gas flow of _25 scfh, was used to inyeetiAe t e

effect -of Adding S%6 , y 8 And other by-drgcarbonz on ac-band microwave

transmission at pressures ranging from atmospheric W30 )nchez Jg)

-F to 2p5 inches J, A probing frequency of 9,5a5 Km; and an incident

microwave powr of 10 ow were used. In each e, the additiY? was

injected into the plasma at different rates and the change In transmitted

power eorded. A square wave modulated signal was transmitted across

-the ples a. Figure 8 slis what happened to the zquare wave when the

8 K ;jasma was turnaed on and when various amounts of SF were ianjecl.

into the plasmas The ratio of the power transmitted while the plasma

was turned on to that transmitted through the -gap with the plasma off

zeemed to be a good measure of the .isturbance and scattering of the

signal. A maximum ratio of one ie -eached when -enough Additive is in-i

E ected into the plasma in order to make it -completely transparent to i

microwaves. It can be seen in Fig. 9 that the effectiyeness of sulfur

E hexafluoride as an electron weeding agent improved at lower pressures

_while that of propane was reduced, The reason for this is that lowis S

pressures promote the dissoriation of S%6 into -fluorine and oulflur, ar

least the first of which is known to have high electron affinity i

On the other hand, at these high teoperatures the heat

of atomization is relatively small compared with tne total enthalpy of

the plasma and the small temperature drop due to dissociation altera

the *lectron density very little. The gaseous products of dissociation

of propans do not have the high affinity of fluorine for electrons and

solid carbon is no longer available to behave as refractory dust particles.

The other hydrocarbons, methanep ethane and propylene behaved very Ouch

-I-
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the I*n -nPropane- Fiue1 - le eg xcept -that the

PlamAn Y& operated jut 20 -Kw. jas-ure 'A -Sbows -the tranxcj1tedj power
raItj 0 vsr'3w mole fraction fo.r thia case- :t can be Bee, -th~t ,rpane
is till 'more tffecti.ve at Ftmosphric rau~ad)eeelitv s

low Prl,68ure- Howeverg S In4 mo -core effective -&at Ateoapbrjc
Pref-ure and so.- ea &OBtffective at -the low prssr

IhO CkAnge In -the :BeLtv1-or of SF aote-epied:rdaej.

Itwaa not1ed, howe e, -hat at,-igh ZeAeratOr -poiwer levels, -the J-1rE5
glas crss vs ~~bed!mosideraby an a sai amouut -Of A - k~ht

-powder-was -Accumu(ated in the bottom of tecnbr X.aydfrjo
aalysis Of -this -powder -ishoved -that 5-t-Is -nost :likoely -sodium fLuorie

wiith --the sodium aZ*ing f-o-th ls al. t15osil-ha t
-Mgh, WPower ad low pressure, -the :reaqtjon --bet een tfluTine-adth
:giz jildpletev -th -phaaOf UtS AUply-qf g.aorigo atOMS 7ne
-to -reduce the eictron demsity.

2he riesults -of -this s-Btuqy ishow -that -It -should be zPossible -to
-alleviate -the ,radio b:ackout Problem-b~y -izjeotizg _"rtain chesical
additivea -Into :the sbock Iront-summundigo Mentedug~ aac -Xiq~

E z&Xur berafnuorle -seems -to -be sost-promiig setB -are -beijng,'Cou-
- -tinuod 032 -water -vapor -and other hlogen _cota~i~ing cqpounds. It -s

hoped that -actual -in-flight;ts.u o-these coapou~ i2lzepro

In the near -future.
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X11. REDCTION OF FRB ELECTRON CONCTRATION IN A

REMl1RY PLASMA B! INJECTION OF LIQUIDS

By John S. Evans

NASA langleyr Research Center
Langley Station, Hampton, Va.

ABSTRACT

Liquid droplets injected into an over-ionized plasma (such as the plasma

sheath over an antenna on a reentry vehicle) are treated as sites for recom-

bination of electrons and ions. Each droplet is considered to be a small

spherical probe at floating potential. Thus, the rate at which it removes

electrons from tb plasma is equal to the rate at which ions reach its sur-

face. Thermionic emission and secondary emission are neglected and all elec-

trons and ions which strike a drop are assumed to be recombined.

Theoretical calculations are described for the reduction in electron

concentration as a function of three parameters of interest for practical

applications. These are the drop size, the mass injection rate, and the

Itime required for the drops to flow from the injection point to the antenna.

The results of the calculations indicate that the addition of liquid

Idroplets to a flowing plasma is capable of producing large reductions in

_electron concentration. However, it shculd be noted that the details of

drop formation, mixing, acceleration, and evaporation were greatly sim-

plified in the analysis. Since these processes can have important effects

on the results and since the theoretical treatment of such complex phenomena

is both difficult and uncertain, it appears that experimental validation of

the theory is needed before conclusions can be reached about the-applica-

bility of the results.

E

10 M
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IITROIXJCTION

It is common knowledge in radio propagation studies that the presence

of large numbers of free electrons can cause severe sigal attenuation or

radio blackout. Evidence nov exists that electron concentration in the

atmospheric entry plasm sheath can be reduced by injecting materials into

the flow field over the entering body.
1 2,'3,4

Gas injection appears to be impracti:al because no way has been found

to make a gas penetrate the ionized layer much beyond the boundary layer.

Solid partiele injection is also difficult, but, even if particles can be

injected in a satisfactory way, they rapidly reach high temperature and

thermionic emission li1mit their usefulness. Liquid injection holds the

moat promise, since adequate penetration can be achieved and-since beat-

transfer rates to small L-vaporating drops are such that both long lifetime

and low drop temperature pan b obtained.

T1he literature contains quite a bit of information on topics relating

to material injection,5 6 ,7, 8 and some experiments have been performed to

show the effects of material addition on free electron concentration.

Carswell and Cloutier at IICA have seeded supersonic streams with electro-

negative g aes, 9 Soo and Dimick at the University of Illinois have injected

solid particles into flowig plasms,10 and Kurzius at Aerochem has been

experimenting with water injection in seeded hydrocarbon flsnes.
11

1The NASA experimentsl,4,12,13 have proved that iujection of liquid

water can restore radio communication during actual atmospheric entry. This

paper is concerned with a discussion of what is believed to be the way in

which liquid injection is able to reduce the cncentration of free electrons

in the reentry plasma sheath. More information about the experiments and
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more detailed discussion, of the theoretical basis are given in HBA

reports. 15

THEORY

It should be made clear at the start that we are discussing injection

of a liquid into an over-Ionizede and relatively cool plasma flowing over

the afterbody of a vehicle. TMe electrons present were produced in the high-

temperature region near the stagnation point at the nose and persist in the

expanded and cooled ga. on the aftereloy only because the rate of electroi-ion

recombination Is too slow to cause them to disappear in the flow time over

the body.t As Is shown in figure 1, typical conditions for the-pla ma under

discussion are., electron concentration (Ire' of the order of 10'2 e/A;

flow velocity (N) about 3000 m/sec; texp~erature (T) about 2500o K; density

(p.) about o0- 3 of sea level atmospheric density. There is an antenna at

some point downstream, and it is desired to transmit signals frm this

antenna to a ground station.

A reasonable criterion for relief of radio blackout is to require that

the electron concentration at the antenna station be less than

S(e)crittca. - --n-. f where f is the transmitting frequency. For VjF W8.06 x 10o'

transmission, this requires that Ne be less than 109 e/cO3. Thus, if

Neo = 1012 e/cm3, a reduction of about three decades in electron concentration

*The term "over-ionized" here means that the concentration of free

electrons Is larger than it would be if the plasma were in thermal equilib-

rium at the local temperature.

tlhe plasma will become even colder when vater is added but the effect

of additional cooling on the dissociative recombination process

(,+ e- + 0) is s11.

- 5
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esrsince, I h hcns fteoednepam einI 1

eogpart or h inleeg oertsth hahadi aitdit

apace. Frsuch thin plasma la,,ers, a more moderate reduction of free elec-

tron density will Intmase the amount of energy which can penetrate and be

radiated, and the signal strength at the ground station will. be increased.

'The determination of the dispersal and mixing of the liqu~id jet into

the supersonic airstream and of the effects that momentun exchange and

evapuratio' have on the resulting mnixtuare is too involved and too little

understood to discuss in this paper. These things are Important parts of

the overall problem, and the brief mention made of them here isa not intendedf

to imrply otherwise.

The way iii which water drops are able to cause free electrons to dis-

appear is illustrated in figure 2,, where a single drop is shown being bom-

barded by electrons and ions in a plaa. The electrons move faster and

strike the drop sroften than the ions. 'Thus the drop becomes negatively

charged and deflect Qelect ,while It attracts ions. A steady-state con-

dition is quickly attained in which the net current to the drop is zero.

7he drops are, in fact, small spberical agmuir probes at floating poten- -

tial, and the rate of removal of electrons from the plasma Is the produc~t

of drop concentration (Nd) aud the ion collection rate for a single drop.

This rate of rewval is given by the equation

ibm r s te ropraiusa e and axe nean therami speeds of

electrons WAn ions, respectvely.

The collection efficiency of a drop for electzrns (F.) always has the

form F. CX9z(-ncr), where n is the nuaer of electron cargesOn the
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drop end a = e2/4xcorkT. The quantity no is related to the floating

potential by the equation
- _ (2)

As is iWicated in figure 1, the electron and ion collection effi-

ciencles ere related In the steady state by the equation

where a and 'j are the mean thermal speeds of electrons and ions JzE!
the plaena. The followi expression for Yj hae bet deriyed by inte-

grating over the Boltzmann Yelocity distribution in a moving plasma:

7 - -

where U, ic the ratio of drop speed twrough the gas to the mAm thermal

ion speed. Mhes expressions were derived on the basis of free molecUle

collisions with tze drops and =n the, basis of Nl> ' -where ) ~ h

Debye length. It has algo been aswimed that thermionic and secondavi evis-

ion of electrons by the drops is neglfgible and that all ions which reach

a OLp r.0cambine with electrons.

We v131 ese that the stoam of water is Instantly converted Into a

fine spray of droplets upo enterIng -the superAcnic airstream. We vill Also

assume that all drops haYe the sawe radius and that they ame deposited. In

equal nmbers per tmit volume throughout a known fraction of the total cross-

secticn of the fAv fIeld. Reduction of drop radius with tim by evapors-

tion will be neglected.
To keep the problem simple, a i, of the effect of o on elec-

trog corentration h". been confined to changes along a typin4 stream

77U
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tubea. FIgure illustrates how charge is conseryed along such a sOrea

___ tube, where diffus ion of charge through the stream tube wsl1. hbm been neg-

_lected. ch~arge conservation is expressed by

ug~eA + An5 - Contant(5

NO where D~ is defined to -be the total rnuber or electrons removed fron the

___ plasm by a dr-op durinS its history in the flowv, and A is defined -by -h

equtoc _for conservation of the rninber of drops Present

A Vd Constant()

un tbe steady state,

dn (VeA

decan be reae o and
Dfollowing the drop -Motion,# relte todt

'Z By integration of this eqyation

-r MIi is an integral eq~ation for the variation of electron cowcentration as

a fimction of distance from the point wihere water is injected. Beckwith

and Duhne11 bay. ;integrated it using an electronic data processing mahine

which also calculates the acceleration of the drops and their gradua reuc-

W tion In iize due to evaporation. flais is the imre accurate way to solve the

-mt
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aproblem, and they are presenting -their eolutions and copering-them to

9xperlw-ntal results in another paper at this Weting . 2

To 5ai inaight 5nto the general mature of 'the problem and to assist

in the recognition of the principal praeeterA, certain approximati'oUS edz

be made hich alloy equation (9) to be integrated directl:y. These apr~roxj_

)"tions are.

2. Ye~e - lr~ - i-i - (FID -1) (Linea~r -variation. of -F1

between initial and final iralues.)

-2. ut %WOA0 . (Constant density plasma,)

C.- onstant. (The -mean -thermal lon -speed actually -varles as

4- -ud  et until ud  u-. (Drop undergoes conatant .acceleration

until drop and am speeds are equal.)

" - °x1I

Ugs

In these equations, r is drop radius, p~I e est tte jc-

tioc point, s the density of water, and is the ratio of -the _as

flow of water In the stre tube to the mss now of gas in the strew'tUbe.

O
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____ _MeO,"roxim~te solution given-in -eqintion (10) Is8 essentially an

exponetial decay of -electron jmonc.entration vitb distance -from the Injec-

-tion point. .Bince the dro; radius appears -only Un -the -ratio -x/r, univer-

-ma solution curves can'be -prepared i~bich ar-z -independent -cf Arop yadius

_____Experience vith -the solutions has -shown that -the parameters h and g are,

foDr -the ",at Tart, functions of the mass -flow -ratio y4 . wc~ equation (10),

___one -concludes -that -the principal yarameters of -the :pro)hlem -are: (1) -the

A M_ -adius -r; (2) the -was :flov -ratio -~;and ()-the istance downstream

Of the Injection Volat -A.

N.00parson wiith -machine -computed yesults &,% -in figure 4, 1ndicates -that

-the q;Trqxmte solutions give near]lr -the same renults -as -the -machine solu_
-toUS. -Zaever, i1+-shoifld be -noted -that le/e0 Is -plotted -against -time

___ c-inlipzrpe 4 eaue -the assumed coastfant acceleration- of drops -in -the

-aaltical method, -the -calculated -distance -from -the Injection -point as a

: fwktiol -of -elmapsed--time since :injection -becomesprogressive]lr -vorse ss -time

goes -on, Vn-lots of :Ne/IeO *Man t -x/r (not -shown) do -not _agree -,as

-vell. as-the curves -of fiur -A 2hlus, one As -,reminded -that -time of --expo-

M__ -sure -of -Abe drops -to -the --plasm Is ithe -fundamental varl±able.. -rather -than,

-h distance -they have -traveled, :Yor -practical use, curves of YeNeo

__ ~~~aginst -_r r mf convenient, and can sti~ll :be -used, If careful at-ten.-

-tion -is -paid -to deteraination of -the prqper -time-distance -relationship.

Another point -of disagreement between -the analytical and nachine sol~u-

tioask Is eIllustrated in 1igure 4 -by the curves Sor le~ 1. -I enough -time

-elspapss-before electrn -ocnrto cusdvito the desired -level, evap-

oreton edues he adi ofthe drops enough to noticeably decrease teir
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MM effectiveness. Since the analytical solutions do 2not account Sor any Xeduc-

tion n drop -xadius, -they do not show this effect.

Since the more accurate machine solutions are available, they are-used

:for design work and analysis of -experimental -e-ults. 2ne analytical solu-

-tlons itre -useful -for studies of the.generl :nature of -the effects of water

injection for making -rough -estimates, and as azpid In Jnterpreting -the

VE -achine solu~tions.

17 APLICATIN

le can -now -examine -sce of .the effects :predicted -by -theory, as -j.Uus-

-trated :in fgures and 6. ure 5 -show, .valte of the-m.ss flow'-ratio

xequired -to achieve gien - -ction Sactors "Ne/Neo at -a fixed _dis-

- -tance -dowastrea rom -the -Injection -point. "iis tjpe of _plot -would-.be

useful -for -determining -.the -xate -of water -injection -to zachieve signal -recor-

.ery -for -a :antenn located -at a ziven -distance :from -,the -Injection :orifice.
5W-points can be -made -about -his :figure.. Onej A he water ineton

'Tate Is -such -that -the -alue of :J lies about half j -the :ordinate

scal.e showz , -then : Ke/O=- lo3 vMl :not b:e -obtained -.with %rops 1O

aeters -in -radius, but -will easily :be obtained with drape -3.O- tersU N
-radius. M2s I.Uustrates -the I o -neof InrakIn W -. whe ater rjet into

:9 fine pr5y. 1he other point to be :Made is -that, -for given. drop -radius

-he electron concentration :at :the rttenna ;goes -don -as -the -ss -flw -.rato

F. 'becomes larger. :0ie -would expect, of -course, -that "f a little water -reduced

-the electron concentraton-at -the -antenna a certaii ,zo t, -then:morewater

-woijir:bave a lfrger -ffect.

?Iure :6 :hovE .hat the -njection zr-te of water mequired to -achieve -a

:trfalPSnsrl :plsm -typically grows smaller.as :altltude -ncreses. -2e- reason

-E
EI

-- A
INN

S -
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____ :for -this iU -the xpir1 -decrease -in -air density -vith -altitudie. M~e drops do

-not -accelerate -to _gss -speed -as trapidly vh4en -the air density As lov and -

-therefore -a -jarger number -of -drops per unit volume Is -obtained fIrom -a given

-s5 --of --water !injected per -second.

-For -the Aesi of -water -injection _wystens, on needs -in -addition -to

.Plots -of NSNeo -asal -1t :xlr -and -cures :like -those In iflgurs 5 -and -6,

info~tio on the -drop-size-distribution -produced ~by-aerodyaibrku

An Jaw-density -supersonic :%ow sxA -on, -the distribution-of drops over-~the

-cross -section of -the :fow -field. --Much -reins -to -be Jlearned~about -theseA

-ztte-s. :Hwev-er, :Beckwith -Y !d~= -have - orrelated-experimental -meas-

urments rof Apenetration -and -distrlbutioa of :liquid-- Injected -into -supersnic

stres -i uh~awy-hat -h-esls-caan be -used-for -:the-desiga -of -practical

injection -

- -- -~~ ~pThe- ipu1 pas-etes --of -the--polsae

a-. Me drqp radis

-2. _-Ihess fv-atio, HI

~-7b flw 'tIn -of drops -after their Injeto -Lino-te-l.

2te -boale rocess Isa -recambization -of electrons -and :Ions on volm-

:dispersed-surface-:a.-es.

Me -recomination -rate fUs .mintrolled~by:z

M= -1. -Collisioun rate -of -ions -with -drops

-2. :Surface area of drops-per unit -volmie

Ahe icoliio zrste of A=n -with drops iU -a -function of:

I.~eatvewpedbeen gas and drops ( -ud)

_Do ,oenil,-



-Abe -drop -potential I's -the -floating :potential -of a spherIcal-prrv.be. i

Is a :function of:

-1. -Belative-zpeed (ug, tu

2.Ratio odrop -_du o:eye _length()

-The -important -Ihysical -processes -are-.

-1. -Breakup -of iaiquid jet (determines -drop -xadius and _distrbtin f

liudI-the -lvfiel.d).

'2. C-mpration -of drops (determines-rate -of -xeda3ztion -of -drop -xadius,

affects sufccniin f-rps, -And -affects -fjlov.rprte.ofa)

3. !No-phase j-flov interactions (determines czpeed -of -drops :rejative t

:gasnnd:thhow perties _ h rp-gas :Aixture).

I. on -collection -lute --of :droto Jelectron resxa -rat As, controlled~by

the Ion -collection ,ratte).

!ihe :coinlexity of the -problem-4s -sazh-tba-AV:relice-nsr. theoret-

Ical predictions :of -the -results -of Izje,-ting-water Anto &Avrenty7_Vjamijs

Treclut-d- -febs tht:n ca bp or Is -to -Obtanm Ingii2 -corrla

-tions betvees ,observed'effects nd-theortical-results. :Zvn-the~aevcrnt

-of -this 31mitedob~jective-vill-be -of_ Mmet -value -in tbe ~a pfCat ion -of -imater

N njection :as -:a-prcticliaEnS -Ior etrg-aiocitmivt rety

-vehicleS.

rS
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